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I would like to ask one question of teachers : Many 
of the pieces you use are carefully annotated and fin¬ 
gered. Do you always accept these additions to the 
text? Do you accept them without question, even if 
they are added by one who is recognized as an authority ? 
II so, yon are in error. “ Prove all things,” says the 
inspired writer. You should study the notes which a 
capable editor has added, to see what you yourself can 
learn from them. There may be a lesson in interpreta- 
tiou there, a principle of fingering involved that, under¬ 
stood, may at some later time be of great value to you. 
Be critical in your own interest. 
***** 
The teacher, whose experience extends over a number 
of years, must certainly have taken cognizance of the 
act that the price of a piano at the present day is much 
low what was at one time the rating price. 
Various causes may be assigned for this fact, but what 
concerns the teacher is that the redaction in price has 
greatly extended the use of the queen of musical instru¬ 
ments for the family circle. 
-x *■ 
SK °f Vhe reasons we hear so much wretched pian 
P aying is that people spend almost all their money 01 
opiano, and have nothing left to employ a really gooi 
or. 1 or some unaccountable reason, people wh 
^Viafied with the cheaper grades of everything els 
e Possessed of an idea, which amounts to almost 1 
w*len they buy a piano “ they mus 
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when' V* l*lat ^ousands of people of limited incomes 
even * bUying a piano> pay 1300 or 1400 ° 
them ■ °r °n 'ong time payments. This leave 
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the child*0 mU8'c *8 More or less limited, to “ show 
playin *^ei1 something about playing,” just as if piano 
Uwn te WaS *" 8arae category as learning to play 
Such DIUS’ °r °Berat>ng a type-writer. 
course is folly itself. People whose circum¬ 
stances are limited should lie satisfied with a medium 
grade of piano or a second-hand piano of some standard 
make. The fact that upright pianos have driven squares 
almost completely from the market, has resulted in the 
throwing of thousands of comparatively good square 
pianos on the market, which are plenty good enough for 
beginners and which can be purchased at a reasonable 
price. If $100 or $150 is paid for a piano of this descrip¬ 
tion, enough is left to give the children a good start in 
music under the direction of a first-class instructor. 
People who have not the money for both should put the 
greater part of their money into the brains of their 
children, rather than into the wire, ivory, and carvings 
of an expensive piano. 
* * 
• * * 
Music and religion have a closer association than is 
realized by many. In one sense, religion may well be 
called the “mother of the arts.” For each one of the 
family of the arts had its origin in the service of re¬ 
ligion. Whether it be music, poetry, painting, sculpture, 
architecture,—each one of these had its earliest develop¬ 
ment in the service of religion. Not, necessarily, in the 
service of the Christian religion, but in that of some one 
of the family of religions, even though it be what we 
know as “Pagan.” 
The earliest song of which we have record was sung 
in praise of the Deliverer from the hands of the 
Egyptians. And, as the children of Israel sang, they 
danced in their joyous worship. Humanity has always 
embodied its highest ideals of architecture in the tem¬ 
ples of worship, even from the times of ancient Egypt 
and Assyria. And these, as also in the early Christian 
temples, came to be adorned with sculpture and paint¬ 
ing. Crude though these early attempts were, they were 
still in the lineof worsliip-in the serviceof religion. 
The earliest, as well as the best, poetry of all peoples 
has been written in the praise of the gods the people 
worshiped, or in the recountal of their heroic deeds. 
But it was not long until the arts secured a gradual 
independence from religious observances. And though, 
to-day, that separation is complete, and has been for 
some two hundred years or more, it is well to remember 
that it is to the worshiping instinct of man's nature 
that we owe his earliest artistic development. 
***** 
The newspapers and musical journals are discussing 
the establishment of permanent orchestras in all our 
large cities. This has also brought np another problem, 
What is to be the source of supply for players? Why 
should not the departments of onr conservatories and 
schools of music grasp this opportunity ? Capable 
teachers are not lacking; in fact, some of the finest 
artists are associated with the violin departments of our 
larger schools. With direct, earnest work on the part of 
instructors and pupils, with the definite purpose of pre¬ 
paring for first-class orchestral work, there should be no 
trouble in developing material to furnish players for per 
manent orchestras in all our large cities. This has been 
done in England and is also done in the contmental 
countries. The reciprocally beneficial effect on both 
orchestras and schools is easily apparent. 
***** 
Parents sometimes remark : “ We do not expect to 
make professional musicians of our children, but when 
thev have a chance to hear fine music we wish them to 
have enough musical culture to appreciate and enjoy the 
great mastere.” Yet, when a recognized artist comes to 
their town, and they are advised to send their children 
to the concert, they too seldom do so. This raises the 
question : When we are learning music, that we may 
appreciate the best, why not show that we appreciate it 
when it is offered at our very doors ? 
» • 
* * * 
The last few years, educators have pointed out the 
great necessity of employing only the best teachers for 
young children. The general public is now favorably 
considering this subject. Doubtless many towns of 
ten or more thousands of inhabitants would support a 
good teacher who was fully equipped for foundational 
teaching, and made that his specialty. Conservatories 
are placing foundational departments in their regular 
courses, and find that it pays, not only in dollars, but in 
better results when these pupils are passed into the 
higher grades. 
This is about the time to plan for attendance at music 
teachers’ association meetings and at summer music 
schools. Do not fail to take along some of your best 
pupils. They will get more from the concerts of an as¬ 
sociation than will the majority of teachers. The turn¬ 
ing point in more than one young musical life has been the 
influence of the things heard at an association meeting. 
« • 
* * * 
In another column will be found an article on a subject 
that is of great importance to members of the pianistic 
profession, especially those who look forward to training 
for concert-playing. While there are numerous accred¬ 
ited instances of successful results of the operation for 
the liberation of the ring-finger, yet it ia not wise for the 
conservative to accept all that is claimed for the opera¬ 
tion by its enthusiastic advocates. Time and many 
experiments are necessary to establish a rule based on 
certainty of beneficial results. 
• • 
* * * 
To one who reads a number of musical journals the 
thonght will often come in these days: Teachers are 
waking up to the demands of the public for information 
on musical subjects. In every town of importance, and 
even small towns, lecture recitals are being given by local 
musicians, and a knowledge of the true in music dissemi¬ 
nated, with the result of creating a wide-spread and 
increasing interest in music. 
A musician whose name is well known to the profes¬ 
sion in this country once said : “There is not much to 
l>e written alxint music.” Can yon agree with him ? 
At any rate, much can lie said and written on the 
practical side of the music life—the actual, every-day 
work of teaching. No one should allow himself to be 
carried away by overweening self-conceit; and, on the 
other hand, he should try to give his own ideas a fair 
valuation. 
A musical journal is an exchange—a musical Bourse 
—where one teacher can exchange with others those ideas 
which his own experience has tried and proven to have 
commercial value, but with this difference: In the com¬ 
mercial world each broker is trying to get the beet of his 
fellow ; in our exchange the idea should bemntnal good¬ 
will and an unselfish desire to help others. 
Von may desire to do your share in the literary work 
now so popular. Ab good training to thisend, we suggest 
that you exercise care in all explanations to pupils—seek 
the clearest, simplest statement of the facts you wish to 
impress on their minds. If you have pupils’ recitals, 
assign to one or two a subject for a short essay and revise 
lOO 
it; and, above all, practice yourself in writing; seek out 
thoughts that have iu them value, attempt a logical 
aualysis of them before yon write, and then stick toyour 
text. Many who can not write connectedly an article 
cau write with ease a half column. In all that you do 
recognize the value of insistence. 
• • 
» * * 
It is common to see in daily liewspajiersandin musical 
journals a reference to patriotism in music. It is not 
at all tlattering to American musicians to be supported 
merely on such a ground, and this journal does not 
believe that the rank and file of our native-born 
teachers appreciate such aclaim. But itis right to depre¬ 
cate a spirit that attributes to our teachers such a lack 
of musical knowledge and of teaching skill as to justify 
so many writers in placing them on so low a plane in 
comparison with Kuropean pedagogues. Immature and 
unprepared Americans go abroad to Germany and meet 
with repulses, sneers, innuendoes ; are told to go back 
and learn the rudiments; put up with all kinds of rude¬ 
ness ; and then, in letters to friends and home journals, 
show a wonderfully meek nnd patient spirit l>y turning 
round and glorifying the system which has developed 
into a bullying arrogance that can see no good in musical 
Instruction on this side of the Atlantic Ocean. All the 
excellent qualities in the world are not centered in the 
pedagogues of German conservatories of music. 
• • 
* * * 
Why is it that musicians so often are neglectful of 
common courtesy in their treatment of pupils, say harsh 
things on account of trivial mistakes, scold in a sneering, 
sarcastic manner, and display other similar instances of 
disregard for the amenities which commonly maintain 
in social life? To be a musician is worthy ; to be a good 
one, better still ; but to be a good musician and at all 
times a gentleman, is best of all. 
***** 
How common it is to prate of art and art ideas ! One 
can easily put together a string of words that sound 
well, aye, may be euphony absolute, but, after all, 
utterly meaningless, l>ecnuse tberenl truths of art are not 
common property. They belong to the few. The many, 
somehow or other, contrive to live without them. 
***** 
THE fact that the teaching season is much shorter now 
than some years ago is a problem that has a serious side 
to the teacher. He must work long nnd nrduonsly dur¬ 
ing his busy season that he may tide over the months 
when his opportunities are limited. And yet how often 
do we see one who is earning ranch spending all ns fast 
as he earns. A course in economy nnd self-denial might 
l»e added to the curriculum of every music school. Is 
there any solid foundation for the apparent improvident 
streak in so many members of the music profession ? If 
so, let the musical psychologist, who is numerous to-day, 
set himself to discover the cause and seek the remedy. 
He will lie hailed as a philanthropist and beuefactor to 
m my of bis fellows. 
THE ETUDE 
Roman's UGlork in flDueic. 
A LETTER FROM MRS. BEACH. 
Some time ago The Etude wrote to Mrs. H. H. A. 
Beach, asking for a contribution to this department of the 
journal, believing that it would add greatly to the interest 
of our readers, not only among the fair sex, but of the 
sterner as well. We are sorry that Mrs. Beach felt herself 
unable to comply. The appended letter, however, which 
we received from her, has so much of general interest 
that we concluded to print a considerable portion of it, 
together with a portrait and short biographical sketch. 
“With regard to your request for an article on 
‘ Woman’s Work in Music ’ as a contribution to that 
interesting department of your journal, I can only say 
that, having already refused a number of offers for a 
similar article from other musical papers, I can not con¬ 
sistently send one to yours. My time is entirely devoted, 
of necessity, to the exacting requirements of musical 
composition, with sufficient piano practice to admit of 
occasional public appearances. This leaves me with no 
surplus time in which to do literary work. To prepare 
such an article as you desire would involve exhaustive 
research in the work accomplished, in the past and 
present, by women, and the sifting of a large mass of 
detailed evidence, before even the first words could be 
written. Of course, the subject should be treated as 
belongs to the early New England people. -While 
should not, perhaps, say that Mrs. Beach was precocioT 
in respect of musical capacity, it is fair to state that she 
made attempts at composition at a very early age 
Her study iu theory was limited to preliminary in 
struction iu harmony, the rest of her higher study being 
a matter of self-guidance, systematic and untiring Jt 
is said that she translated the works of Berlioz and Ge- 
vaert on instrumentation for her own use and study 
During this time Mrs. Beach was giving constant atten¬ 
tion to piano study and became a finished pianist, making 
public appearances as early as the age of sixteen. She 
has played with the Boston Symphony and the Thomas 
Orchestra. 
For some years Mrs. Beach has given up public play, 
ing, except a few appearances for charity benefits. 
This is no place in which to speak of Mis. Beach’s 
compositions. Many of them are familiar to onr readers, 
and a fuller acquaintance may be obtained from Mr. 
Mathews’ new work, “The Masters and Their Music,” 
iu the part devoted to American composers. 
Two compositions we should mention are her “Jubi 
late,” for the dedication of the Woman’s Building at the 
Columbian Exposition; and her symphony, “E Minor, 
Gaelic,” which was played lately by the Boston Sym¬ 
phony Orchestra (in Boston, February 12th). The press 
of the city commented on it most favorably, reflecting 
public opinion as well as their own. 
Mrs. H. H. A. Beacii. 
# * 
* * 
Teacbebu should be very cautious about advising a 
pupil to take up the practice of the art as a means for a 
livelihood. This suggestion is not made in advocacy of 
restricting the number of teachers, hut becanseof a firm 
conviction that a peculiar make-up is required in order 
to develop a successful teacher. A review of his own 
experience will help a teacher to decide as to what qual¬ 
ities are necessary to success. To decide that a favorite 
or prom,slug pupil has in embryo such quality ia a 
matter for reflection, and presents as much difficulty as 
if one ignorant of entomology were asked into what the 
“K1* ffub or larva will develop. 
— ■ ■ • •_-, 
od pe,,ai piayinS’an<i °ne on 
wh.eh he insisted strenuously, was never to strike the 
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that they can he advlrL rr1 I believe 
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this way a record ^ he 'ZT*?’ played- 
shonld hear the test nf e ma(*e °* composition that 
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Very truly yours, 
‘Mbs.H.11. A. Beach.” 
are so nobly, and” Pnde l° the m?ny w°men who 
spirit of self-sacrifice devot^^068’ ®° marke<1 a 
work—it , par("uLarivt?k lvhemSelTeS to 
of aelf gratulation that a wlan^ 
woman, has forged to r . ’ and an American 
«iO, Wm ™‘”lb*0f 
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New Hampshire, and her family 
***** 
Elmira (N. Y.) Women’s Musical Club. 
This club is still very young, having been organized 
last fall. The members are drawn both from the teach¬ 
ers of the city and from amateurs. The regular meet¬ 
ings of the club are held fortnightly, on Thursday. A 
combination of musical aud literary work is the principal 
leature of the club. The first meeting of the month is 
devoted to the life and works of some composer, the 
second to a miscellaneous program. Gentlemen are 
invited as guests, and have assisted in the rendering of 
works performed. Mozart, Haydn, and Schnhert have 
been studied critically. 
A ladies’ chorus has been formed, the conductor also 
being a member of the club. 
The club has been highly favored by one of the local 
piano houses, in the proffer of the use of a music-room 
suitable for recitals, and furnished with two pianos, thus 
encouraging the use of ensemble music, four and eight 
hands. 
The club has, at present, about fifty members. 
It is worthy of note that the club has members who 
play stringed instruments, among them a harpist. 
Harriet Louise Beckwith. 
* * 
* * * 
Camilla Ueso, in a letter to the “ Musical Courier, 
takes exception to certain disparaging remarks made by 
another violinist who shrugged his shoulders at the idea 
that women could attain proficiency and high considera¬ 
tion from musicians as violin players. 
She herself, Maud Powell, and Leonora Jackson are 
excellent proof that the carping critic was wrong ; *n(I 
the excellent work done by the Women’s String Orches¬ 
tra, under Mr. Lachmund, in New York, is a proof that 
the gentle sex is capable of solid, musicianly work. 
***** 
Recording the last year’s achievements in music, a 
German journal enumerates the following women a 
names : 
Singers.—Materna, Scbroeder-HanfstUngl, PMti (eve| 
young !), M. Sembrich, Calv6, Melba, Albani, Signd 
Arnold, Lehman, Brema, Rose Ettinger, Saville. 
Pianistes. —Sofie Menter, Teresa Carreno, Clod <e 
Kleeberg. 
Lady Halle, Tere.se Tua, Betty Schwabe. 
Elsa Ruegger. 
Gerster is numbered among teachers at Scbarwen 
Conservatory, Berlin. . p 
Carreno performed MaoDowell’s Concerto 1D 
recently in Cologne. 
“ Signale ” mentions that the text of a new opc 
(“ Daphne”) is by Miss M. Merringtou. 
lOl 
Berlin is to have a new concert hall which will seat 
about a thousand people. 
Eugen d’ Albert, it is reported, has been offered the 
first conductorship of the Hamburg Stadt-theater. 
It is announced that Sibyl Sanderson is critically ill 
at Nice, France. Paralysis of the lower limbs has set in. 
Lenten sacred concerts are considered the proper 
thing in some of the English and American cities. 
Patti's annual farewell tour is announced. The trip 
includes the United States. 
Sullivan’s new opera on a Greek subject is an¬ 
nounced to be brought out shortly. 
Bizet has written a set of “Variations Chromatiques ” 
for the piano, which are also to be arranged for the 
orchestra. 
Chicago announces a new infant prodigy, a lineal 
descendant of the great Carl Czerny. This latest 
“ Wunderkind ” is a little girl of four. 
Conrad Behrens, a well-known opera basso, died in 
New York a short time ago. One by one the old 
favorites are dropping off. 
Clarence Eddy is in Europe again on a concert 
tour. European artists come to this country and ours 
go abroad. 
During their recent American tour, the Henschels 
gave seventy nine song recitals. They will not return to 
this country for some years, it is said. 
In Prague, the opera director inaugurated the custom 
of commencing performances of Wagner’s dramas at 
4 o’clock in the afternoon. 
Influenza is no respecter of persons. Calve was 
very ill in Paris, but is now rapidly recovering and will 
soon appear in public again. 
It is said that the present emperor of Russia has so 
fine a tenor voice that he could easily make a living on 
the stage. 
Josef Hofmann is an ardent bicyclist. An acci¬ 
dent compelled him to cancel several important concert 
engagements. 
Quite a number of singers and musicians of American 
birth are resident in London, at least for a portion of the 
musical season each year. 
Rosenthal injured his finger recently, and will be 
prevented from practicing and playing for some time it 
is feared. 
The Choral Society of Dresden, Germany, founded by 
Schumann, celebrated its fiftieth anniversary recently. 
The composer was director of this society for two years. 
The whole realm of literature is being ransacked to 
furnish composers with ideas. Richard Strauss has 
completed a symphonic poem on “ Don Quixote.” 
The old report is revived that Leschetitzky contem¬ 
plates removing to Berlin, since Vienna seems to lie 
losing its old prestige as a music center. 
Three unpublished compositions by Tartini were re¬ 
cently discovered and played in Italy. They included a 
sonata for two violins and a concerto. 
'Verdi has headed a committee to devise means for 
P acing the historical old La Scala, at Milan, on a sound 
nancial basis, independent of municipal subvention. 
A musical instrument has just been invented which 
may be attached to any bicycle. It plays popular airs 
without aid of the rider when the machine is in 
motion. 
A new Concertstuck by Cowen, for piano and orclies- 
’ kas just been announced. It was written at the sug¬ 
gestion of Paderewski, and it is supposed that the latter 
play it for the first time in pnblic. 
THE ETUDE 
An Italian pianist at Como lately, played for fifty 
hours, with hut little intermission. Shall we have six- 
day tournaments of piano playing like our bicycle con¬ 
tests? 
Dr. Chauncey M. Depew, of New York, is likely to 
he the president of the new Orchestra Society, of New 
\ ork, which has undertaken to raise the money to estab¬ 
lish a permanent orchestra in New York City. 
During his recent tour in this country Guilmant gave 
over fifty organ recitals. The influence of this master 
has been highly beneficial to many of our American 
organists. 
Sullivan has adapted his sacred cantata, “The 
Martyr of Antioch,” for stage production. It was given 
in Edinburgh. Is this to be the new style of music 
drama ? 
The Municipality of Paris has announced a prize of 
10,000 francs ($2000) for a composition in symphonic 
form, with or without choral combination and vocal 
solos. 
The new style of music-box has driven out the old 
Swiss box, and has developed an extensive business. It 
is estimated that the trade will reach over a million 
dollars this year. 
The patriotic spirit is abroad, and even visiting for¬ 
eigners have been infected. Guilmant played an original 
transcription of the “Star Spangled Banner” at an 
organ recital in Troy, N. Y. 
The present Duke of Anhalt owns a musical clock 
which belonged to an ancestor in whose service Bach 
passed some years. This clock plays certain tunes that 
Bach wrote for it at that period. 
Wagner’s opera “Die Meistersinger,” has dupli¬ 
cated in Brussels the success achieved in Paris. Judg¬ 
ing from the great interest manifested, it is probable that 
this means more than a mere passing enthusiasm. 
A concert has been given in Italy of Verdi’s sacred 
compositions, consisting of musical settings of the psalms 
and other hymns which he composed many years ago. 
Gounod devoted the last year of his life to sacred music ; 
is Yerdi following in his footsteps? 
Dr. Wilhelm Mayer, known as a composer by the 
name of W. A. Remy, died but a short time ago. He 
was trained for the law, but later gave himself entirely 
to music. Among his pupils were Busoni and Wein- 
gartner. 
Mexico has a flourishing conservatory of music under 
state control. It has, at present, about 1300 pupils. 
Strange to say, the men are in the majority, in the pro¬ 
portion of eight to five. Women music teachers must 
be at a discount in Mexico. 
Music Hall, in Boston, has beeD sold and will later 
he torn down. With the building is associated the rise 
of the Boston Symphony Orchestra and a long period of 
the Handel and Haydn Oratorio Society. One by one 
old landmarks disappear. It was dedicated Nov. 20,1852. 
The faculty of physics in Cornell University is build¬ 
ing an acoustically or mathematically correct organ, ac¬ 
cording to the Helmholtz formulas. It is to he used to 
study the vibrations of notes and investigation into chord 
combinations on a mathematical basis. 
A SYMPHONY (MS.), by Michael Haydn, elder brother 
of “ the father of the symphony,” was produced recently 
in Vienna, and pronounced by connoisseurs to be a valu¬ 
able acquisition to symphonic literature. As Anton 
Rubinstein overshadowed his brother Nicolas, so did the 
great Haydn obscure his brother Michael. 
AN article, “Organs and Organ Playing,” written by 
Alexandre Guilmant, and published iu the “Forum” 
for March, contains not only information of interest con¬ 
cerning modern French and Italian organs and organists, 
aud the history of organ music generally, hut it also 
gives concisely Guilmant’s views on organ playing. 
London has abont 2000 orchestral instrumentalists 
(including upward of 700 violinists) besides more than 
5500 other teachers of music; in the country in general 
there are over 8000 more. And yet academies of music 
and private teachere are turning out new teachers each 
year. What becomes of them all ? 
The success achieved by the People’s Singing 
Classes in New York has aroused the people of Boston, 
and a movement has been initiated in the latter city 
which is meant to rival the work done in New York and 
surpass its record. S. W. Cole is to be the director of 
this free singing class. 
A grand concert, for the benefit of the “Maine” 
fund, was given in Washington during the past month. 
President and Mrs McKinley, as well as representatives 
of the official and diplomatic world, were present. Mu¬ 
sicians are always ready to use this art for a noble pur¬ 
pose. Carl Lachmund's Women’s String Orchestra, 
of New York, was a strong help in the program. 
A London paper has drawn attention to the fact that 
the English do not care for English music ; that Rubin¬ 
stein and Tscbaikowsky had to go outside of Russia to 
find appreciation, and that Saint Saeus and Massenet are 
more highly honored in Germany than at home. Italy 
and Germany seem to be the only nations that like their 
own music. 
The Trans-Mississippi Exposition to be held at Omaha 
is to be used as a factor in spreading musical culture in 
that section. The musical managers have in mind com¬ 
prehensive and valuable features as a part of the work 
of the exposition. The celebrated Mormon choir from 
Salt Lake City will be in attendance. Orchestral and 
band concerts will also be given. 
The Musical Art Society, of New York, has offered a 
prize that shonld greatly stimulate composers resident in 
this country. It offers $250 for the best composition for 
mixed voices, unaccompanied. The competition is open 
to any one who has been a resident of the United States 
or Canada. Full information may be obtained by ad¬ 
dressing Dr. Fred E. Hyde, 20 W. Fifty-third Street, 
New York. 
The great French piano house of Pleyel has put on the 
market a “ piano-double,” an instrument designed for 
ensemble playing. It has two keyboards, arranged in 
such manner as not to interfere with each other, each 
having its own set of strings. The advantages to 
be derived are evident, not only to a solo player,—it 
being similar to an organ with two manuals, in obtain¬ 
ing clearness in polyphonic music,—but to teachers who 
can use this for pieces arranged for two pianos. It has 
been received with favor by Parisian artists and 
teachers. 
The South is still more in evidence, musically, and 
is showing marked energy in promoting musical festivals. 
Another is announced for the twentieth and twenty- 
first of May, at Columbia, S. C. Some of the artists en¬ 
gaged are noted New York and Boston soloists, and the 
celebrated French-horn player, Xavier Reiter, probably 
the finest in the world. An orchestra of thirty men will 
assist, and a local chorus under the direction of August 
Geiger, of the Presbyterian College for Women, general 
director of the festival, will render a number of choral 
compositions. 
Anton Seidi., the well-known conductor, died very 
suddenly in New York, March 28th. He was abont forty- 
eight years of age. Mr. Seidi was born in Hungary, and 
in his early manhood was secretary to Richard Wagner, 
having been recommended to him by Richter, the cele¬ 
brated conductor and Wagner’s great friend. It is dne 
to this intimacy with the master that he was afterward 
able to win recognition as the greatest Wagnerian con¬ 
ductor of the day. The last twelve years of his life he 
spent in this country, devoting himself with untiring 
energy to the labor of spreading a love and enthusiasm 
for the music-dramas of his great master. The greatest 
artists of the music world were proud to call him friend 
and to sing under him and gain his advice as to the rSles 
of the Wagner operas. 
Recently most tempting offers were made to him from 
Berlin and Hamburg, Germany, but he refused them, as 
he seemed to have determined to join his lot to New 
York City. It was generally supposed that he would 
be the director of the proposed New York Symphony 
Orchestra. 
His death leaves a great void in the musical world, 





[Our subscribers are incited to send in questions for (hit 
department. Please write them on one tide of the paper only, 
and not with other things on the. same sheet. In EVERY 
Cask the Writer’s Full Address must be Gives, 
or the questions will receive no attention. In no case will the 
writer’s name be printed to the questions in The ETUDE. 
Questions that hate no general interest will not receive atten¬ 
tion. ] 
A. L. M TalunUnl pupils are commonly lany, and have been so 
much praised that they rail to understand that work Is at all neces¬ 
sary In their case. It is not possible to get work out of them until 
they are convinced that they have really got to work. If parents 
will not uphold you In requiring solid work, then plan a miserable 
failure for her by giving her a piece so hard that she can not play 
It, when she wishes to play for some friend, or «l school-jts a school 
march. She will do nothing until her great amount of self-esteem 
haa been diminished. Cut deep and show no morcy. Possibly, If 
• he has a little reason and comiuou sense, you can tell her of the 
hard work dono by the great masters—how even the greatest God- 
glvvn genius came to lie something because the gifted ones really 
worked. The ‘•Sight Reading Album," Just Issued by this house, 
ounlilui exactly the kind of piece* you ask for. 
C. I K.—Your pupil who neglects rests can be made to see them 
and give them their due silence by counting aloud for the notes, but 
wills,H-rlng for the rests. First try her on a piece that has many of 
them, counting It os above suggested, without playing, then play 
It eepeclaily for rent observance. 
T. K. 0.—'The thumb can begotten over its heavy thumping by 
giving a course In thn Mordent eaendsee, as found on the last page 
of . toaon's "Touch and Technic," vol. I. They ere also found in a 
moro simple form In London's " Foundation Materials.” Primarily 
•he hold, her wrist lon.tllT.nd unyielding. A loo«.„d light thumb 
depends entirely upon . perfectly louse wrist, for the thumb Join, the 
‘‘"'V*1 lb* *rl*'; therefor*, holding the Wrist loose rnskest loose 
thumb. AUoi Imam member Is alw.y, Beilble, snd at Its best for 
qnlck and light movement*. 
M. A. It.—Doited lines sre often used to ebow the melody notes 
when they pes, from one st.ir to the other, u In the pieces you men- 
7 , of the polyphonic type, like the •• Little Pre- 
^I rih'ir ^i k<?ln* ”ch d“r'» «**»" 0>eml»a, «*>p«ria]|y If an Inner part haa the theme. 
* h#,*bt of u‘« piano-stool must lie regulsted to suit 
he pup Only repeated trial will enable you to dec Me the particu¬ 
lar position most comfortable for easy playing. In mineral It 
might be said that the elbow should not be below the keyboard’or 
'hn °?n °r ch°rd <* .M™ini,be<i by’«„ 
elbow lower than the hand ; see answer In March Etudk. 
M. F. C. L. We can not give you eny estimate as to the value of a 
sopp.iwe.lly old violin. It I. generally safe to be looredulous as to the 
ganulnmwas of an “old violin.” Label, with tl„ names of ihc old 
Cremona maker, ere easily made end .man nothing. There!, . rerv 
roMon to twllevo that but very f„w genuine old lull.,, violin, arc 
andFrenh s' C0"'K't0r* *nd c"l',br*,od ’loll.,1st.. German 
"‘rn thousand, of Imitations o 
, KD *• Magglnl and -StWner. They use lahnU i . 
o.e « .O make them facslmll. 
* ”n_r"”r '’nWtl0n t« 'ho different kind, of «.!« u 
very general In It, statement. There are three, Muior In .hi . !. 
ven.ltones occur tietween 3-4 and 7-8 i, J * hlchlho 
melodic minor, sometimes l*twre„ 2 s' * *n<l ','*c*n<Iln* 1 
..... „ 
Awy suremsion of black key. will give you ooch .scale 
U“«r; *• •’itten in such a scale, beginning In F. M 
Th«> lh”r« Is, also, (he Hungarian rmst »ki w i 
a. follows—let a, Iwgln, s.y, 7„ C: f h lSM nud« “P 
», a Note the Interval of one and onedi.^f I ?rP' °! 
«-7. Thsoo are I be principal scale, |„ „v ^ween 3-4 and 
M. M. D.-MetbeWs “Oradad glodie,o , 
course of teekolcal .tody If th-nigcestlon. in* V7 thorouKh 
while the Hat of pieces to be „'«v i . * ”Cl‘ ** *ollowed, 
TV -W* 
ooe volame, as also those lotended in grades can be had In 
fourth grad*,, w, woohi a ««>mpeny the third and 
Is popular everywhere. his series, which 
notmq oMfthe^j^p^ 
teot of two notes, err to be mag or p|.rn, "l01’*- 
denoted by the time sign.,.tbu, l i ' '"' th"*' “ 
tlm. of three, which I. . « <» 
Illustration Is similar to this. * one beat. Your 
It represented two^t^f ™ctir*°r « a. If 
classic, neaal ly hJHliTh aid* r"*'’klDg’ ’ *“ml.rd edition of the 
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L. c—It is not an easy task to take up the study of theory without 
a well-qualified teacher. Yet one who reads and studies, and assim¬ 
ilates what he reads, may gain much by private study. Better do 
thisihau not at all. You may grow to feel the need of a teacher, 
having made the first step, the important one, unaided. “ Theory 
Explained to Piano Students,” by Dr. Clarke, is a very useful ele¬ 
mentary work. The price is fifty cents, postage paid. If you wish 
to take up the study of harmony you can do so by mail. The adver¬ 
tising columns of musical journals will give you the names of teachers 
who make this a specialty. 
E. B. T.—In The Etude for March, Mr. Mathews has given a good 
answer to your question about accompanying and the remuneration 
received for such professional work. You will find the paragraph in 
his “ Letters to Teachers.” 
F. D. W.- On referring to the exercises on the first page of 
Mathews’ “Graded Studies,” book i, I find that he says that the last 
note under the slur is not to be played staccato. You will see that 
these notes are usually half-notes which you can not play staccato, 
and in some places a dotted half-note. The curved lines simply 
mark the phrase endings, and have nothing to do, strictly speaking, 
with the execution. The use of these lines, or slurs, as to mark sec¬ 
tions and phraBes, must be distinguished from the smaller groups or 
motives such as are found in many pieces. In these instances they 
refer to execution and not to analysis or form. It is unfortunate 
that there is no accepted system of markings for execution as op¬ 
posed to analysis. The taking off of the hands is often mental rather 
than pronounced. 
R. L. B.—1. Consult a standard edition for metronome markings. 
2. As to the accents, there is good reason to suppose that Schu¬ 
mann put them there himself. Just why is not apparent, except that 
it produces a syncopated effect, of which he was very fond. 
3. The letters G. P. mean Grand Pause, and are used in an 
orchestral score to denote a pause in the whole orchestra. The dura¬ 
tion of the pause is generally left to the conductor. 
M. C. &—1. A good dictionary of musical terms, such as Clarke’s 
dictionary, will give you full information as to the meaning and 
pronunciation of terms found in music. The price is $1.00, postage 
paid. 6 
2. The small dots found between words in lines arranged for 
chanting, denote the words or syllables given to each of the two half- 
notes : 
Glory be to the Father | and . . to the | Son 
3. See answer to M. A. II. 
a C;.K-“There are 8everal for enabling a -small child to 
‘ha Illano Mala, some embodying also a foot-rest, which is 
. mker J " at home °r bT “ good cabinet- 
. * m“lera"! cxf,cnse- Id the publisher’s notes of this 
z::r: ^ -— 
, ”■ ,C -Your <>,lesti0" as '0 why C instead of A, the first letter 
-f the alphabet, was chosen as thefirst scale-letter is based on a false 
premise. Tho usual explanation given is that in the earlier history 
of music scales were founded on 'each letter from A u» to r '! 
represented in effect by the white kevs of » P * G’ d 
« ...i«» i. .l 3 ^ KeT8 or a piano or organ Thp r 
scale, in the course of years, showed itself best ' L 
gsssi 
music of the la,thundrTyearsriea ^ 10 016 Spirlt of th« 
ascending and de^endMgc 'ThTnaMralTe the,,8eVen,h raiscd botl1 
nlaed by one of the common chords of the h e°th DOt be harmo" 
hare eithera chord from a related scale armonic scale, but must 
the natural minor scale. ’ °r t ,e cbord on the fifth of 
prompts you, in the use of your language, to write sometime 
sometimes t-o-o, and some other times t-w-o althou ) > K 
pronounced alike. A study of harmony will’Drove .1 al> 
of this simile. P ® the ®>’™ctDeM 
2. Tou also ask: “What are dampers?” The 
wooden blocks covered with soft felt; they rest oJih** little 
and are connected with the keyboard in such a manner 
key is struck the damper on the corresponding string . rten» 
thus allowing the strings to vibrate; and when the fP,V<?°ted| 
the damper falls back upon thestrings, to promptly stonth. T1' 
tion. If a tone, once struck, is desired^ 
player’s possibility of holding down the key, then the nedsl 
down; this lifts alt the dampers away from the strings Th M 
pose of the pedal is, thus, primarily, the continuation oftone nia' 
increase of its volume, and hence the term “loud pedal" i’ • 
reet, and amateurish besides. As a matter of fact, there reallvl””'' 
an increase of tone-volume when the pedal is taken W 
airings acoustically related to those which were struck’are noTr*11 
to co-vibrate; but this is incidental, not essential, although to ,™ 
teurs .t forms the main cause of their great affection for the pT 
as it tends to drown their possible and sundry false notes. Itlo 
be remembered, however, that the pedal is not a public chari 
calculated to cover a multitude of sins, but a legitimate helpmreUa 
the planist Hyitsanl he is enabled to prolong or continue a tone 
whtle us.ug the hand that struck it in another part of the kevtear/ 
It is also a fine means for coloring in the hands (or, rather in the 
feet) of an artist. The proper name for it is simply “the pedal ” Th» 
“soft pedal "acts as its name implies; when trod down, the ham¬ 
mers are either moved to one side (so as to strike only one striae of 
each tone, instead of two or three hence the term “ una corda") o, 
moved nearer to the strings, so as to strike them with less vehe- 
mence. The latter arrangement is usual with upright, the former 
with grand, pianos. ConsT. v. Stmbeso. 
G. K. W.—Your halting and stammering young pupil can be 
cured if you will demand slower practice, with special attention to 
seeing, thinking, and comprehending details exactly, then an at¬ 
tempt at thinking how to do them correctly before letting the fingers 
begin. The trouble with stammering players is that they begin to 
put down keys before they know what to do with them, how long to 
hold them, and what other keys go with them. 
H. R. S.—You can secure the right adjustment of legato and 
rhythmic flow on the organ by holding reiterated bass notes and 
also holding ail of Hie reiterated notes in the inner parts, striking 
closely legato, yet distinctly, every note of the melody, except where 
all other parts move; and also, as a general rule, striking one of the 
inner parts, either the alto or the tenor. When playing the pedals 
of the pipe-organ, do not duplicate the base with your left hand; let 
this hand play the tenor, or, if you wish fuller power, let it also 
double the inner parts together with the right hand, so playing full 
chords, all that either band can hold bet ween the soprano and (be 
bass. This gives a broad and full effect without the harsher effect of 
full organ when it includes the mixtures. 
H-lharp.'r) d!llXla“K Ch°K °f W°U,d ke: 
=™ “I* 
Dictionary, " rallentando,” " ritardando " and Rarrett’8 
as synonyms. The Italian Diction ’ at" ritennto” aregiven 
diminish In witJnoSays: ‘‘ R»»entare means to 
it were otherwise the comhlnoF- r° a diminution of force.” If 
». <-*** v cr:* * • *-■ 
l»g may be found: Rallentando over . ’ ^ 106' ,he fo'>ow- 
piu cres.—f—ff „ written. ^lhoe;ea CIT Which 
Italian scholar; therefore, if rail implied"^1611 W“h beiaK a good 
would not have been gui„y of suchThMudm “ We" “ e 
A. S.—Such a (hlne as 2 it™. . 
cult search to find «„ CIlmple bUt “ W°"id be a dDH- 
would depend, a. tem,K> always does on the l et ^ morement- »b»t 
tempo sign llsed „ „ on the indication given by the 
;;rert'‘an ? '»-~:i ^;e: CareTri0re' ^ *ba‘ f 
time signatures than are needed and it w 7 more ’»rietiesof 
add » I time to the number. ’ d be "■°r8° tb»n useless 
fiw a double-eh.rp*1 and dema^hri the'mark (X)'8ie1'1- 
"tepa (or one whole step) higher th ' t 0,16 6hould ba two half- 
•I‘ 1- The eminent teacher, of whom you ask, requires pupils to 
begin at the last measure of the piece and play that measure, then 
next to the last, and so on, twenty-five to fifty times, without stop¬ 
ping, adding measure to measure, in this maimer. The objection to 
it is, he requires as much practice on the easy parts as on the more 
difficult, thus wasting time and effort. A better way is, as soon as 
possible, to find the hard passages and do them slowly until they go 
easily when played correctly; then try them at the right tempo, 
again doing slow work until they will go at the right speed easily as 
well as correctly ; then connect with the easier parts of the piece by 
more slow and fast practice. 
4 D. When out of practice any length of time, begin to prac¬ 
tice with entire relaxation of the muscles in fingers, wrist, andarm; 
work timely, softly, and tightly, each hand alone, and on single tones, 
nntil you begin to feel a certain conscious power in each finger. 
I lace the hand over five white keys and raise each finger as high as 
you comfortably can; then, returning to the key, press it all the nay 
down. Do not straighten the finger out while making this move¬ 
ment, nor contract the muscles. Between each one of the fioger 
movements raise the wrist and lower it in the same steady, slow 
way, resting the tips of the fingers on the keys, not pressing tbeui 
down. It is the way you do this work which will help you. Any 
contraction of the muscles is a hindrance. After going through 
these exercises for a week, three or four times a day, ten or fifteen 
minutes each time, take the different major scales, two or three 
octaves, each hand alone; next, the arpeggios, in different keys, and 
so on until you find you can piay with elasticity and power. In 
accordance with the quality of your work—which should be pains¬ 
taking and patiently done—will be your results. Control is not 
gained in a few moments. Mrs. Mary N. Sherwood. 
D. S. G. 1. It is no more incorrect to play the harmonic minor 
scale in counter-movement than the major scale or the melodic n)in«r 
scale, for the reason that by so doing no serious cacophonies (un¬ 
musical discords) are produced. In playing scales in contrary 
motion the main points—that is, a sufficient number of them—fonn 
indications of the chords of the tonic and dominant. The rest are 
allowable contributions of passing tones. 
2. The change of time-order jfou allude to does not necessarily 
affect the progress of the tempo; it is merely resorted to bf ,he 
writer to have things come out right as to bars and measures. Tim5, 
the composer is sometimes compelled to putin a shorter measure. 
eing unable to have a full measure at certain embarrassing pi*0”- 
The tempo continues smoothly the same. As there area great rnaaf 
most diversified eases possible, there may be, perhaps, at just 
c tanges the desirability of a ritardando, or a broader, slower way' 
playing; but such rare exceptions usually carry with them tbs’ 
own explanation. In potpourris, where short snatches of differe1' 
compositions are introduced, the tempo often changes entirely. 
I think you understand that. Dr. Robert GoldbRC*. 
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MENDELSSOHN. 
Longfellow’s immortal lines in the “Psalm of 
Life ” teach ns to study the careers of the great leaders 
of- the world, that we may learn the qualities of mind 
and heart that make for success ; that we may learn what 
it is possible for man to accomplish, what man can en¬ 
dure • how, in spite of obstacles, of envy, hatred, malice 
and intrigue, the power of true genius forces its way out 
into the clear open of the world’s great sphere of action. 
What lessons may be learned from the lives of the great 
ones of the world—those who suffered, who endured, who 
triumphed. Yet not all have been compelled to pass 
through privation and want, through danger and disease 
that break down all hut the sonl, sustained by the in¬ 
ward conviction of a genius that must ultimately win 
complete recognition. 
Among the great men of music, Mendelssohn stands 
apart as one whose life was not sorrowed by want, 
seared by privation, nor soured by disappointment and 
intrigues of rival partizans. Felix Mendelssohn Bar- 
tholdy—the latter a maternal family name—sprang from 
a distinguished family of the Jewish race. His grand¬ 
father, Moses Mendelssohn, called “ the modern Plato,” 
was one of the most distinguished men of his day. Adam 
Clark, the commentator, says of him : “He was one of 
the most learned Jews that flourished since the days of 
the prophets.” His father was a wealthy banker; his 
mother a highly intellectual and cultivated woman, who 
devoted the whole energy of her nature to the training 
of her children. 
Mendelssohn was bom in Hamburg, February 3, 1809 ; 
the family, however, was transferred to Berlin shortly 
afterward. 
He is ranked among the precocious ones of mnsic 
next to Mozart, who stands preeminent. His education 
began at an early age nnder his mother’s care. As soon 
as his extraordinary inclination and aptitude for music 
showed itself, he was placed in the hands of the best 
teachers obtainable, Zelter being his master in theory, 
and Moscheles in the higher fields of composition and 
interpretation. 
The home-life of this “ Wunderkind ” was such as to 
instil in him and foster a taste for the relined and deli¬ 
cate, for the highest and best that art, literature, and 
science could offer. His mother filled her salon with the 
notables of the art-world of the day. Men of great and 
brilliant name, such as Humboldt and Heine, were to be 
found at the Mendelssohn house daring the boyhood of 
the composer. 
At nine years of age he was a finished pianist, playing 
Cramer’s studies and transposing them into ail keys. 
At eight, by hearing, he detected in the works of Bach 
violations of theoretical rules that had escaped the keen, 
critical sense of such a pedagogue as Zelter. At eleven 
the whole musical world knew of him. 
At an early age he began to write, and at fifteen he 
had written four operettas and many minor pieces for 
string instruments. At sixteen he entered the Univer¬ 
sity of Berlin, from which he graduated with high honors 
at the end of his course. He was a thorough classical 
scholar, having translated a work from the Greek. He 
also made musical settings of Greek texts. It may not 
he ont of place at this point to mention the fact that he 
had a mastery of the leading Continental languages and 
English as well as his native and classical tongues. He 
was expert in all boyhood games, fond of athletic sports, 
an adept swimmer, and an ardent horseman. In addi¬ 
tion to this long list of excellences must be added that he 
ad great skill with the drawing pencil and brush. 
His early, severe contrapuntal training had made him 
acquainted with the rich treasures of Bach, and incul¬ 
cated in him a love and reverence for the old master that 
aid the beginnings of the revival of the old giant’s works 
and paved the way for a Bach cult. So enthusiastic did 
® become over the works of Bach that at twenty he 
undertook the tremendous labor of preparing for a public 
Performance of the great Passion music, a work that had 
not been heard for a century. This great undertaking 
88 carr'ed through to a successful achievement in spite 
° ;rre> 8ecret intrigue, and open hostility, 
f th 6n ^eDdei'ss°bn reached his twenty-first year his 
er sent him off to travel before he should definitely 
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determine to take up the musical life and profession. 
In England he gained great popularity, Moscheles, his 
former teacher and friend, acting as a patron, although 
the young musician needed none. Queen Victoria, then 
in her early youth, received him graciously and sang for 
him. 
Later we find him at Weimar with theold poet, Goethe, 
a warm friend. Then follows the famous journey to 
Italy, the Mecca of musicians of that day, the golden 
land of song, and the home of the muse. His days were 
spent in the finest musical and art circles, and in this 
society his character rapidly expanded and matured and 
fitted him for the work before him. 
In 1833 he accepted his first professional position, as 
director of music for the city of D'usseldorf, which post 
he held for two years. But a wider field was opening to 
him, and in 1835 he accepted the directorship of the 
Leipzig Gewandhaus Orchestra. 
The rest of his life is closely associated with the his¬ 
tory of music in this great musical center. But the 
work of the orchestra was not large enough for him. A 
wider field was yet to he opened. He founded the cele¬ 
brated Leipzig Conservatorinm, and fixed the impress of 
his thoughts and ideas so firmly upon this institution 
that even at the present time his influence is clearly 
traceable. He was the originator of the class system, 
which is now so distinctive a feature of conservatory 
work. 
He did not confine his connection with the institution 
to an executive capacity, but himself acted as head in- 
jtructor. He was idolized by bis pupils. 
The work of the school—continuous composition, nu¬ 
merous concerts, and struggle against envious and active 
cliques of rival musical parties—fills up the record of his 
later years. He directed his own compositions in many 
af the important German cities, as well as in England, 
which accorded him unbounded popularity. It was in 
England that his oratorios received the warmest admira¬ 
tion and most frequent rendering. The influence of 
Mendelssohn on English musicians and English mnsic is 
plainly perceptible even at this day. 
This constant, varying labor, and the heavy responsi¬ 
bilities of his official positions, joined with certain family 
afflictions, combined to break his health, and many 
ittribnte the accelerating cause to grief for his beloved 
lister Fanny, wife of the celebrated painter Hensel. 
Yet, in spite of his gradually declining health, he re¬ 
mitted his unceasing activity but little until nature no 
longer was able to stand the strain. November 4, 1847, 
was the day when the purest of artistic souls returned to 
the source of light whence it emanated. 
Mendelssohn appears at the close of what is called 
the “Golden Age” of art and literature, and brings 
with him the rich treasure of that whole era. While he 
is characteristic, his music does not form an epoch in 
the development of art. He does not set the crooked 
way straight like Mozart, nor come thundering down on 
the musical world like Beethoven, to set aside estab¬ 
lished traditions. Bot he aims at producing pure and 
lofty art works on models already existing. He was a 
trenins without eccentricity ; always clear, fathomable, 
jnd enjoyable. He might be called the beloved “tone 
poet.” He is, perhaps, played more and better under¬ 
stood than any of the great masters. He is, in short, a 
happy, genial, and interesting composer. He is the best 
stepping-stone to the severer classics. Through him it 
is possible to popularize classical music. 
He struck the death-blow to Tbalberg and Herz, and 
banished that style of mnsic and playing-meaningless 
sweeps over the keyboard from top to bottom, .and grand 
fantasias on popular operatic aim, arranged in a dashing 
manner to tickle the ears of the gay and fickle. 
He is one of the best examples of a true mnsician, and 
it is to Mendelssohn that the young composer should 
look for a model. His form is clear and often strict, yet 
with an elasticity peculiar to itself that saves it from 
dryness Harmonic and contrapuntal devices and 
methods are both used, neither one nor the other pre¬ 
dominating. His orchestration is the best model for the 
student of that branch, his overtures particularly. 
In regard to the songs, duets, four part songs, and 
large choral works, bnt little need be said beyond 
capacity and peculiar needs of each voice, and his work 
always displays purity and refinement of vocal effect. 
In combination with the orchestra, he showed great 
dramatic power and breadth. 
While his father was a Jew, his mother was a Luth¬ 
eran, and Mendelssohn was brought up in the latter 
faith. 
Of late it has become the proper thing to decry and 
depreciate Mendelssohn, yet it seems to the writer that 
the works of this beloved master will always find an 
abiding-place in the hearts of those who love purity, 
simplicity, clearness, witchery of imagination, and deli¬ 
cacy of structure, and, above all, that stream which flows 
crystal-like from the never-failing fount of music— 
melody. 
APTITUDE FOR TEACHING. 
The power of imparting knowledge—so widely dif¬ 
ferent from the power of acquiring it—is one of the 
notable characteristics of the real teacher ; and this apti¬ 
tude, which is capable of very great cultivation and ex¬ 
pansion, is a direct gift of nature. If it be not inherent, 
no amount of education and earnest striving will achieve 
success. 
Closely akin to this quality of aptitude is a real lik¬ 
ing for the work of instruction. There is much in teach¬ 
ing highly irritating to the sensitiveness which so fre¬ 
quently is a part of the musical nature. If any one 
considers the profession of mnsic to form an agreeable 
livelihood, let him reflect for a single moment upon what 
the unfortunate professor has to endure week after week, 
and year after year, from so many of those who come 
nnder his care. Think what it must be to an artistic 
nature, when its possessor, while reading music with his 
eyes, hears anything bnt mnsic with his ears ! It is little 
short of maddening, sometimes, to listen to the same mis¬ 
takes lesson after lesson ; the same faults of notes, fin¬ 
gering, and tone ; and to hear the time wrenched out of 
all approach to rhythm ; while it is discouraging, to say 
the least, to find so little genuine love or reverence for 
music, and to find so much inaptitude and disinclination 
for real, honest, hard work. 
Judicious praise and enconragement have ranch influ¬ 
ence on a student’s progress. He can not judge for him¬ 
self what advance he has made, and it is a marvelous 
incentive to further effort, in all but the absolutely irre¬ 
claimable, to feel that their work, so often unpalatable 
and irksome, has not been thrown away. Excessive or 
too frequent praise is, however, worse than none at all ; for 
the day will surely come when the consequent conceit wilt 
meet with a corrective, whereby the self-love of the pupil 
may be wounded. A remarkably successful teacher once 
said to the writer: “ Never injure the self-love of your 
pupils,” and it was good advice. 
However exasperating may be the mistakes or the 
slowness of comprehension so constantly met with, the 
teacher must remember that, often, these are only such as 
necessarily attend the acquirement of a new and com¬ 
plicated language like mnsic ; and he should endeavor, so 
far as possible, to place himself in the student’s shoes, 
and to approach the subject from the learner’s stand jioint. 
That which appears self-evident to the educated musician 
is by no means so to the musical babe and suckling ; and 
the wise teacher will not be strove learning from his 
pupil in this and other ways.—“KunM* Review." 
flax-on.—Do you suppose it was modesty that prompted 
the author to withhold his name from that song? 
Egbert.— No ; I think it was prudence. 
_\ distinction should be made from the first between 
the mechanics of mnsic and music itself. Learning 
notation is not learning music; neither is a splendid 
technic an evidence of real musicianship. This may be 
the result of industry, patience, and perseverance, and 
as such is commendable; but it may not in any degree 
represent the real spirit of art, which uses things to 
make itself known to the people at large, but which may 
and does exist without them, and whose presence is 
often otherwise revealed to the worthy disciple. 
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Learn tiik Inner Side op Things. 
CARL W. GRIMM. 
Now-a-DAYS more pupils study harmony and compo¬ 
sition than ever before. They want to satisfy that desire 
o! having a knowledge of the inner workings of music. 
I he result, of course, is a better appreciation of a com¬ 
poser’s intention and execution. But alas ! how many 
advanced piano students know anything whatever of the 
inner side of their instrument, still less of its history 
and great makers? This is sadly to be deplored. If 
they knew something about the inner construction of 
the piuuo they could judge its capabilities correctly. 
How much (letter their touch and pedaling would be ' 
What a wonderful and intricate invention the piano 
action is ! Let your tuner show and explain it to you. 
Perhaps little disorders occurring now and then you 
might l-arn to adjust yourself, for a stitch in time saves 
niue. Read some hooks on the subject. C. F. Weitz- 
munn’s 11 History of the Pianoforte Playing and Piano¬ 
forte Literature,” contains a profusely illustrated appen¬ 
dix on the “ History of the Making of the Pianoforte ” 
A very exhaustive book is Daniel Spillane’s “ History of 
the American Pianoforte: its Technical Development, 
and the Iradc.” Another very instructive and finely 
illustrated work is Fanny Morris Smith’s “A Noble 
Art : Three Lecture* on the Evolution and Construction 
of the Piano.” Learn the biography of the piano, its 
birth and development; you will appreciate your instru¬ 
ment more highly, and enter more deeply into its secret 
of tourh and tone. 
.*. *. 
Musical Terms. 
LOUIS C. EL80N. 
There never was an art or science so widely spread 
about the earth as music is ; yet among all the sciences 
it is the most vague in certain points of its nomenclature 
and linage. Here are a few cases in point: 
“Andantmo,” used in two diametrically opposite 
ways by composers who are not quite certain whether it 
ought to lie quicker or slower than andante 
"Thesis and Amis,” used in a different way by the 
musician from the application in poetry adopted in col- 
leges. 
“Sexto^ts.” used frequently to signify a set of six 
notes dividing into three groups of two notes each, and 
sometimes for a double triplet. 
"Accidentals.” often applied without any definite 
rule, and used in widely differing manners by different 
compoM'rs. J 1 
"Slurs,” so vaguely used that it is impossible to 
"Trills,’’executed in ‘wo different ways by excellent 
teachers, some holding with von Blilow that the trill 
principal’not.. ' *°-* « «» 
I could go mnch further with this list r 
* T. « mn’lnlJt' 7: 
whole nation, in this matter do not <m “ 
^“55t0thYnHre world‘ *md not nnUlTeom 
Kress of international proportions is brought about can 
.1.™ !,*, right with ™ 
time of our World’s Fair but 1 the 
... w -. »»n.w 
ib. rinnbtm, point. 
would be very far-reaching in its effects and might 
authoritatively settle many of the vague points which 
will never find clear solution otherwise. Every music 
teacher feels the necessity of a final decision in a matter 
where there at present exist so many conflicting views. 
If there were such vagneness in medicine, in astronomy, 
in chemistry, it would not be tolerated for a year, but 
won Id at once result in an international congress. 
* • 
* * * 
Keeping Up Old Pieces. 
A. MARIE MERRICK. 
I he teaching class of an eminent lady teacher was 
invited to a luncheon at her home. Somewhat to their 
surprise, the newest pupil of the class was invited to 
play her repertoire. She played for an hour or more 
from memory, and those who had heard her before she 
commenced studying with their teacher, were amazed at 
the advancement made in one season, against delicate 
health and other handicaps. 
Now, said Mrs. T-, “yon perceive the advan¬ 
tages accruing from keeping a repertoire under continu¬ 
ous study in conj unction with other work. It is what I 
have urged yon all to do, yet when I invited each of yon, 
as I did Miss N , to play to day, not one of you felt 
prepared with a single piece ; so I thought I would give 
yon an object lesson, and requested Miss N-to play 
her entire repertoire for you.” 
The other pupils, with one exception, had studied 
onger than Miss N-had, and some of them continued 
to take lessons after she stopped ; yet a few years later 
became quite widely and favorably known in the 
musical world as a writer and lectnrer on musical study 
while her more brilliant fellow-stndents were never heaS 
_ When asked how she achieved success, she replied: 
rhro ugh an exhaustive study of ‘that repertoire ’-tbit 
old old repertoire. From time to time I returned to it 
and although circumstances much of the time prevented 
udy of new music, the old repertoire was kep" up and 
to this day I can improve upon it vM u i 
veritable and never'failin^^f “k ^ ^ * 
vinced that exhaostive study of a it “? C°n' 
.... i. 
superficial practice of many.” “ than the 
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The Pianist at the Organ. 
s. N. PENFIELD. 
differences between 
Horn tne critical ear 
but on the organ every such false note belches forth i! 
the full power of registration that we happen to h™ 
drawn. There is no instrument that takes such sudd'* 
revenge for slovenly playing. Thus the ear prJ" 
cally compels us to be accurate and painstaking 
Third, the literature of the organ is largely j„ po] 
phony and the organ student learns to watch foraJd 
really secure as perfect connection and melodic effect in 
the middle voices as in the outside ones. 
Bach’s three and four part “Inventions” taught the pian 
ist to do this, and it is a great pity that these elegant and 
delightful works are passing into disuse; while modern 
music largely contents itself with one melodic part, set 
in a framework of chords, arpeggios, or figure-work not 
specially requiring close continuity. 
A fourth item has also its weight. Piano music makes 
all its effects with gradations of light and shade, yet it is 
monochromatic. The organ is in effect an orchestra with 
multitude of solo instruments and its player is thus ever 
widening and extending his musical ideas and becoming 
an all-round musician more rapidly than at the piano 
alone. Who shall say this is not a great added advan¬ 
tage for the pianist ? 
We must also bear in mind that clumsiness and heavi¬ 
ness of organ touch is being rapidly superseded by the 
modern featherweight action of pneumatics and electri¬ 
city. 
* * * * * 
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Make Study Pleasing. 
MADAME A. PUPIN. 
Most beginners find practicing very disagreeable and 
the scales especially distasteful. Any pupil can learn to 
play the scales in one octave and with one hand alone, 
rapidly and lightly, in a short time; and done in this 
way they will not be considered disagreeable. Then, 
when the scales are to be played with both hands together, 
the teacher should have a copy of Moscheles’ Harmonized 
Scales, wherp the pupil plays the scales either in the bass 
or in the treble, and the teacher plays a charming 
accompaniment, either primo or secondo, as the case 
may be. The beauty of these little studies incites the 
pupil to do her part as well as possible. Studies in 
Measure and Rhythm by Krause will also be useful. 
Little easy studies like those of Bertini, op. 100 and op. 
29, are really beautiful when played neatly and up to 
tempo, but, as often practiced, can not fail to he tiresome. 
Adolph Henselt has written most pleasing second piano 
parts to these studies, and a teacher may stimulate a 
pupils ambition by promising to give her duos for two 
pianos, the same as the advanced pupils have. 
Some advanced pupils may even consider Cramer's 
Etudes irksome ; but if they were to play them with tbe 
second piano parts, also written by Henselt, they would 
find them fascinating. 
These suggestions followed, study will not only be 




PERLEE V. JERVIS. 
This is a trite subject, but one that needs the most 
persistent reiteration by the teacher. The object of all 
practice is to establish that reflex action of the muscles 
known as mental automatism. This is best secured by 
practicing a difficult passage a great many times at so 
slow a tempo that there is time for deliberate thought 
in advance of the muscular action. When the passage 
has been played say ten times in this manner without 
the slightest variation from the correct order ot notes, 
fingering, tonch, and shading, exactly double the speed > 
at this new tempo there will still be time for thought- 
After say eight repetitions without error, again double 
the speed ; there is now no time for thinking each sepM- 
ate note, but the passage must be conceived 1 in 14 
lump,” so to speak, or exactly as we read a word with¬ 
out stopping to think of the letters of which it is com 
posed. At the appearance of tbe least mistake return 
to the slow tempo and go through tbe series as before. 
This kind of practice will yield quicker results if the 
passage in hand be memorized and thought out away 
from the piano before practicing it upon the instrument. 
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How Power Comes. 
THOMAS TAPPER. 
A BUSINESS man, prone to watch others and to analyze 
not only their activities but their motives, said to me 
that he found men valuable or invaluable in their call¬ 
ings in strict accord with the experiences “they had been 
willing to have. ” Further, lie said that men were success¬ 
ful entirely in proportion as they entered into the doing 
of something ; while those who stepped aside and willed 
not to do, were apt to lose even the one talent. It is 
likewise so in art. One’s activity is the expression of 
one’s life. We find that there is less distinctiveness of 
character in those who are habitually passive than with 
those who fill life to the brim with well-directed activity of 
a high order. This should be the first quest of education : 
activities wisely chosen and well directed. Provided 
thus, one will find that, he it in art or elsewhere, life 
begins to yield. And, furthermore, one learns another 
fact—namely, that we may demand what we choose of 
life and get it. If the activity he concentrated on little 
things, little things are the reward. If in one’s activity 
one is deeply spiritual, there will be a harvest in spir¬ 
itual kind. 
Nearly any form of doing, art quite as well as others, 
shows very plainly this : those who are prone to keep 
away from their business, some day have no business 
and no personality, simply because in not having been 
ceaselessly active they have ceased to increase. 
One finds it quite the same among students at times— 
they are of the business world in a broad sense. They 
dream of “wanting to learn,” of “wanting to be able 
to do,” entirely overlooking the fact that to do, and do, 
and do, constantly, ceaselessly, uncomplainingly, silently, 
will give power of knowing and doing even beyond their 
dreams. It is significant that the great teachers of 
mankind have insisted less on belief than on action. 
Why Some Pupils Do not Like to Practice. 
CHARLES W. LANDON. 
The so-called “commercial piano,” the piano that is 
made to sell, is one common reason for dislike of prac¬ 
tice. Its keys stick, are dumb, or rattle ; it soon gets 
out of tnne, and its tone is never good. Some parents 
seldom have the piano tuned, and there is never any 
pleasure or satisfaction in playing on it. The piano is, 
perhaps, in the living room, where the household hears 
all the pupil's mistakes. The home people complain 
that, practice makes them nervous. The room is cold ; 
the light is poor ; the seat high, toppling, rickety, and 
shaky—probably the inexcusable screw-stool instead of a 
common chair of the right height. The practice is out 
of some old book that has served a past generation, and 
there is nothing in it that appeals to the child’s musical 
feeling. Playmates are outside having a jolly time, in 
hearing of the young martyr to duty. Better have reg¬ 
ular practice hours appointed that do not come at the 
playing hour of the neighborhood. Place the piano 
away from the noises of the home ; where the light 
is good and the temperature comfortable. Keep your 
instrument in good tune and repair. If you have a poor 
°De, get a better as soon as you can, especially if you 
have any thought of making good performers of your 
children. A poor piano is dear at any price. Pupils 
rightly expect pleasure in their music study, and it is 
defrauding them of their rights to require practice when 
there can be no pleasure in it. 
---- —-• 
Domenico Scarlatti was the first one who wrote 
clavier sonatas of which each movement was hotnophonic 
in form. 
My piano lias not been tuned for two years, and I 
removed it several hundred miles in the meantime, 
ntl don t think it is out of tune to amount to any- 
lng- ’ So spoke a lady on a recent occasion ; but the 
trouble was that she had been listening to the instrument 
er^rj day, and had not noticed that it had been gradu- 
* -v Siting ont of tune, until to hear it was torture to a 
incriminating ear. So it is that by degrees we may 
*econie acct,stomed to evils that we could not possibly 
eD< Ure ‘hey were suddenly thrust upon us. 
THE ETUDE 
WHAT IS MUSIC? 
This question is by no means a new one ; in no sense 
ol the word can it be called modern. The philosophy of 
the medieval ages concerned itself with the problem, 
and both Grecian and Egyptian science delved into the 
depths to seek a solution. Not only the Aryan race, but 
the Chinese and Hindus speculated in Tegard to this 
question. In point of fact, it is cosmical, as a writer has 
said, and by the ancients was so treated, rather than in 
the modern manner, which is more the psychologic — 
esthetic in idea and theory. 
Pythagoras used number symbolism, but still his idea 
was certainly that nmsic is a part of the cosmos, the uni¬ 
verse, not human in origin. Not that the old philosophy 
did not indulge in ethical and psychologic speculation 
in regard to music, hut still the view seems to have been 
cosmical in the main. 
In our modern times the tendency has been to seek a 
mathematical and physical or acoustic basis for music. 
One celebrated scientist says: “The doctrine of sound 
is unquestionably the most subtle and abstruse in the 
whole range of physical science.” With this rapid resume 
of theory, let us state some theories which lean toward 
the cosmical idea: 
Chinese. 
The ancient Chinese scale consisted of five tones, f, g, 
a, c, d, which were considered symbolic of the five ele¬ 
ments—earth, metal, wood, fire, water. The fact that 
this scale coincides with the pentatonic, (five-tone) scale, in 
which “ Auld Lang Syne ” is written, is worthy of note. 
A later theory was developed among the Chinese which 
divided the scale into twelve semitones, similar to onr 
chromatic scale. 
Hindu. 
The Hindus ascribed to music a divine origin. Their 
sacred stringed instrument was given to them by the 
son of the god Brahma. They divided half-tones by 
inserting quarter-tones, and thus arrived at a very great 
number of modes, said by various writers to range 
from 960 to 16,000. Their melodies make use of both 
larger and smaller intervals than onr scale presents. 
Authorities trace the peculiarities of the modern Hun¬ 
garian gypsy music to Hindu sources. 
Egyptian. 
rhe Egyptians compared the seven tones of the dia- 
lic scale to the seven planets. With them originated 
. idea which has become so indissolubly associated 
th the Pythagorean philosophy—the idea of the bar¬ 
my of the spheres. Harmony was to them the ruling 
nciple of all nature. It must be placed to their 
dit, however, that Pythagoras, who promulgated the 
.thematical laws which determine the relations of the 
Ferent notes of the scale, was a member of the college 
priests at Thebes for twenty years. The presump- 
n is that the Egyptian mathematicians were ac- 
ainted with the rules still in use. Moses, as an 
yptian priest, and versed in all Egyptian learning, 
,st have given te Hebrew music the principles of his 
opted land. It has also been suggested that the 
aldean astronomers, the first in the world, gave te the 
jyptians their ideas of music and its sidereal applies- 
u. 
Greek. 
The subject of Greek music is too extensive and com- 
cated to be treated here, and the literature on the 
bject is very antagonistic and contrary in views and 
Delusions that it is impossible to state any definite 
gory that can claim nationality. All good dictionaries 
music contain articles ou the subject. 
Arabic-Perpian. 
Persians symbolized music in the form of a tree, 
ef root sends off three auxiliary roots ; from each 
lIlch two more, thus producing a scale of twelve 
^rresnonds to our chromatic scale. 
Other Theories. 
Among the scholastics of medieval times many strange, 
curious, and weirdly fantastic theories arose. Much 
depended on the individual who developed the view. 
If he were an ecclesiastic, music was a symbol of the 
church ; an astrologer, the universe; an alchemist, the ele¬ 
ments; a mathematician, numbers ; others took it as a 
symbol of justice and government. Coming to later years 
we reach first the name of Euler, the mathematician, then 
Herbert Spencer and his “ Essay on the Origin and Func 
tion of Music,” which Darwin antagonized. Last and 
most modem of all is Helmholtz, the great German 
physicist, whose discoveries and theories must be read in 
order to lead into the little theorizing that he indulges 
in. He says : “ Melody is motion of pitch. Rapidity, 
ponderous slowness, steady moving, wild leaping,—all 
these different characteristics of motion, and innumer¬ 
able others,—may be represented to perfection in their 
minutest shadings and most intricate complications and 
combinations by a succession of tones. Now, while music 
expresses these kinds of motion, it mirrois the state of 
mind by which they were called forth. The melodious 
motion of tones becomes the expression of human states 
of mind, not of human sentiments (for music, unless 
aided by poetry, does notaccnrately define a subject), but 
of the states of mind which produced the sentiments.” 
This statement ends the record of speculation as to the 
nature of music. Modern ideas are largely determined 
by Helmholtz and his discoveries and conclusions. 
MISSED LESSONS. 
The pupil purchases from a teacher a perishable com¬ 
modity, and the contract calls for delivery in instal¬ 
ments at regular and distinctly specified intervals. The 
time comes for the delivery of one instalment and the 
teacher awaits the pupil in his studio, or goes to the 
pupil’s home, whichever may have been agreed upon. 
But the pupil has tbe headache, or has company, or has 
not practiced, or has gone to a picnic, or-, or-, 
or one of a hundred other things. The teacher can 
not use that time to give any other lesson, for lessons 
must lie arranged beforehand. Yet in many cases the 
parent refuses to pay for the time that by previous agree¬ 
ment belonged to the pupil, and time that the teacher 
was ready and willing to so deliver. It would be just 
as honest to relieve the teacher’s pocket-book of the 
value of that lesson. 
If a person buy a lot of fruit of his grocer with the 
understanding that it is to be delivered at a certain time, 
and when the time comes, for some whimsical reason, 
refuses to take it, and the fruit becomes a dead loss on 
the dealer’s hands, that does not relieve the purchaser 
of the obligation of paying for it. If there were sick¬ 
ness in the purchaser’s family that was hardly the 
dealer’s fault, and he would not so regard it, hut would 
require compensation for his loss, as he had kept his 
contract. 
Just so with the music lesson. Pay for the time you 
have agreed to take and do not try to sneak ont of it. It 
is not the teacher’s fault that you or some one in your 
family is sick ; it is your misfortune and should be your 
loss. Do not try and shoulder it off on some one else. 
On the other hand, most teachers generally agree not 
to charge for a lesson when notice is given two or three 
days beforehand that it can not lie taken. This warn¬ 
ing gives the teacher a chance to make some use of his 
time, even though it is generally in such cases a dead 
loss to him so far as teaching goes- 
To sum up the ideas I have tried to express, they might 
lie given in a few words, thus : 
Buy education, not time only. 
The best is in the end the cheapest. 
Require quality rather than quantity. 
Get all you honorably can ont of your teacher. 
And pay for what you have agreed to take.—Er. 
—Giovanni Peri wrote the first opera 1594, A. D. Fil¬ 
ippo Neri gave the idea for the first oratorio. Emilio 
de Cavaliere wrote the first oratorio, " The Sonl and the 
Body.” 
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***** **••1 mmt a aha a* Haw eftorwewl at * |UmM 
«M9*mtf aaaari tha laa *al*amma a«m atmaah 
**"4**1'"* htm an h »**d** m<a*| stores Urinal. 
Tham ana tm t »*!•!* in Pin*ua aha maht 4*4 • 4am 
ahtah to mstorg* a* *a al «red Ihha ha* w n.rlf 
taw a rewmto* tmh Imhah. . ml 
M*h mm* tmanthhaa*mm.-pai.rn rnh gtowtog. *am«la 
' <ata*p*aM4M aaaa anhama# fv 
anaah *p *h» mp. aa4 retort, aha -pro* ——)WJ 
k** *• ^ Kammlf a pham ham m maah 
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Tim pr-qitot am mot with a* hno»r In hU own country, 
to hw Ul'al mama fran iba firrt to bare Imrn ahredutcly 
|| Rfl Um light. He ana evidently 
►-.an a mn.{nr«-.r af hra rootraipororiee, no nintter what 
M nfthnfft |>ioiU<h< ” nay have to any about him. 
IS * I.rant true tong, playing, and rouriurtiag be pur- 
•*-.! 'intit. *rg*d by Ik* longiog (of experience, known to 
nil artistic letnfwraawuU, ba left bit bonie and went to 
Iretpu*. - ti«ra be ml t daughter of a man nemed 
Tratiai.#, of hi- ««n nationality, and owner of a cole- 
beataai po lar* gallery in Ma»ne. To tide My he was 
aaerrieal. and hie dnomalk Ilia he* town a model for piano 
• irtu-ro Urn prwle la bia Are rhiklrro ie equal to that 
h- UUW htaniimi-re la the world—allhough it U ilif- 
4m 11 har ana la k»ll*»» in that numerntta progeny when 
looking at hi* youthful, (lean ahaven, clear rut face. 
II* ta *11 of thirty- Are year*. laul hi* fare la-lie- the fact. 
If I naay Im a Ml rkeptu-al a>-.ut tbia liwtiniUniroii* 
»ltr«i i*i*a of art for art e aake, I will add that I think 
“• •».'* eharming pemoiuxlity, c.u*jn< uou* in blamanner* 
»'>4 la In* mnam, haa annethlng to do with it—not 
•**rylklng, hot Minaothing II* he* not a profemionul 
•fr—totioa no* a di-taateful manneriam, bol Uaa natural 
aaa aamner day, ea cordial m your hmt friend, and, a* 
Um .aimr aaimi. Imm my of him, “be ie an all aronnd 
g«-*| ” And, la trnth, llaere ie no one in America 
el pram not ae well worth hearing a« Alexandre Hiloli ; and 
a-.Uihly there la aohuly tbet we know of with »uch 
aaataeirtemly hand* aa tbia man »boar lone I* aa many 
Ortoeml m Jamph • naat, with the puwrr of melting, 
•mn.eaa.lito,. or r«n r lad eg at hi. menial loach. For a 
Maa k«n*Hb hie lieml woald enawer admirably, but a* 
om illmlretlaao af the Baurb duH-nmrd "piano-hand " it 
■ M*rr. 11- .Dueiio,1 allogolbrr t<a> many time*. Hot no 
obiter nhawii l„. imn.) nr hi* method, he ran play to the 
fry Men a.,.I mat of people, .ml that la what the leal 
• 01 4... ait metier bow he dom it-wtth handa or 
bo mill pa mam I m* fPH rf «tt toleo epmial mm 
Mmh to tomato wltot a holme Um ml Am*._ _ 
•Aarl Mam 4a earn* a»m^ wamn ,771*1 
iimiaa Hu-1 aw "»*■»• tma «f h*a uhwmi atone* mm 
•f-b ultolh.oiamoatoa.to_? 
WW MO* to*** «toM a to*p tola*) a*totx4 tb* 
****-^o lb* toaotom nr 
to too ^mpaeto* -totomtoy. whom torn oatototorp 
fcMaarto *• ram* I an 14 „ (t- tl T n 4 ( ^ ^ 
•torn -f lha* gma* —ipijlt With **to* 0*4 a^lrto 
•omuf 4*w ahtol *|« pmm «f mm* (w.tamer, auto 
rT>W*J<11 ** *"** -*<*•*» Man. 
^ tb** ha tool «- ha* 
4*4"* *m lototo iatomototo.aml Mw, *(*h lim*. 
♦tottolReatommwWy totamfaoto* Um km* yam,* 
Wm Mima mtotom mmtorn, W* ,uhh,M tom 
* r~~> ^ 
# pvffcftt* 
* * *hmm*4p mat aam enO* *h* -nr*- m 
e—— mlMtoa maw «!«• mw «*, „- 
bbtoa AbtibtoriwwmMtoW-*, 
*1 4*e time yum* aae*a*htl* to* 
1 *4 to. p*me*toayg total af 
Aw a gleam at Pngno. No douhi I -hould hare 
** ,h* “k» of ellmax, hot I will 
_** ” trpaialioa to otan.1 Irutead of my 
Mr Uaowl 1‘ogao baa a groat popntgrity in l*nri« 
21:’??*’ -**"•« —«» >'« bm. more pro,wr 
(Mrm4. towl i‘,h? NrlUW*‘*« h7 J’oRtio, 
^ MWuMi M || arriwi — 
y •* ron *n*r *TTr7*blng With a ™. M. .W.M ,0 other ft Hint rim, from clothe, to 
*“ ** •'*" to * *<"*«« oat f„, ot.raelre,a 
*lmt we .Ik, 2 I^tortlTirT, Urnn‘“K ,lk0 
koala, than -1.7..77 7" M ^ ’'•'Irh la 
-_77*7?, 7 V ^ WhaUtbrt ^ I**- i'llgnaa 
^ ' my* and 
•i' ^ TUT 7 w,u*‘' -r»■ 
LtoTT b,,, lh*‘ he dmerred 
»«* ^r«7I*ihItbTS^TJtr! Um, 10 
br'** hr paaa. phayU- in ... . ^ IT"1 * flr»> 
>u~ Then. tk« eerl yea, he rarrWd 
**»» *hwt <M k* <to hwt take Jaj2?* ° 
JT,^-r‘r 
_7*" ' «*d Aa.Mx.Me Thonma! 
a meadygtoe^ p,tm 222 to *77* *** *™ know of 
«• IW My .k. 7v„ kad ’>7‘,,rt “ ■"*eh 
haftoo,, raw, .t.r,„ , , 1 “ •Klw- bwt need 
>1* tha* *n Meta ♦ Tb* 7?'’* B"W 
pedamaraft— whwhtem tmmrn t, .to- U • born 
*<Vr tk« Pthtoao tiera>—a ^ **** ^ *ho. 
•be tWerh of iMiat y -oI/T’ ^ •newtat of 
e«a*4*eo*4 ih_ - ” * r",,nrf «f twenty 
»**» —appmahoi ^ to 
-to* Cam*,, 
r>w» to »hw tor <4 tb* ^*>w »b* piano. 
r>tMk ami mhwe.mo*« M wm. **"** 
for one life; bat the element- that promote -occrm 
that field trammel the executive and interpretative Mof 
tie*, and it (teems to me that in all there ia the matt*, 
with Pugno’a playing-there are too many pri»* j„ ,, 
However, he has done a great deal of creditable pur* 
playing at the concerto of the Conservatoire, the Chain 
and the Champs-Elyaf-es, where he showed a predilft-t*, 
for the German composers in the programs. Then teo 
he has made frequent tours in Norway and Sweden ||0| 
land, Spain, Scotland, and England. 
Pugno has done considerable composing hut mainly 
for the theater in the form of comic opera, opera Usnfc 
bullet, and pantomime, although his first work performed 
was the oratorio “ La Resurrection de Ijizare.” Oat- 
side of the theater he has published for the piano * 
sonata and several smaller compositions. 
In 18!>7 he became a member of the legion of Honor. 
Another prize! Monsieur Pugno must have a npntal 
room set aside for his collection. Siloti only took uw 
lonely prize in all his life that we know of; hut he take* 
wlmt is better, the deepest sympathies of hnman bnrti 
and minds, ever on the alert for a great prophet of life 
and nature, no matter in what nrt he may arine. 
Pugno’s remarkable brilliancy at the piano is like 
cold steel compared with the molten insight of thr 
Russian or any other man who gets at the heart of life 
before he tries to express it in nrt. With this com|amwai 
I reiterate my cry to the student, “ Do not forget that 
the notes must speak in trying to get over them rapidly " 
Rccntise the Russians are influencing the ninsir*] 
direction of our day, The Listener quotes here some «f 
the Russian compositions Siloti considers most wmthy 
of attention. At one of his recitals, assisted by Knuu 
kneiscl and Alwiu Schroeder, he played, liesidn w.iur af 
the smaller tilings of Liszt and Chopin— 
Trio (D minor) Op. 32. 
Ishimcy (Dance of Dervishes), . 
Etude, UNnit,.. 
Prelude, Op. 3. 
I Etude, Op. 31, 
l Ksquisse, No. 1, ' *. 
Comphunte (nocturne). 
Paraphrase on Themes from Onegin, 
, . . Arnutf. 
. . . Unlahrtf. 
, . . fllntnouaf. 
. . , Rackmatuoaf. 
. . . Arrntkj. 
T*ehail:oir*tf-&ltii 
Twhnifoirai* - /MM. 
MUSIC CLUBS. 
Tins is the era of rluhs, and (he club for the pearlier 
and dissemination of music is not omitted from the IM 
Here is an ontline suggestion for two vears’ work, if 
twelve meetings were deemed snflieient each year, reci¬ 
tals taring interspersed at will to lengthen the program 
First Year.—“ Bird’s-Eye View’’ of Music: 
1. Harmony. 
1 Musical Form. 
3. The Pianoforte, Mechanism of. 
1. The Pianoforte, Makers of. 
5. The Pianoforte, Coni pi aw rs for. 
<1. The Pianoforte, Players and Teachers of. 
7. The \oice. Vocal Anatomy, 
ri. The \oicr. Methods of Training. 
9. The Voice, Singers. 
10. The Voice, Song Writers. 
11. The Open. 
12. The Oratorio. 
SEdojrn V ear.—Study of Marie by NollonalitM* 
1. Ancient, Chinese, Indian. Egyptian. 
2- Ancient, Hebraic—bihlioxl times. 
3. Ancient, Grecian, Roman. 
* Medieval, Gothic, Old English. 
5. German. 
8- Slavic. 
“. Italian and Spanish. 
8 French ami Flemish. 
9 Scandinavian. 
10. M.riern English and Scotch. 
II- American. 
12. African Folk Songs. 
—“<V. K. Cbmmrmforp Qnarlnif- 
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MY PUPILS. 
By B. N. TBEVENE.V DAWSON. 
II. 
Some Youthful Prodigies. 
A« s rale, I ca» "°t say I like child prodigies,— 
totokiag now only of amateur*, quite apart from those 
pnnMiou* little professionals periodically paraded,—for 
Ikrv are generally such conceited little mortals, so utterly 
»p>ilt by injudicious praise from admiring friends and 
irieuvva, and, consequently, very difficnlt to teach— 
rna „ times «nteachable. Moreover, parents and 
, ij-i principals always expect one to go iuto ecstacies 
•re* them—a thing I never could do, as I considered 
mc plodding, hard-working pupil worth a dozen of 
thorn clever little “monkeys.” 
Then, again, such prodigies are apt to be extremely 
•apfriRial. I had one little girl brought me—Bessie, 
qpd ten-whose supple little fingers would race through 
implicated passages in a surprisingly nimble way. to 
ito huge delight of her hearers. But after a very little 
ttMUoaing it proved that she had no notion whatever 
•f tb* value of notes, knew nothing at all about time 
•tgnalorea, and was hazy to a degree about leger lines, 
gke was iaanfferably conceited withal, and would start 
playing with a “ now-Pm-going-to-astonish-you ” nir, 
psraliariy irritating to her teacher. She did n’t get far, 
however, before being brought up short by some query 
■a to the name of a note or rest, the worth of, say, a 
Aetied quarter, or the meaning of diminuendo, etc. 
ladred, the lesson which began with a self-satisfied 
-atle orrarioaally ended in tears, for it was absolutely 
aw in* trying to teach Bessie anything nntit one had 
knocked some of the conceit out of her. 
It so happened 1 hod brought me, nliont the same 
Law thia child who, I was assured, was “ extremely 
■■atcal ” and I should “ be delighted with,” an- 
ritor of the same age, who, I was told, was “ hope- 
kmly utimusical ” and I should “ never do anything 
with.’’ Well, in a very short time I got to feel quite 
Mpfiaaid when I saw Bessie enter the room for her 
V**m, and, on the other hand, particularly pleased when 
h« "hopelessly unmusical ” contemporary walked in; 
fce a more obedient, painstaking child than the latter 
1 •rvertaoght, and she did me great credit in the end, 
t®>. »hlrh ia more than I can say of Bessie, the short 
tto* I had her. 
There was little Mamie Larkins, too (already meu- 
' under” Pupils with Inconvenient Memories’*),a 
imlly wonderful little thing of nine, who had already 
a pretty stiff public examination in piano-play ing. 
*to kaew all the scales in positions, and readily learned 
•tom Is doable thirds (without liook, of course), though 
her hands were too small to manage legato sixth*, and 
•to w» unable to stretch an octave; while any arpeggio 
f*« liked to name, whether common chord, dominant, 
— diminished seventh, Maude would run through on- 
ktotatiogly. Either she had I wen badly taught, or, 
A*1** as likely, too much injudicious praise had made 
t **k otwtinately to her own way, for she held her 
■toa shockingly, with all the knuckles protruding in a 
*^*— aogxmly style. Being very conceited, ft was 
tow impossible to convince her that her playing was 
»bort of perfect, and certainly it was astonish 
to**to difficult pieces of Welier, Chopin, and Hchnmann, 
toh this little prodigy fluently (if superficially) exe- 
^ to«4 she was brought up short, to my great 
’ do you think ?—an easy sonata of 
Not the notes, but the rhythm proved a stnmh- 
^ "“ch, and Maine liecame rather more teachable in 
ever after. The nex t piece which proved 
I* . *** a fugue, if I remember right, by 
^ l it did her all the good in the world haring 
at it But when it rime to pupils’ concert*. I 
t*'<* tot resist the temptation of letting her 
****to'nR in the more hrilliant, rapid style which 
if> her. And the appearance of her tiny 
mi hahyMh fare, with its round lvlue eye*, and 
. yellow hair, as she seated herself at the 
nt aa atom of shyness and dsshed off some 
®—toetr from memory, always took the sndienre 
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by storm. (There are com permit iocs in prodigy pupils 
sometimes!) 
However, there is no great pleasure in recalling more 
of these conceited, forward, little minx* ; let me rather 
chronicle two really child-like children, who may, I 
think, fairly come under the beading of prodigww. 
Maliel and Lina were two dear little friends of als>ut 
eight or nine, who attended the aatur school and loved 
to learn duets to plays together. They were a delight¬ 
ful little pair, and a perfect contrast in every way 
Lina was one of a large, and none too rich, family ; 
Maliel was the sole and petted darling of very rich p« 
pie. Lina was strong ; Mabel was delicate. Mabel *a» 
fair and blue-eyed, with a rather staid demeanor, and 
had tiny bands ; while Lina had dark hair and eyes, 
was a bit of a tomboy, and pnsaraaed large hands for her 
age (she could stretch a ninth!). Mabel read music with 
difficulty, and took a certain amount of time getting brr 
pieces, etc., correct, gradually improving them ; Lina, 
on the other hand, read music remarkably quukly, soon 
learned her pieces correctly, and then they often lagan 
to grow gradually worse ! The reason was that, while 
both were musical and actually lorerf to practice, Malic] 
practiced always very steadily, hut Lina unmettmee 
very carelessly. In abort. Mabel waa slow, I.ura was 
quick, while loth had a very good touch, and played 
charmingly for their age, with great spirit and expres¬ 
sion. Ami a pretty sight it was when the tw* mite* 
came forward to play a duct, putting all thetr little 
hearts into it, and keeping splendidly logctbri through¬ 
out ; then, a little later, enjoying a glorious romp with 
equal gusto. 
One other reminiscence of 1-ina, and I have dour. 
She waa in my singing claaa for the very youngest chil¬ 
dren, in which unison singing oaly waa attrropted. w hm 
I accidentally discovered what aa excellent ret she had. 
I tried her with a “ second's " pari, and found she read it 
so quickly and sang it *0 earily-fancy a child of eight 
tinging serood eopraoo— that I aeed to let her help (#0) 
the seconds in a more advanced class Nothing aretned 
to pot her out. and abr stock to her part aufalforiugly 
when older girls went hopetesaly art ray. 
So these two dear little frieoda. Mabel and Una, en¬ 
joyed the unique distinction <4 bring prodigies (if I may 
rank them as such) whom I did net dislike 
Those Tiebrohe Bora • 
Not that they were so my hod, yoo know, hut cure nr 
two of my boy pupils were rather tarnaome . at leari, 
they tried my patfoere* sorely at times 
There was little Ernest Baras, a bright hey of about 
eleven, but oh ’ the veriest fidget I ever came -re- 
He had a very good ear and onto* tart# for mwto. ,mt 
unfortunately, hi* mother look It into be* bead that be 
waa a roorical grains, and considered tt mnmmrj that 
be should have three leeenna a week, tortfof •** >»*r •' • 
One boar’ Whv. the child routdu’l ait ettll five 
,noire' I never mw aorh a boy ; he twtsUng 
mod and fidgeting about on tire mortc rtoolatltb* 
If, except-tom to alippMoffi.rifog.tW Afire 
j. be wm to be pitirf . hat at that Urn# I wus arm 
aite sure whether 1 pitied him re myuaH nroai 
I remember parttculariy on# of the firrt tow* 1 g*»* 
im It tegui at two o'clock, and afire a little fdaj tog 
, the piano and a good deal of "tb* fidget. ” txu~i 
iddmly faced round on the rtrert, With Ore aagrr. naive 
^••D.t it three o'clock ftff" A bn fo* both of 
1! ' It waa little more than fire mt*wrt*» P«— t w*. 
Then there era. big Johanie Hawkins; a toll, totlwt 
opid lad of Aft***,. toaroed. if you P>e—. to* 
Ktiin • I do « » know what wa* uroag with him, hot 
» sooner did be get Ore iartromeat to to* band* <h*" 
f aremed p. tmf to rom# myrtretoo. way. <toe 
paid have tbooght be bad no banea, re o* rnnarle. at 
mit for hardly had one adjnred him to biro more *m\f. 
»aa the bow would slip aItoE»tbre oat of Ms nervei-o 
'Z -*■ lh' 
acen aT bis left hood came down m foehly on The 
-hole groups ritoto —tore 
^Ttoore that *«rt too. re rare, gvred «-.e wre. oot of 
H-'qnretroe Iwwl to a«rto<m to deepaii. - Bat bow 
un earth can you ever bold a (art or catch a okirt ball V ’’ 
to which I got any trow* aattafoctnry reply tban an 
embarraaaed and sickly amiie I may add. ta pareui hear*, 
that 1 never om*- had a pit pupil w limp. Any al all 
inclined that way quickly g* over tt when gnud 
humorrdly chaffed *a evidently needing ttwii diaior to 
present«■ a tonic.) 
Cine more tireaome boy, quit* a little follow, waa any- 
thing liut limp, and left is* no douto wlintrvei a* to 
w be!her he waa capable of wielding a nricVol list! lie 
was a moat willing and good tempered little pupil, though 
not at all musical ; yet be contrived to reduce me to de¬ 
spair by rushing ia straight from the playing field 10 take 
his music lemons, out of breath, with dirty hands hhI 
towrled hair, and well, to pat it politely, — Art bauds 
and l ac* 1 
//»• lessons were oaly for twenty mtoutcu, and re be 
always cam* racing to to * dcaperwU- burry at ttie laet 
minute, to the state deambed, the first ten minute* were 
usually sprat by him to paatlug bard and valety en¬ 
deavoring to make the he* and rtixfiy tugro tu-liav* 
thnuselves eoherly on the keys, t need hardly aay that 
the instout the leeaou was over there wa* ua dawdling 
on bia part, lie wa* simply off like an arrow from a 
bow, and a lew mluutm taler might to aura «oiw n»mr 
red-toned, rttri^rlkt, iihittilliiK, In I lltU k of 
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Ir I had the Imying of Um- plane Am tb* yawing rtudral, 
I would get «ur wllboot a eoelointwg pedal * hi I* It I* 
a power Ah good when weed by Ito shilled playet, II to a 
great** | mi wet tm evil ae nowiowwily need l*y tto Irarwre 
And It la the onatalaing pedal Urey apparently bare any 
oar lot, Aw I declare I »*ve* sew Ito young aspirants 
minis* any other, 
. Sl 
IMU-sr ns from the pedal 1 I received ibis morning 
a sample rapy of a Showy |*«» (of iba grad# vwry p»q»o- 
la* With tb* " Misses K bow-off '), and opus road lug tb* 
•mare, I obrervsd that (be pres I lit etpiwswioii marks mrat 
to evtdemw were - PM ,,.->>•- 
m m m 
*h, my yiwittg friend, wto« laamtng otodho and 
om, 4* as wit bool using Ure pedal < nnaleul jsdsllng 
a cycle Is nrewwusry if ye* would Imwl fa*, bid 1 
ru* yd met any erne Wbo had |«4»w bis way to 
tonsity on a ptsuo 
• • a 
made tb* Hdlowing *« pee! moot with • young frtend 
o had acquired Ore bod bsUt of using the pedal 
sort continuously Mb* bad oummlttsd to nremory a 
dy which wm emtolUshed with owmmoae acpogrtn* 
•4 previously nneempbd tb* a*#toinint |red*l from «U 
chanism Tb* young tody sat d*wn at tire pton* and 
(an to play with groat gusto Mart tor «purt wa* «4 
Kl d SCSI loo ftbe mtewnd tto pedal rfiort llet srp*w 
a were rtngalariy thin, atoneoto, and w»m and wreo 
md sMogvtb**. Wre tried M agaia and again only to 
«h down eel time. I <tow eeptotned tb* d*»wqaton, 
1, a* she was *a enrmod d*4*rt, *b* prtiWl by to 
I, wi-in mi the drewee wf the srehlwg pedal 
. * • * • 
\e*rt summer a retnl New Y«*% bwito npreef 
nsrlf to to* after | bod Iwweihd to him the on* .row 
4al rvaoka bread to tb* woods Paid be I *' t Iodine* 
-s re. _ . off.. __4^1 renlre reflres Lreion t,s 4*. <-4 lU'M I < 
—-Ilfi* 1%^ HtfMpKfM thli kl ki* 4### N ^ 
Mt i»4w, will MtV *&«i »IMl 
tv 'vwupsrison of Inmgiwsttoo wntb reality , V wBI bni 
willi conirwqd <* bia «wa aoboportso.*, and wswde* to 
whsl parpeae be rev late tb* veortd , be will repra* 
that be shall leave hvblml btm onestfiem* «4 Id* »«*« tog 
town, that be ton added amtbiag to Ore uyrtoo. of Itt*. 
hot bo# glided from ytrelk I* oM age omoog Ore reewd, 
wittowif any affort Aw dtetoartto* Momere/ fodoreow 
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Can you give me a graded.list of studies as they should 
he given to » pupil, taking them from the start? From 
what grade does Mason's “ Tonch and Technic ” begin, 
and of how many books does it consist? Does the “ Pre- 
jiaratory Touch and Technic ” of C. E. Scbimer lead up to 
it ? How is one to know what each grade is supposed to 
contain in the way of technic, and when a pupil is ready 
for the next? May I hope for an answer in the April 
number of Thk Etude?—C. G. L. 
Your question has already been answered in the prepar¬ 
ation of the “Standard Grades,” a selection of studies 
prepared under Mr. Dresser's direction to contain the 
cream of the cutire literature of pianoforte studies, giv¬ 
ing preference to those which are calculated to develop 
modern playing nnd musical qualities. In the preface to 
the various volumes of the “Standard Grades ” yon will 
find directions in regard to using the exercises of the 
Mason system in connection with each grade. I have 
not myself found it necessary to use Schimer’s “Prepar¬ 
atory Touch and Technic,’’ and I should think the new 
edition of vol. i would be sufilciently clear. I think it is 
much better to use the studies in the “ Standard Grades,” 
and to give the Mason technics by rote in the first and 
second grades, and not to bother the pnpil with the 
bjoks until the third grade and later. 
As to the compass of each grade in the matter of diffi¬ 
culty, the character of the studies is sufficient to answer 
that question ; the pieces should be practically about the 
same difficulty as the studies in the grade. By looking 
over the books carefully you will be able to answer this 
question for yourself. 
.tfy Dear Mr. Mathew*: Having been so much benefited 
by your letters to teachers in Thk Etude, I venture to 
refer my own difficulties to yon. I have a pupil who 
seems to practice faithfully and carefully, and who is 
anxious to succeed, but whose work after reaching a cer¬ 
tain point seems to retrograde rather than progress, until 
the piece has to l»e put aside. Can you tell me wherein 
the fault lies, and suggest a remedy? Do you think it 
advisable for a student to practice five hours a day? 
Yours respectfully, O. F. 
It is impossible to tell, from your description, exactly 
what the difficulty is, becanse you do not mention any 
particular instances or pieces which have deteriorated 
alter further practice. There can bo very little doubt, 
however, that the reason of the deterioration is too much 
fast playing. When the piece is first learned and grad¬ 
ually worked np to play rapidly, it improves up to a cer¬ 
tain point. If the fast playing is continued without any 
slow playing intervening, or if the pupil plays it before 
hearers, when, perhaps, she is imperfectly prepared, she 
is apt to skip some of the more difficult parts, or to slight 
them a little, nnd other little particulars fade out of her 
mind, and so the playing gradually becomes more and 
more imperfect. The remedy for this is todo a little slow 
practice on the piece every day. In fact, a good deal of 
slow practice on all the difficult ports of the piece wher¬ 
ever it is complicated for the mind or the fingers of the 
player. 
Besides doing some slow practice, it Ls sometimes ad 
visable to rest the piece completely for a month or twe 
and not have it played at all ; after which let it be take 
np and practiced slowly a few lessons, and it will com 
hack into its original shape. When the pupil takes 
very difficult piece, one which requires a great deal o 
work, it is often impossible to learn it well, even afle 
several weeks' practice. When it has been thorough] 
practiced all through, lay it aside for one or two weeks 
or even a month, and learn another difficult piece thei 
come back and take np the one laid aside, and pr’aetic 
it slowly, as ,f it were entirely new, and it will improv 
and come up into good shape. If the piece has been ver 
difficult for the pnpil, it may be necessary to rest it ] 
sw-ond time, or to give it a longer time, perhaps three o 
six months, and then take it up and study it afresh : th, 
latter is the way that concert pieces are usually learned 




practice five hours a day. On this subject, however no 
rules can be given. My distinguished friend, Mr Leo¬ 
pold Godowsky, was for many years in the habit of 
practicing from eight to ten hours a day. I have known 
him to teach five hours in a day, and then practice eight or 
Almost any of us would say that this application 
_holly wrong and ought not to be allowed. Never¬ 
theless, the old proverb has it that “the proof of the 
pudding is in eating the bag.” Now, Mr. Godowsky, 
at the age of twenty-eight, has a technic which is super¬ 
ior to that of almost any other artist in the world, and 
he has the entire repertory of the piano at his fingers’ 
ends, or within very easy reach. Since this yonng man 
by this inordinate amount of practice has been able to 
place himself in such a distinguished position as an ar¬ 
tist, it will not do to say that practice is not advantageous. 
But for ordinary pupils, with other demands upon 
their time, I should consider five hours a day a good 
deal. 
Dear Sir: Will you kindly answer the following ques¬ 
tions throngh The Etude? Please explain fully what 
is meant by technic. Also, the difference between a 
study written in a minor key and one written in a major 
key. Yonrs truly, B. K. C. 
Technic means the entire mechanical part of playing a 
piano, the application of the fingers foT producing tone, 
and the development of finger facility of every kind. 
Technic may be defined as the ability to put yoUr fingers 
down anywhere you wish upon the instrument and take 
them up at the precise moment you choose, with any 
desirable rapidity and force. 
Your second question, as to the difference between a 
minor and a major mode, does not properly come within 
the field of this department. A piece in minor mode 
has a minor triad upon the tonic and sub-dominant, 
aud a major triad upon the dominant. A piece in the 
major mode has a major triad upon the sub-dominant 
and dominant. 
Whether a piece is in major or minor mode is to be 
gathered from the character of the melody and the nature 
of the chords. If it begins upon a minor chord, it is 
almost certainly in a minor key. It may be in a minor 
key and still change to major near the end. This hap¬ 
pens often in English ballads. If you know nothing of 
harmony and do not notice chords, it will make very 
little difference to you which mode it is in. 
Is a child of six or seven years too young to begin 
the study of music if she greatly desires to learn it? 
A!so what is the best course to pursue when she has had 
but little school instruction? For what grade are 
Chopin s f-tudes best adapted ? Can a pupil of ordinary 
technical ability, studying in the fifth, sixth,and seventh 
grades, take them up successfully without a teacher * 
1 he pupil s technic has been poor, but she is studying 
conscientiously, and with all of her intelligence' the 
r°ucl; an<1 Technic.” Talent, if she has’any 
h“ heart T t3r°D’ Thkh rare'y failR t0 ton<b TI?„ • ? Ch°Pln ab0Te a11 other composers 
Uu"y,kNgE°C.,n DCe f°r yonr answers’ 1 am> 
A child of six or seven is not too yonng to begin the 
tudy „ music, bnt tl)e ear]y ,essons m]ght tQ ^ 
he keyboard and not from reading. I have tried to 
show in my “Twenty Lessons to aBegiuner” a good 
way to begin with a child of this sort. 8 
Chopin’s studies are very difficult and belong to the 
eighth, ninth and tenth grades. A very talented pupfi 
in the seventh grade can learn anyone study that she 
would practice with suffieieut care. But if her technic 
s poor, she would lie much better off with something a 
little easier before this. Probably if she will fakp fi, 
andTh? Gra<iea” a“d P‘ay thC Stndies in the seventh 
and eighth grades just as they are, andthen goon with the 
th and tenth as they stand in the hook before 1.1.- 
op any Chopin studies except those in the Crod ”* l'8 
SIT""Mr-a^’rsc, than the majority of his piano comnositto™ . 
the concert pieces. They belong toTlku’ e5CeptlDg 
piano instruction and * to higher grades of 
their character’ ” *"*•* ***■««• in 
minor scales!* M^method^as l®31'11'”* the maJ°r and 
fo^oMhe ®ajor scales like t£ ‘l-f^K 8“ 
and teach tl.e scholar £ say ■ TtoTaw hSteps)! u -ay . J to Z a whole step; 2 to 
3 a whole step ; 3 to 4 a half step, etc. ; having thenm.il 
play the scale according to the formula which is lie- 
repeated. If there is a plainer and simpler wav' tf 
teach these scales, will yon kindly show me ? For pm i] 
-who are anxious to take a piece, what are the pieces of 
easiest degree that you can recommend ? As I have 
cently become a subscriber to The Etude, these ones." 
tions may have both been answered previously for others 
However, liopiDg to obtain some help in this line I 
M. E. C. 
Your plan of teaching the major scale is a very good 
one. Another way is to deduce them from the triads in 
the manner shown in my “ Twenty Lessons to a Begin¬ 
ner” or in the “Primer of Mathews and Mason.” If 
yon prefer your own way, ignoring the chords, I think 
it is better to make, from the minor scale form, the 
major scale of the same name, by flatting the third and 
sixth. 
The best collection of easy pieces, perhaps, is that of 
Mr. Presser, for the first and second grades ; and there 
is now in press another collection, of third and fourth 
grade pieces, to both of which my name is affixed. 
With reference to the advisability of giving pieces, I 
consider it extremely useful. The pupil plays a piece 
with a great deal more expression than she does her ex¬ 
ercises, aud, therefore, learns something about tonch and 
musical expression. 
THE USE OF THE METRONOME. 
BY MBS. A. K. YIBGII,. 
The ingenious and useful little contrivance called the 
metronome was invented in the year 1816 by Johann 
Nepomuk Maelzel. It was designed chiefly for the ac¬ 
commodation of composers, who used it to iudicate the 
exact pace at which they wished their compositions or 
the different movements of their compositions to be per¬ 
formed. For many years this was the only use made of 
this valuable aid to piano practice. It is only of late 
years that prominent teachers have understood how to 
nse it thoroughly. 
As an incentive to practice it is better than all of the 
pleadings and scoldings of parents and teachers, because 
a child or an adult will always do with better grace and 
far more zeal that work or duty in which they them¬ 
selves are thoroughly interested or in which their ambi¬ 
tion leads them to excel. For instance, a student, by 
the help of the metronome, discovers that he or she has 
the ability to play a certain exercise or piece at a rate of 
speed of 200 notes a minute ; the very moment this is 
accomplished there springs into life the ambition to play 
250 notes a minute. An extra effort is, tberelore, 
willingly put forth to reach this point. It is soon 
reached, and the effect is so satisfactory that the player is 
encouraged to try for a still higher speed. Thus he is 
almost unconsciously led into more earnest practice, 
with no urging whatever except his own ambition. 
Every exercise and every piece ought to be practiced 
with the metronome—hands separately and hands to¬ 
gether. Place the metronome at a slow tempo, and do 
not change it until whatever is in practice can be played 
perfectly at that tempo. Then set the metronome a 
trifle faster, and proceed to practice the difficult meas 
ures. When mastered, and the entire piece can be 
played easily without hesitation, the pnpil is ready to 
try a still higher tempo, and so on until the desire 
velocity is reached. 
Without a metronome a player can not judge for him 
self as to the velocity he is using, for when the exe 
cution of a piece becomes easy, the player natural y 
and unconsciously increases the tempo. . 
Slow practice is fully as important as rapid Prac ’ 
and it is perhaps harder to keep at an even slow < I 
than an even fast one. Right here the metronome 
prove an invaluable help. p. 
Still another point is gained by its proper use. • 
ers unconsciously slow up for difficult passages in e 
or pieces and accelerate the easy passages. A P f 
should so learn a piece ns to be able to play it ini ._ 
time without accelerando or ritardando, for both 
tardaudo and accelerando should grow out ot stnc ’ 
otherwise these beautiful deviations lack proper co 
ilertaking » and effect, and are more or less irregular. If you would save expense and time in une r0_ 
musieal education, by all means invest in a good 
nome.-1"The Student:' 
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To X.—The question or questions that you have 
asked me, touching the possibility of musical proficiency 
for one who begins, in adult years, the practical labor of 
pianoforte study, awakens in my mind interest, and in 
my heart, sympathy. It is quite impossible for me to 
throw much light on the subject out of my own experi¬ 
ence, since my personal acquaintance of the piano key¬ 
board dates from my eleventh year, and many of the 
fundamental principles of harmony and rhythm I 
learned so easily that I feel that I always knew them ; 
just as I feel concerning the English language. Obser¬ 
vation, however, in quite a number of cases I have had, 
and I will try to give you the benefit of it. I must, first 
of all, say that my message to you would be a mixture 
of encouragement and discouragement. Where the right 
kind of a brain exists, musicianship is attainable at 
any time in life, but the extreme dexterity of the fingers 
which constitutes a modern virtuoso can only he reached 
by those who begin when the muscles are soft and the 
joints pliant. However, why should you wish to be 
a virtuoso? Three-fourths of all the beantifnl music in 
the world will be found in the grades from one to seven 
in the scale of ten ; and the colossal pieces which are 
stored away in the three upper stories of the ten-story 
warehouse of piano music may be left to the sensational 
players and the little handful of great artists. You 
asked me if it is possible to become a fine player if one 
begins between the ages of twenty-one and twenty-seveD. 
I will say, first, this : If your occupation is such as re¬ 
quires a strenuous use of the fingers in cramped and 
uniform positions that constitutes a serious bar, indeed, 
an almost insuperable mountain-range of difficulty 
to be transcended in the attainment of piano-playing 
skill; hut if your occupations either do not require such 
vigorous use of the hands or call them into use in many 
contrasted ways, there will be no extreme stiffness aDd 
bias of the muscles to be antagonized. 
The Technicon—Mr. Brotherhood’s invention—is a 
little gymnasium for the fingers and hands which will 
be equally valuable to the pianist, violinist, surgeon, 
or watchmaker, since it provides for and compels that 
individualizing aud strengthening of the small muscles 
on which a complex aud reliable dexterity must be 
founded. 
Secondly, much may depend on the form, size, 
thickness, and strength of the hand which nature 
has given you,—though it is a curious fact that the 
haudsof great artists differ widely from one another, and 
some great players seem positively to have hands ill 
adapted to the keyboard. Thirdly, dismissing these 
two points, which, of course, I can not settle in your case, 
we come to the third question, which is this : What re¬ 
sults will arise from the bestowal of certain large 
amounts of time upon the keyboard by an adult be¬ 
ginner ? Here I will answer as follows: (n) The at¬ 
taining of automatic skill is a matter of repetition and 
nothing else. Any act physically possible within the 
reach of the hand may be made automatic—that is, 
habitual and unconscious by a sufficient number of 
repetitions. (4) Ifc is of the highest importance that the 
acts of the hands and fingers upon the keyboard should 
he faultlessly exact, and should he minutely followed 
by the attention of the mind daring practice. There 
the adult has a positive advantage over the child, by 
reason ot a greater power of mental analysis and pro¬ 
longed attention, (c) These repetitions are at best 
tedious, for nature has surrounded all good things with 
a frowniug fence of difficulties. The rose has its thorns, 
and the sleeping beauty “ Brunnehilde ” lay upon a rock 
°n a mountain-top encircled by a menacing wall of fire. 
This tediousness, resulting from millions of repetitions 
°f simple acts of the fingers, is felt by the child ; but 
oature mercifully washes out the remembrance, and 
when we become fine performers we think we could 
always do it, and say it is second nature. Second na- 
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ture, it is indeed,—that is, nature seconded by art. 
Fourthly, while it may be that the highest degrees of 
speed are quite, or nearly, unattainable to a person be¬ 
ginning after the hand has grown and established its 
habits, nearly all the beautiful music in our great piano¬ 
forte literature is only reasonably difficult for the hands. 
Do yon know why we hear so much wretched piano 
playing ? The fault is not in the finger points, but in 
the forehead. You do not think the tones clearly enough, 
in all their mute yet obligatory relationships. It often 
happens that the entire difference between playing a 
passage with ravishing clearness and beauty, or making 
an opaque, ugly blotch of it, consists somewhere in 
holding one or two notes a fraction of a second too long 
or not long enough, or giving a crude and unsympathetic 
stress to notes of secondary importance, so that the ideas 
of the composer lose their delicate outlines. In this 
mentality of playing, which is by far its most precious 
quality, the adult student has an advantage so great that 
it nearly, perhaps quite, counterbalances the sluggishness 
of the hand. Yon understand, I imply, all the time, 
three things : First, that your nature is really musical ; 
second, that you have good teaching ; and, third, that 
you are able to fill a large number of hours with earnest 
work. By having a musical nature I do not mean that yon 
are a genius, hut merely that you fiud yourself relishing 
keenly the ideal compositions of good composers. By 
good teaching I do not mean mere technical insanities 
(a technical faddist is, oftentimes, an extremely poor 
teacher); and, as to much time, I do not mean ten hours 
a day for ten years. On the last head I should say that 
a thousand hours’ practice will be probably the very least 
which will yield satisfactory results, and I would advise 
five hundred hours, which would mean four hours a day, 
interrupted by frequent rest days for five years. Y on ask 
if I have ever known a proficient musician who began in 
adult years. Yes; Mr. Werner Steinbreeher was one 
of the most eminent pianists in Cincinnati for a quarter 
of a century ; when twenty-six years of age he went to 
Chopin an absolute beginner. He had studied and al¬ 
ready entered the medical profession. Chopin dis¬ 
couraged him, but he persisted and secured two months 
tuition from the great Polish pianist. I have frequently 
heard Steinbreeher play and his technic was simple, 
while his musicianship was also of a high grade. 
To L. F. D.—You ask if the pedal should be em¬ 
ployed in playing the pianoforte fugnesof Bach, and add 
as an argument that the piano was not invented at his 
time. This presents me an interesting little tangled 
skein of errors and truths, to which I will apply my beak 
and strive to lay out the threads neatly disentangled, 
and parallel. First: No ; yon should not use the pedal 
in playing Bach’s or anybody else’s fugues. I may go a 
step further,—you must not nse the pedal whenever 
there is rapid counterpoint; that is, where diatonic 
voices interlace with each other. The fundamental thing 
in a fugue is melody. Did you ever think of that ? Bach 
and Wagner are the most melodious composers on earth, 
not even Schubert excepted ; but the nature of their 
melodies and the way they are compounded puis them 
above the average comprehension. A distinguished 
New York critic, my friend Mr. H. T. Finck, lately 
said when commenting upon Josef Hofmann’s playing 
of the Tausig-Bach D minor fugue, that, when played cor¬ 
rectly, nothing is more ravishing than polyphonic music. 
Hans von Billow said of that angel of a fugue in the A- 
flat Sonata, Opus 110, of Beethoven, “ To play this fugue 
one should have four ears.” A fugue must be treated 
with the most delicate and judicious application of dyna- 
mic valuations. Thus, the chief melody must be always 
louder than the accompanying counterpoint; and in the 
melody itself, a dead level of emphasis ,s barbarous. 
Just fancy reading a line of poetry and accenting every 
one of the syllables with a uniform blow ; yet pianists 
constantly maltreat beautiful music m that way how 
if you touch the pedal at all in a fugue, it must be only 
on arpeggio runs, or here or there upon a sustained 
tone, rt connect a pair of chords. These are the reasons 
why the pedal must not be employed when delivering 
contrapuntal music. Second: You are mistaken when 
you say that the pianoforte was not invented in Bacli s 
11 H-te ordinarily assigned for this momentous 
birth in musical history—that of the dearest and most 
abused of all instruments, the pianoforte—is 1709 to 1711. 
Bach was then twenty-five years old. However, it is 
true that the baby piano was infinitely inferior to the 
superb modern grand ; and J. S. Bach preferred the harp¬ 
sichord and clavichord, though his son Philip preferred 
the pianoforte. I can not enter into the reasons, but it 
is certain that Bach played the clavichord with much 
accentuation and emotional expression, though its dyna¬ 
mic range was much more limited than the range of that 
giant, the modern piano. Third : I do not think, how¬ 
ever, that this historic argument is the best. The fact is 
that we have a perfect right to make Bach sound as well 
as we can, and it is mere stupid old-fogyism to insist 
that we should not do anything that Bach could not 
have done. By that mode of reasoning we would never 
play Bach at all, since his music should be played on 
harpsichords, which are not made any more. 
To T. P.—You ask how you are to make a passage prop¬ 
erly aeeentuatedif it is marked piano and nothing else. I 
must compliment you on having musical feeling enough to 
ask such a question as this. Nothing is more essential 
in piano music than accentuation, and nothing is more 
native to the instrument itself than accent. No instru¬ 
ment, not even the violin, is more sensitive than the 
piano keyboard in the realization of dynamic value. To 
make the measures in a quiet piano passage seem alive, 
to feel the heart beating throngh their ribs, you do not 
have to borrow a sledge-hammer of your neighbors, 
but do one of two opposite things : Either select a few 
tones at the right places and pronounce them about 
mezzoforte—this is right of the music, though soft, is 
not extremely sweet and gentle, but somewhat energetic. 
Secondly, you may play all the less important tones 
pianissimo, leaving the accents merely piano. This 
should be done when the music is extremely quiet in its 
character. I may use this illustration from the plastic 
art: When a bas relief is made, all the surface is cut 
away except the desired figure—a rose, a bud, a cluster 
of grapes, a human being. When, on the other hand, 
work is done intaglio, the surface is left level and the 
figure is hollowed or scooped out. Never forget that the 
arts rest, at bottom, on the same foundation stones. 
■ ■ - • »* ■ —- 
TRAIN BOTH HANDS. 
Tkashy piano music, with thin harmonies, gives the 
lion’s share of what effort it necessitates to the right 
baud, while the left is required for a feeble thrumming. 
All good, well-written music, whether difficult or easy, 
makes equal demands on both hands. The faithful teacher 
should see to it that the student does such music justice 
by training the left hand to equal skill with the right. 
Where an instinctive preference is shown for the left, the 
right must be the more carefully drilled, bnt in this in¬ 
stance, as has been shown, the student is at a certain ad¬ 
vantage. Old Father Bach gave, in all his compositions, 
equal play to both hands. A painstaking practice of the 
left hand of his inventions and fugues, then of both 
hands, will do much toward the achievement of equality. 
Beethoven, as well, is one of the masters who expect all 
ten fingers to obey their behests, and the pianist who 
would interpret his creations must lie able to express as 
much with one hand as with the other. 
It has been said truly that the educated hand is the 
most perfect instrument by means of which imagination 
aud realism are translated into fact. Two such instru¬ 
ments the pianist must poasess. Education should make 
him ambidextrous, whether his instinctive preference ire 
for the right or the left hand. Consequently he, of all 
people, should enjoy to the utmost the advantages aris¬ 
ing from well-developed brains, heart, and all the mental 
and physical faculties.—” Harper's Bazar." 
—Dr. Hanslick, of Vienna, tells of having asked Schu¬ 
mann how he got on with Wagner. “ Not at all,” he 
replied. “ He talks at such a rate I can’t get a word in 
edgeways.” Shortly after this Dr. Hanslick met Wag¬ 
ner, and put a similar question to him about Schumann. 
“ I can’t get on with him at all,” replied Wagner. “ He 
just looks at me with a vacant stare, and never says a 
word.”—Ex. 
no 
A PUZZLE IN MUSICAL HISTORY. 
THE etude 
MODERN vs. CLASSICAL. 
BY BETH B. GILCHRIST. 
BY K. B. KKOEGKR. 
Mv friend and I had been reading a history of music, 
and as we sat by the open tire in the twilight we were 
tbiuking about the people of whom we had read. 
“ I wonder whether we should be able to recognize 
them if we could see them," she mused. 
“Ah !’’ I cried, “I will tell you a dream I had yes¬ 
terday—a waking dream it was. 1 saw, with the eye of 
my imagination, a procession slowly passing by, com¬ 
posed of these very people we are thinking of. Listen, 
and I will tell it to you." 
Here it Is as I told it that night. 
(1) The Pope, who established the first singing schools, 
led the way, and close behind him came (2) the monk 
who invented the staff. There was (3) the troubadour 
who wrote the earliest specimen of comic opera known, 
gallantly escorting (4) “the Swedish nightingale"; 
while (5) the founder of the “Neue Zeitschrift fUr 
Musik " stalked gloomily behind, (fi) The man “to 
whom ” Schumann said, “ music owes almost as great a 
debt as religion owes to its founder,” came next, and 
following him (7) the inventor of the “symphonic 
poem," engaged in conversation with (8) the composer 
whom, when a boy, the Empress Maria Theresa once 
tallied a “fair-haired blockhead.” 
(Ill The inventor of notes representing the length of 
tones to the eye walked slowly, tryingtocateh the points 
of the discussion going on behind him between (10) the 
contrapuntist of whom Luther said, “ lie is a master 
of the notes ; they have to do as he pleases ; other com¬ 
posers have to do as they please,” and (11) the musi¬ 
cian who, when a boy, taught himself to play on a 
spinet concealed in the garret. 
Then came (12) the woman who wrote the first oratorio 
walking alone ; and n little distance behind her (13) the 
man, commonly known by the name of his birthplace, 
who fonnded the first public music-school in Rome. 
(It) The “ father of cantata and of oratorio ” and (15) 
“ the father of the true organ style ” followed (1C) the 
grundson of the “modern Plato,” who was earnestly 
discoursing upon some subject with (17) the man who 
wrote the first songs for solo voice. 
Then came (18) the Jew to whom it occurred to com¬ 
pose operas, aud (10) the genius on whose tomb we read, 
“ Music has here entombed a rich treasure but still fairer 
hopes;” next (20) the composer who, when a mere 
child, wrote a tragedy in which he killed off forty two 
of his characters before the end of the second act, and 
was obliged to let them reappear os ghosts to finish the 
play. 
Following him I saw (21) the well-known musician 
who began his career in the kitchen of Mademoiselle de 
Moutpensier ; then (22) the woman who was the first 
jH-rson in Germany to play Chopin’s music for the pub¬ 
lic, talking with (23) the genius whocompnseda concerto 
liefore he was three years of age. 
(24) The man who first used the tremolo in playing 
the violin was conversing with (25) the great artist 
whose favorite violin is preserved in a glass case in the 
Municipal Palace at Genoa. And last, talking over 
dramatic music, came (26) the man who produced the 
first opera, and (27) the master who wrote bnt one such 
work in his life. 
My friend gave each name correctly as I described the 
person. I)o you think it was an easy thing to do? Try 
and see. J 
[Tub Etude invites the readers to send in answers to 
this puzzle. To the one who sends a correct solution we 
will present one of our best works in musical literature 
To the one sending the most nearly correct solution we 
will also present a work from our publications of musi¬ 
cal literature.] 
-Music is life, spiritual life. When the teacher and 
pupil realize this fact a world of beauty heretofore un¬ 
dreamed of will reveal itself to them. They will have 
an incentive to work, which will cause them to peraever- 
ingly overcome all necessary mechanical requirements of 
technic and notation, and will enjoy their work ns those 
can not do who have lower aims and less nol.le views of 
their art—“ Mwncal I’isitor.” 
Wherein is the distinction between the works of the 
modem and of the classical masters? It lies largely 
in development of the changes in form ; in freedom from 
arbitrary periodical divisions; in wide expansion of 
harmonic possibilities ; in a less rigid adherence to the 
laws of counterpoint; in the growth of picturesque de¬ 
scription ; in tone, and in the improvements and progress 
made in instrumentation. 
In regard to form, the divisions into eight-measure peri¬ 
ods are now rarely adhered to, excepting in dances. Even 
the principal melodies are frequently of irregular lengths. 
The former customary progression to the dominant key in 
the early part of a composition is now considered unneces¬ 
sary. Indeed, the once prevalent idea that there‘were 
five related keys to any key is practically obsolete. All 
keys are related since Wagner made a system of chro¬ 
matic and enharmonic modulation. So in modern com¬ 
positions it is quite usual to see keys employed very near 
the principal melody which were formerly considered 
very remote. 
In the treatment of chords, there is now a far greater use 
made of secondary seventh chords than heretofore. Even 
in Beethoven’s work, the employment of these is rather 
rare. The use of the augmented fifth and sixth chords, 
with their enharmonic transformations, is greatly ex¬ 
tended. Unprepared dissonances are frequently seen, 
which, if used fifty years ago, would have caused theor¬ 
ists to wonder if all things were coming to an end. New 
ways of treating suspensions, anticipations, and retarda¬ 
tions are constantly met with. Modulation, once so re¬ 
stricted, is now so free that there is danger of going to 
the opposite extreme. There are composers whose mod¬ 
ulatory devices are so strikingly individual that they 
unerringly point to their creator. Passing and changing 
notes have been so merged into free counterpoint that it 
may be said that modern harmony is contrapuntal in 
character, and modern conuterpoint harmonic in char¬ 
acter. Rhythm, also, is a feature greatly extended by 
moderns, and to-day it is as essential that a master 
should invent new rhythms as that be should invent new 
melodies. 
The great improvements made in orchestral instrn-- 
ments, particularly in the brasses, and the addition of 
new instruments, have enabled composers to get extra¬ 
ordinary effects of “orchestral color,” impossible hither¬ 
to. 
In regard to forms used by latter-day piano composers, 
there is an overwhelming preponderance of smaller ro¬ 
mantic forms. Unquestionably, Chopin and Schumann 
are responsible for this. The sonata form is used com¬ 
paratively rarely—much oftener in symphonies and 
chamber music than in pianoforte composition. There 
are very few modern composers who have published 
more than oue sonata for the piano, and many who have 
published none at all. But the nocturnes, songs with¬ 
out words, reveries, idylles, romances, barcarolles 
Hades, preludes, cradle songs, impromptus, humor¬ 
esques, forest scenes, musical moments, album leaves 
serenades, aud all the various small dance forms are 
innumerable. And there is also an immense quantity 
of p,eoes with special titles, which need not be enume¬ 
rated here. Why, it may be asked, do modern 
composers write these little sketches in preference to 
arge forms? It is chiefly because the public demands 
them. Publishers feel the pulse of the purchasing pub¬ 
lic and accept for their catalogues such pieces as will 
sell. A sonata by a modern master, be he never so re¬ 
nowned, hardly pays for the publication. Bnt a little 
piece entitled " Narcissus," or “The Flatterer,” which 
is frothy and superficial, immediately catches the popu- 
?r lhe sort of music which pleases 
the ear and occupies the attention for only three or four 
minutes ,s deadening to the production of compositions 
of deeper significance and greater length, into which a 
■raster can pour all the wealth of his genius. Onlv one 
composer has arrived at the front rank by the composi 
turn of small forms ; that composer is Chopin. All other 
W rank masters have reached their position through 
their sonatas, symphonies, chamber music, overtures 
oratorios, operas, etc. 
Still, there have been many charming and admirable 
works written in smaller forms by modem composers 
There is Jensen, with his elegance of diction and his 
delicate grace ; Grieg, with his forcefulness, his original- 
ity, and his striking modulations ; Rubinstein, with 
his mellow melodiousness, as well as his oriental'color¬ 
ing ; Raff, with his cleverness and his beautiful piano 
figures ; Heller, with his pensive poetry ; Henselt, with 
his perfection of melodic charm and harmonic sonority • 
Moszkowski, with his glittering arabesques, and his en¬ 
trancing Spanish rhythms ; Nicode, with his breadth 
and romanticism ; Seeling, with his Chopin like melan¬ 
choly and passion ; Gottschalk, with his quaint Cuban 
color ; Liszt, with his religious mysticism, as well as his 
diabolical abandon. 
And there are other fine examples by Hiller, Gade 
Kirchuer, Thalberg, Tschaikowsky, Saint-Saens, Huber' 
Brahms, Brttll, Leschetitzky, Tliomc, Godard, Chamin- 
ade, Sgambati, Beudel, Bennett, Rheinberger, Xaver 
and Philip Scharwenka, Reinecke, Jadassohn, Paderew¬ 
ski, d’Albert, and others. 
To sum np, these small forms, no matter how charm¬ 
ing and how pleasing they may be, do not tend to ad¬ 
vance the cause of music in its best sense. Their chief 
aim will be accomplished if they can interest the listener 
sufficiently to induce him to hear greater works. Do 
not judge Handel by his gigues and bourtos, but by his 
oratorios ; do not judge Beethoven by his bagatelles, but 
by his sonatas and symphonies; do not judge Brahms by 
his capriccios and Hungarian dances, but by his Quintet, 
F Major Symphony, and his Violin Concerto; do not 
judge Dvorak by his silhouettes, bnt by his Stabat Mater 
and his Requiem ; do not judge Wagner by his small 
pianoforte pieces, hut by his great music dramas. 
So the tremendous amount of small pianoforte pieces 
—constantly being augmented—will best accomplish 
their purpose if they induce those who enjoy them to go 
further in their musical affections and appreciations, as 
well as in their studies. Those compositions, large or 
small, which are worthy of life, will surely live ; those 
without vitality, or written to gratify a passing taste, 
will as surely die. 
THE PRINCIPLES OF MUSICAL PEDAGOGY. 
BY J. C. FILLMORE. 
Letters to a Young Music Teacher. 
IY. 
To W. E. S.—In my last letter I gave you my ideas 
as to the aims you ought to pursue, aud the methods by 
which those aims may be reached in the teaching of 
young children. But you will probably be called on to 
teach a great many older pupils. Some of these may he 
entirely begiuners ; but more of them will have already 
received some instruction, some more and some less. 
You will find each new pupil a separate problem, and 
many of them will be much more difficult to solve than 
if they were very young beginners. You will probably 
find that some of them have been taught in a purely 
mechanical way ; that they are merely translating Irorn 
notes to the keyboard, without any clear perception of 
tonality', or of the chord-relations of tones, or ol phras¬ 
ing. That is to say, you will find them ignorant of the 
fundamental things in music. Some of them may not 
even know that there are such things as key-relations 
and chord-relations in music, or such things as phrases. 
They may know that a half-note is equal to two quar¬ 
ters, and that a dotted quarter is equal to three-eighths; 
but ask one of them whether the piece she first brings to 
play for you is in a niajor or a minor key, or ask her to 
tell you whether the chord you play for her is major or 
minor, and see what kind of an answer you will get. (I 
say “she” and “her,” because the great majority of 
your pupils will most likely be girls.) In many cases 
yon will find the pupil has only the haziest impressions 
of these things, and in some cases even none at all- 
Ask her to play for you, aud the chances are that she 
will not even play her notes correctly. If the piece is in 
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tl key of G major, she may be liable to play F, instead 
, F si,arp every now and then. If it is in E minor, she 
will be pretty sure to play D for D sharp at least half 
the time, simply because she is not thinking the music in 
its tonal relations, but is translating from notes to keys, 
aud forgets that the signature or an accidental has made 
certain lines aud spaces stand for black keys instead of 
This ignorance of tonality and of the 
accountable for innumerable 
white ones. 
elements of harmony is 
mistakes in the reading of music by pupils. 
Of course, the remedy for this seems plain. If your 
pupil is to have any musical intelligence (and it goes 
without saying that you get no satisfactory results from 
your teaching without it) you will be obliged to remedy 
these defects, and begin as soon as possible to put into 
the pupil’s mind ideas of tonality and harmony. But 
precisely here you are liable to run against a snag. It 
takes time to do this work, and, very likely, neither the 
pupil nor her parents will be willing to pay for any more 
of your time than will just barely accomplish what they, 
with their present low ideals, desire to accomplish. It 
sounds very easy to say : “ Teach yonr pupils the funda¬ 
mental things in music ; find out her deficiencies and 
supply them.” But you will find that this is often no 
easy thing to do. You will find two prime obstacles in 
yonr way : The lack of musical ideals in the girl’s 
mind to begin with, and, second, the ignorance of her 
parents. Pupils who have been taught in the mechanical 
way I have mentioned, seldom, or never, have any idea 
that there is anything more in music than the mere 
sounds of the notes. As for musical relations of any 
sort, they have not the remotest idea of them. The 
intellectual, emotional, and imaginative elements which 
make music one of the fine arts are wholly apart from 
their experience and from their ideals. What they aim 
at is the performance of “difficult” music; and that 
means to them the getting in of the greatest possible 
number of notes in a minute. Of other than mechanical 
difficulties they have no conception. They want to play 
“something hard ;” how they play it is of no conse¬ 
quence, so long as the playing is “showy.” Their 
ideals and aims are to the last degree shallow and super¬ 
ficial. 
The parents usually have similar notions of what they 
want their daughters to do, if they have any at all. 
They expect them to “show off” in the parlor; and 
they will be satisfied with your work so long, and only 
so long, as you produce “showy ” results. And as they 
have the power of the purse, you can not afford to ignore 
them entirely. So you may be sure that if you are to 
do any teaching worthy of the name, you will have to 
exercise all the tact aud worldly wisdom you can muster. 
Your problem is to educate these people, pupils aud 
parents alike; to develop in the pupils, and gradually 
through them in the pareuts, a genuine appreciation of 
what music is, and what it means. You are to teach 
them to discriminate between music which is expressive 
and music which is not expressive. You are to bring 
them into contact, as rapidly as possible with the work 
of the most imaginative composers, and let their music 
work its own natural effect of eradicating the taste for 
trash, and developing the love for the best. This is a 
result which will surely follow in the great majority of 
cases, if you are wise and patient. 
But patient and wise yon must be. You must neither 
display nor leel contempt for the musical ignorauce you 
have to contend with. The pupils are not to blame for 
R, neither are their parents, as a rule. The chances 
always are that they have never had any sort of oppor¬ 
tunity to be intelligent. And as for the vanity which. 
desires to “show off,” that is the commonest thing in 
uman nature, and is only to be chastened by a long 
course of education aud experience. It will do no good, 
a rule, to snub people for that sort of thing. Be and 
8 °w yourself always sympathetic. Enter into your 
popil s plans and wishes. Take her as you find her, 
seek to modify her notions gradually in the direc- 
°n of higher ideals. Let her play, at first, the kind of 
Wnsic she wants to play. Show her elements in it which 
e has not seen ; harmony, phrasing, relations of 
me ol*y 10 accompaniment, etc. Soon you may give her 
Winetliing better; perhaps a Heller 6tude or a poetic 
P*ece of Schumann’s, in connection with her more super- 
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ficial pieces. If you manage wisely, she will soon see 
for herself more or less of the difference between the two, 
and then you will have gained an important point. But 
remember, always, that gradual evolution, not sudden re¬ 
volution, is what you must aim at. It is well to remem¬ 
ber what the old preacher said to the young one who had 
just preached a hell fire revival sermon and sought his 
elder’s approval: “ Son, Christ called His disciples to be 
fishers of men. Did you ever know anybody to catch 
fish by tying a big stone to his line, splashing it into the 
water, and yelling ‘ Bite or be damned?’ ” 
In short, you must be wise, patient, sympathetic, 
tactful. You must win the confidence of your pupils and 
of their friends. You must put yourself on their level 
without for an instant losing or lowering your own 
ideals and aims ; and you must lead, not drive, them up 
the road to Parnassus. In this way you will certainly 
accomplish worthy results, even if you do not meet with 
all the success you could desire. 
CARL KOELLING. 
EXAMINATION QUESTIONS IN MUSIC. 
The Etude has received a number of letters lately in 
regard to examination questions in music, for use in 
classes or with private pupils. That such questions, if 
explained by the teacher carefully, and then answered 
intelligently by the pupil, either orally or in writing, 
will materially promote the development of musician¬ 
ship is undeniable. A set of questions involving knowl¬ 
edge of useful and necessary facts is also available for 
examination and grading in schools or conservatories, 
and could also form the basis for instruction in general 
theory of music. 
Note.—The teacher should give exercises on all these 
questions so that facility is acquired by practice. 
1. How is music represented to the eye ? 
2. How is fixed pitch represented? Add what you 
may know about peculiarities in the use of the letters 
and notes’ names among the German and French or 
other European nations. 
3. What is the Great Staff? 
4. Explain the G, C, F clefs and write each in the 
appropriate place on the staff. 
5. What is done if notes are too high or low in pitch 
to be written on the staff? 
6. How can we raise or lower the pitch of a note t 
Give examples of the various ways. 
7. Certain sounds represented by different letters, I'# 
G|2, A Bbb, E FJZ, etc., require the same key on the 
piano ; what name is given to this change? 
8. What is meant by signature? 
9. Write out the signatures of the different keys in 
common use. 
10. What is an accidental ? 
11. WThat other qualities has a musical sound besides 
pitch ? 
12. Name and write the various kinds of notes. 
13. Arrange them in a manner to show the compara¬ 
tive values of each. 
14. How may the value of a note be increased t 
15. Is there any other way? 
16. Write twelve notes whose value shall he equal to 
a whole note. . 
17 How are periods of silence represented m music . 
Is. Sow many kinds of rests are there? G.ve exam- 
P,<19 How can you increase the value of a rest? 
2o! Write four rests that shall equal the value of two 
measures, common time. 
21 What rest is used to denote a 
silence? Is the same character used in 
ti 22?What are bars and what is the necessity for their 
use ? , , 
£ .1 >»■ *> 
nspd in a time signature. . 
pie. compoanffiamp]eg of not(lg of different values under 
Among the writers of salon pieces for piano none is 
better known and more prolific than Carl Koelling. He 
has been writing for over a half a century. The present 
generation of students may not be so familiar with his 
name as those of twenty-five years ago. Mr. Koelling is 
still active, and is living in the United States. In 1878 he 
settled in Chicago as a teacher of the pianoforte, and has 
also devoted considerable of his time to composition. 
He has proved himself a prolific writer by giving to the 
musical world many pieces for the piano, both for two 
and four hands, songs, vocal duets, quartets, composi¬ 
tions for orchestra, overtures, concertos, a comic opera, 
an operetta, etc., his works numbering nearly four hun¬ 
dred. Many of his compositions have been rendered with 
success by Theodore Thomas, Ad. ltosenbecker, and 
others. Koelling was born in Hamburg, Germany, on 
February 28,1831. As the son of an excellent flute soloist 
he was, so to say, nursed ou music. In 1842, after a dis¬ 
astrous fire in his city which closed all theaters and 
concert halls, when many a mnsician’s family would 
have perished had not Liszt generously contributed a 
large sum of money lor their support, Carl Koelling’s 
mother undertook a concert tour with the boy, who, hav¬ 
ing been a pupil of the noted teacher J. Sehmitt lor three 
years or more, was, at the age of eleven, quite a pianist, 
and won not only commendation for his artistic playing, 
but also much-needed financial success. They traveled 
through the provinces of Hanover, Bremen. Oldenburg, 
etc., until they reached BUckeburg, where the sovereign, 
How did the use of this 
27. Write 
each time signature. 
28. What is meant by 
character originate ? 
29. What is meant by g? ... , 
30. How do you heat the different kinds of time ? 
full measure of 
all kinds of 
Caul Koslmxu. 
a blind man, became much interested in the lad, and 
offered to have his artistic education completed at his 
expense. The mother was obliged to refuse this gener¬ 
ous offer because she could not spare the assistance which 
the hoy was to her ; hut he remained at the Court during 
the whole summer, and every Thursday played at the 
Court concerts. Upon returning to Hamburg in the fall, 
he continued his studies under J. and A. Schmitt and 
later under E. Marksen (the teacher of J. Brahms). 
After having completed his studies he was elected leader 
of the hand of the Eighth Battalion of the army, sta¬ 
tioned at Hamburg, in which position he continued ten 
years At the same time he was leader of several sing¬ 
ing societies. In 1867 he founded the Tonkiinstler 
Verein ; in 1874, together with several others, the Atni- 
citia et Fidelitas, and both the societies are yet flourish¬ 
ing in his native city. 
Having married an accomplished vocalist, a pupil ol 
Julius Stockhausen and Fram-esco Lamperti, who gained 
fame in many of the large Continental cities in grand 
opera and concert, his home life gave him continued 
inspiration in his work. .... , , 
Such has been the life and work of one of the stanchest 
musicians among ns, who, at the age of sixty-seven, has 
lost none of his sterling qualities as teacher and com¬ 
poser. Within the pnst few years Mr. Koelling has pub 
lished many important compositions for the pianoforte, 
both iu America and Europe, that for harmonic and 
melodic worth well deserve a place in the repertory of 
the best teachers and concert artista. Beils at Even¬ 
tide,” which appears in this month's mnsical pages is 
the iatest production from his pen. 
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LIBERATION OF THE RING FINGER. 
Evehy player, every teacher, every pupil, has been 
through the slow, the coutiuuous, everlasting grind of 
training the ring Anger to a degree of strength, freedom, 
and elasticity approximating that of the other fingers. 
And yet how meager the results ! What paucity of suc¬ 
cess 1 Nature seems to have established an insuperable' 
harrier that practice, the most rigid, persistent, and 
intelligent possible, is unable thoroughly and perma¬ 
nently to surmount. 
Many a teacher, many an ambitious pupil, has asked 
himself, “What can I do to equalize the action of my 
fingers ? Has modern science no help to offer ? Has the 
learning nnd ingenuity of man, which has worked won¬ 
ders in other directions, nothing to offer me in this, my 
need?” 
The problem is by no means one of recent date. Musi¬ 
cians and players of prominence of years gone by con¬ 
sidered the matter, but no remedy was evolved. Within 
the hot decad the question has appeared in journals, 
both musical and general, and as a result of the long- 
continued and fruitful discussions, modern surgery was 
interested and its potent aid enlisted to meet and solve 
the problem. 
The first and most authoritative of the prominent 
surgeons U> investigate the conditions was Dr. William 
S. Forbes, Professor of Anatomy in the Jefferson Medical 
< ollcge, 1 biladelphia, Pa., who devised an operation for 
the liberation of the ring Anger and practiced it as early 
as 1857. hater, in 1884, he read a paper before the 
Philadelphia County Medical Society, on “ Dividing the 
Accessory Tendons in the Hands of Musicians.” 
I rom the time of his first investigation to the present, 
Dr. Forbes has lieen collecting and collating the facts 
connected with many operations, nearly 500 in all, and 
m January of this year read another paper on the sub¬ 
ject before the same body. From this paper many of the 
following statements have been taken, in order to bring 
lie fore Ink Etude readers the very latest facts and 
observations on this interesting and mooted qnestion. 
To take up the case and seek the causes that bring 
about the difficulty which all players experience is the 
first step. 
When the middle and the little fingersof the hand are 
curve,1 and the ti)is pressed down against the keys of a 
piano or organ it is always found difficult to extend the 
ring linger, and in the majority of cases, if not in all, im¬ 
possible to raise the Anger without assistance to a hori¬ 
zontal position ; or, keeping the ring finger curved, it is 
found difficult to raise it more than a very little distance 
from the keyboard. This difficulty is explained by the 
anatomist very clearly, and shows to the inquirer the 
structural cau.se of the inability to do what is easy for the 
thumb and the first two fingers. 
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middle finger and the other to join the tendon of the 
little finger in the same manner. These two slips are 
known as the accessory tendons. Now, if the middle 
and little fingers are held in the curved position first 
mentioned, it is quite apparent that the accessory ten¬ 
dons, by means of the attached extremities, will check 
the free extension of the ring finger. See figure 1. 
It may be said that these accessory tendons are some¬ 
times found in one hand and not the other, sometimes 
on one side of the ring finger and not the other, and more 
frequently in the right hand than in the left. 
It is quite probable that the reader may think, since 
these accessory tendons appear in the hand, that nature 
Fig. 2. 
a-*’”' extensor ten.Inn belonging to rlmr- 
flngnr. Ii b manifest If Ihe other two fingers are fland thlt .? 
‘h.e fin*e" P°wer extension in sending a 
branch to the rtng finger, gives off a slip „n either side 
one of which goes to join the extending tendon of the 
intended them for some use. The anatomist declares 
that they seem to be of no use, but rather remnants of 
what are, in some of the lower animals, perfect organs. 
The teachings of comparative anatomy make this thor¬ 
oughly clear. 
An examination of the muscular structure of the hand 
shows that flexion and extension are dependent not only 
upon the muscles which specially determine these 
motions, but by all muscles which pass beyond the wrist 
to the arm. The hand itself has but little muscular 
tissue, being mainly made up of tendons. The wrist 
must be made firm when the tendons pull on the fingers, 
so that in a seemingly simple movement, like raising 
the finger from a key and then striking it, there is con¬ 
siderable complexity of muscular coordination. 
The illustration that follows, figure 2, shows a typical 
case as well as a variation in shape and direction from 
figure 1. Figure 3 shows the same hand with the fist 
doubled up firmly so as to; bring the tendons 
np close over the knuckles, so as to be more 
conveniently reached by the surgeon. 
It is important that the reader remember 
that the muscular forces of the hand are in 
the arm and on the palmar surface of the 
hand. The knuckles are bound together at 
the base of the fingers ; all Important nerves, 
arteries, and blood-vessels are in the palm of 
the hand, not in the back, so that there is no 
risk of injuring the hand from that standpoint. 
Due of the most important features in tone 
production is equality. There can be no beauty 
without this equality. Where there is uneven 
force in producing tone there are bound to be 
uneven tones. These accessory tendons do im¬ 
pede, m a marked degree, the force of the 
stroke of the ring and little lingers. Dr. Forbes, 
in his article, says : 
contend witl,Dwhf re8triction wh*h one has to 
eoutenci with whenever one sits down at tbo 
andn°the fDtlreljr re™oved by the operation 
music, both men and women °f ftndents m 
under their masters a far 1 ^ey ha<1 taken, 
the piano because of their more rajid'adf °f lessons on 
sequent upon the ease and advancement con- 
conld execute the movements of tb^5 they 
the operation, the restrictimr nn* fi»Ker after 
divided.” restricting tendons having been 
are conditions of the hand that only the anatomist can 
determine. These tendons vary in some particulars in 
almost every hand. In dissecting a number of hands we 
have found the tendons in various positions and forms 
Usually it is similar to a cord, but sometimes like a rib 
bon. At times it is found nearly over the knuckles, and 
again an inch or more toward the wrist. There is no 
preparation required and no interruption of practice 
whatsoever. A slight mark shows on the hand where 
tbe incision was made, but in a few days every vestige 
disappears. The hand is in no way affected. Tbe move¬ 
ments are precisely as before. There is absolutely no 
use for these accessory tendons in man. There are in 
the body many rudimentary organs. Appendi¬ 
citis is caused, they say, by some useless appen¬ 
dage iu the body. 
There is not the slightest doubt that the sever- 
ing of these tendons is entirely practicable. Not 
one single accident has ever occurred, to our 
knowledge, by the operation. We ean reasonably 
say that at least 2000 hands have been success¬ 
fully treated. In Germany they have begun the 
practice and no adverse criticisms have been 
heard. From a surgical side there is no danger 
or objection. From the musical side there has 
not been opportunity sufficient to judge of the 
merits of the operation. We hope the agitation 
of the subject will be continued until there is a 
a systematic test made from a musical side. 
Isolated cases do not serve for the purpose of judgment 
in a matter so vital to all piano students. We are in¬ 
formed that the severed ends of tendons may reunite in 
time, which we know has occurred in one case that came 
under our observation. 
There is no doubt this difficulty can he met if tbe 
practice becomes general among piano students; it is 
held that when tbe severed ends reunite, the tendon 
becomes elongated thereby. There is every reason to 
believe that the drudgery of piano practice can be 
lightened by this operation inaugurated by Dr. Forbes. 
It remains with the musicians to test and apply it. To 
develop so important a matter requires many cases. II 
one of our large conservatories would have the hands 
ol every piano pupil examined by a skilful surgeon, and 
the accessory tendons properly attended to, tbe result 
would soon be known. When we think what can be 





imfotm tb.„p™tb>„. S«.iT»Poub“"d Pl',,ida” “» 
. 
-1 lie act of dividing tbe restricting tendon. The restricting tendon is 
iu >istoury and between the knuckles. (Photographed from life.) 
been taken up by musicians and properly tested. It 
has now gone beyond the experimental stage which has 
been carried on by Dr. Forbes and entered the field of 
music, where practical results must be sought for, noted, 
and investigated. 
Tlie mastery of the pianoforte and of the theory ol 
music do not constitute the end of all perfection for tbe 
music teacher. She must also learn how to impart wliat 
sue has herself received. To play a piece technically 
ant without a flaw is not enough ; it must penetrate tbe 
' < ry sou‘ ta awaken the musical instincts of hearers. Ij 
'i ™ost difficult to decide how each individual PnP" 
s all be trained, and only that great teacher, experience, 
can assist the instructor in this work.—Scharxcenka. 
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$02425 Prelude in E Minor. 
Edited and fingered by 
Maurits Leefson. 
Felix Mendelssohn. 
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Bauerntanz. 
Paul Kaiser, Op.4,No.1. 
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Carl Koelling, Op. 348. 
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English version by W. J.B. 
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The Owld Plaid Shawl. 
Words by- 
Frank A.Fahy. Elinore C. Bartlett. 
Moderato con spirito. 
Copyright, 1898.by Theo . Presser. 3 
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Patrol of the Musketeers. 
Ronde des Mousquetaires. 
Edited by Carl Hoffman. 
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local organization of music teachers. 
by chaki.es w. landon. 
That music teachers can work together is proven by 
the many conservatories, music teachers’ associations, 
and clubs of music teachers. (There is a widely spread 
opinion that music teachers can not work amicably to¬ 
other, although this idea is largely confined to the gen¬ 
eral pnblic.) Yet organization is but begun. There is 
strength in union. When teachers know one another 
better there is less of professional jealousy. They find 
much good in one another upon a better acquaintance. 
One of the advantages of organization is the culti¬ 
vation of a better musical taste in the public. This is 
accomplished through recitals and concerts and by agi¬ 
tation—that is, lectures, and by all the members fol¬ 
lowing certain lines of musical conversation among pupils 
and friends. For instance, the unthinking public is more 
cnrious to hear a certain artist of whom they have read, 
than to hear the music that the artist performs. If the 
same artist should return, after a few years, with greatly 
increased powers of interpretation, and they are informed 
of the fact, they yet will not support the second concert 
well because they “have heard him once.” The writer 
was walking on .the principal street of his town, and 
passed a show window in which there was a display bill 
of a celebrated pianist. A lady, just then passing, said 
to a friend : “Shall you go to that concert? ” “No, I 
heard him two years ago,” was the answer. In the same 
town, a year later, was a show bill of the Sousa Band. 
One lady says to another, “Shall yon go to the concert? ” 
“No, I heard them in Washington last year.” This is 
but a sample of an almost universal feeling among people 
who are not really musical. They are more interested 
in personality than in music, finding their pleasure in a 
satisfied curiosity regarding an artist rather than in the 
compositions performed by that artist. The remedy is 
in the hands of music teachers, if they will only combine, 
talk this idea up with their pupils, patrons, and musical 
friends, and get it exploited in their local newspapers. 
This will teach the public that music is more than the 
artist; that the great composer’s works are more than a 
noted artist’s interpretations. 
Associated music teachers can work together to secure 
well-known artists, by each inducing his friends and pu¬ 
pils to take tickets. The educational value of good con¬ 
certs is not generally understood, fully appreciated or 
realized, even by teachers of experience. Art depends 
upon ideal models. No hard-working teacher can keep 
up8ufficient practice for recital-giving upon an art-plane. 
Hence the absolute necessity of frequent recitals by 
first-class artists. This is an impossibility without 
financial support, which is best secured when all the 
teachers of a town work together. 
There are many professional details that such an or¬ 
ganization can work upon to the advantage of all. Uni¬ 
formity as to length of lessons, certain rates an hour, 
each teacher fixing his or her rate, and then pledging to 
»tick to it, not lowering rates to compete with some other 
teacher these are worthy objects to work for. Uniform- 
dy regarding lessons lost or missed, as to charging for 
them or not; rates of discount on sheet music and books 
to pupils, are other subjects to agree upon. Small as these 
u>ay seem at first thought, they often proveturning-points 
w>th some patron who must count every penny. Free 
S'nging and playing at local meetings of all kinds are, un- 
ortunately, habits in some towns. The artist or 
teacher who lives by music should receive a fee for his 
®e, preparation, and education, as well as for his hour’s 
6 °rt' C|lc>ir singing and leading and organ playing are 
^ el P^'ttts worthy to be discussed. Efforts might be 
e' ised,to discourage clerks, bookkeepers, and others who 
^ e a Hving outside of music, and the sons aud daugh- 
chu °v,^ WOalthy- frora applying for such places. Let 
t^c committees learn that professional work belongs 
™ the profession. 
0 6 n'embera should meet once a month and render a 
Th 1Kl ^ro®ram’ Perhaps with the assistance of pupils, 
pils * S^°U^ a by-law regulating the number of pu¬ 
is a 8D^ .tnem')er might bring into programs. If there 
mUMe store in town, the meetings might be held 
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there, thus securing the use of two pianos at a time for 
giving arrangements of concerted music. This is of great 
value to pupils living remote from musical centers. At 
these meetings essays on teaching and on musical sub¬ 
jects could be read. There is also much fine music for 
reed organ and piano which could be used at the musi- 
cales to good advantage. 
Every town has some narrow-minded teachers who 
would not join such an organization. But the fact that 
they are afraid openly to compete with the other 
teachers of the town would hurt them more than join¬ 
ing. The public perceives that they fear to expose their 
old-fogyism and their musical ignorance in the meeting of 
the organization. The musical public would be quick 
to recognize this feature of the association's work and 
usefulness. One thing will always be necessary ; that is, 
to make the association helpful to the public, and not in 
the least allow public feeling to become antagonistic to 
it and its aims. 
The members would soon discover that there is more 
than one way to make pupils learn well; that there is 
more than one way to do many things ; and that the ways 
of other teachers are as good as their own, perhaps even 
better. Having discovered how some other teacher does 
good work, they can appropriate their discovery and ap¬ 
ply it in their own teaching methods. It is always wise 
to know and appreciate the strength of the competition 
that we must meet, and the association will give needed 
help here, as well as extend needed help in the united 
front, regarding all musical interests of the community. 
A truly musical community is a profitable and useful 
field for the active music teacher. 
STEPPING-STONES. 
BY HAKVEY WICKHAM. 
In a recent article (see Tiik Etude for March) I had 
icasion to mention the subject of Stepping-stones. Wliat 
had then in mind was such universally recognized 
ds to progress as industry, opportunity, and talent. I 
ay discuss these at length some future time, but I 
ish now to speak of things less generally understood, 
id when I mention them in this connection you may 
> disinclined to take me seriously ; but wait till the 
id. The three great stepping-stones, then, are Stu- 
dity, Criticism, and Failure. Let us consider them in 
leir proper order. 
Stupidity. 
Stupidity is a marked unfriendliness to new ideas. It 
is done man great service by nipping many a false doc- 
ine in the bud. but as it has in equal measure retarded 
.e march of truth, it can claim little indulgence on that 
ore It is not until overcome, that stupidity can be 
warded as an advantage to the person involved, but 
rercome it may be, as easily as bashfulness ; aud then 
re has a wonderful insight into the workings of other 
uenliwlitened minds. How can he who has never been in 
ie dark have sympathy for the blind ? Or how can he 
ho thanks to a phenomenally responsive nervous and 
luscular system, has acquired a technic almost without 
fort have patience with the plodding ignoramus ? Let 
,ch an one confine his labors to his brilliant young con¬ 
fers, leaving the average pupil in the hands of those 
ho by long study, have quickened sluggish brains and 
y arduous practice have subdued recalcitrant hands, 
hose who know every single stone in the road from the 
ct that they have dashed their own feet against it make 
pilot, f' Tt* M«"»W -‘•t “ 
,e wiJ of genius, has skimmed leagues above the 
round, Sm nothing for th, ni.dio™, nn. hn.mg hud 
ie advantage of once being commonplace himself. 
In another and truer sense is stupidity a stepp.ng- 
one-namely, when found in others. It may have been 
Uave started slow of wit, but if we are to inocu- 
ite the dullard with education, we must have struggled 
,g past the slow stage. It takes more ingenuity to 
* P tv,p m,ior scale to John Jones than to expound 
svsteni of occult philosophy to John Kuskim 
. ‘ is universally successful is he who 
the virtuoso who is to be ; but not a good pedagogue in 
an all-around sense of the word. 
Criticism. 
Criticism is a bitter pill most wholesome for the mind. 
The bias of self needs to be constantly corrected by the 
right line of pnblic opinion. There is opinion and opin¬ 
ion, however, and it must not be forgotten that the 
opinion of a wise man outweighs that of all his inferiors 
put together. Criticism is one of the most precious and 
rarest things of life, while mere fault-finding is a worth¬ 
less and common eructation of ignorance and ill-breed¬ 
ing. Unmixed praise is equally useless ; for, if the mind 
be sincere and comprehensive, it can describe nothing as 
perfect. But how one dreads to be stripped of all his 
artifices and deceptions and stand naked in the light of 
truth! But he who would mount must first see the 
heights above him. One who fancies himself upon the 
hill-crest does not take another step. 
Some of the best criticism comes from the lipsof what 
are known as plain, common sense men and women. 
They know nothing and care less about the technicalities 
of art. They can not tell how well you play on the 
piano, but they know how well you play upon the heart¬ 
strings. A Rubinstein will give you credit for every 
difficulty you have overcome. The common-sense man 
recognizes only the effect you have produced. In many 
ways he is harder to please than the former, for it is 
harder to make music than to execute difficulties. Be¬ 
cause the common-sense man sniffs at your Beethoven 
and Chopin, do not assume superior airs too hastily. In 
all probability he is right. Presumably you are more at 
home with Boehm and can elicit more real sentiment from 
his pages than from the great classics. It takes an artist 
to make the classics palatable. Let him step to the in¬ 
strument, and the dry toccatas and sonatas suddenly 
breathe with life. Why, I have seen a whole audience, 
for the most part composed of unartistic, common sense 
people too, listen with tears in their eyes while von 
firabill played the Opus 26 of Beethoven. 
The third and most valuable kind of criticism comes 
from one’s self. It is so cheap that it is a wonder that 
more of it is not in daily circulation. The criticism of a 
savant costs from five to ten dollars an hour. That of 
the general public is often more expensive still, as their 
condemnation carries with it dire consequences. Learn 
to handle yourself without gloves then. Be the author of 
your own most caustic reviews. You will thus have 
little to fear from failure; though even failure, as we 
shall now see, has its uses. 
Failure. 
Everybody is destined to make certain mistakes, just 
as they are nearly sure to have certain childish diseases. 
The latter have the agreeable quality of being their own 
antidote and of garrisoning the system against a second 
attack. Moreover, the earlier in life they occur, the less 
danger attends them. Fortunately, all this is equally 
true of mistakes. “Only a fool,” to quote the adage, 
“ makes the same mistake twice,” and though this may 
be a trifle exaggerated, it is certain that he who persists 
in the same round of error is far from being a Solomon. 
The sooner a mistake is over and done with, the better. 
For example, every one is likely, at least once in his life, 
to attempt more than he can perform. Is it not better 
if this happens at some insignificant recital, at the outset 
of a career, than at the great metropolitan dehut, when 
the business of years is at stake ? Experience is dearer 
every year we delay to take it. The novice should 
therefore plunge into professional life at the first oppor¬ 
tunity, and if no opportunity is forthcoming, one should 
be made. Montaigne lamented that the lawB forbade a 
youth to undertake the work of a man until so many 
precious years of life had been frittered away in prepara¬ 
tion. The tendency of the age is in harmony with the 
sentiment of the great Frenchman. Children do to-day 
what would have puzzled their elders two generations ago. 
Make your failures now. By the time you are thirty 
the world will expect you to succeed. 
The latest and direst failure, however, maybe made a 
stepping-stone if»one lias the virility to rise above it 
instead of being crushed beneath. It is not failure, but 




A BANEFUL INFLUENCE. 
Tiie Pupil’s Piano. 
the ETUDE 
BY FRED A. FRANKLIN. 
Arthur Fredericks was seated in his studio, near 
the elose of the teaching season in June, ruminating on 
the experiences of his first year of actual work. Had he 
been successful or had he not ? 
His pupils certainly played well, but as he thought of 
his limited bank account, and of the pupils who had 
already stopped for the summer, and of others who 
would soon leave for the mountains and watering-places, 
it occurred to him that, financially, at least, he was not 
a brilliant success. 
What should he do? He had barely enough money 
left to carry him over another month. He must manage 
to make a living and keep up appearances until his 
pupils returned and resumed work in September. 
There seemed no hope for summer work in-the 
small city in which he had cast his fortunes. While he sat 
pondering over his affairs the door opened, and a hearty 
voice called out—“Hello, old man! Why so blue? 
Anything gone wrong with you ? ” The newcomer was 
his friend, James Mclntire, a prosperous young lawyer, 
active and alert in all business matters. 
“Oh, no, Jim, nothing at all,” answered Arthur, 
“ except that my pupils are all leaving for the summer, 
and I am about out of funds, with no prospects for more 
until September.” 
“Well, that w tough ; but you mustn’t get in the 
dumps about it. Get up and get a hustle on yourself, 
and something will turn up.” 
“Oh, yes, it's easy enough for you lawyers to talk 
when you work the year round, with a chance for a big 
‘ rake off every time you get a case. Just try teaching 
music fora while and you’ll find out the tough side of 
life.” 
As he wras able to teach both piano and violin he had 
but little difficulty in securing his class, and his ex¬ 
penses being “ nil,” he could expect to make a very fair 
profit. 
He continued his weekly trips during the whole sum¬ 
mer, and had many pleasant experiences. A number of 
his pupils were young farmers, who would come from 
their work in the fields to take their lessons. 
At first he had slight hopes of successful work with 
them, but later was surprised to see the enthusiasm 
displayed. One of his pupils was a typical “country 
fiddler,” who held his bow about six inches from the 
frog, as if that part of the bow were a superfluity, put 
there merely to be in the way, and placed his violin 
against the lapel of his coat, instead of under his chin. 
The amount of work necessary to give this fellow a 
fairly decent position was something discouraging to 
contemplate, but finally he accomplished it. 
At the end of the summer, between his country class 
and a few town pupils who stayed with him, he had 
made a very fair living, and was also much improved in 
health, and, so, better prepared to start on his winter’s 
work. He had enjoyed particularly the ride in the cool, 
bracing air of the early morning, while the trip home¬ 
ward after sundown was a pleasant relaxation from his 
day’s work. Toward the end of the summer his 
friend, the lawyer, stopped at the studio to inquire as 
to the success or failure of his summer’s work. 
“I tell you what, Jim,” said Arthur, “this country 
work beats the seashore. I feel like a fighting cock and, 
besides, have a little money ahead. Some of my pupils 
have become so much interested in their work that they 
have decided to come to me to continue their lessons 
this winter. So I consider that I have spent a very 
profitable summer, and have you to thank for it.” 
“My dear boy, don’t you fool yourself; I had the 
worse kind of a time even to get enough to cat the first 
year. If you have made a living your first year, you 
have done remarkably well. But cheer up, and we will 
see if two heads are not better than one, especially as 
one of them is on a lawyer. Can’t yon get any summer 
pupils?” 
“ -N’°, tl'ere is no chance here. It seems as if every¬ 
body is going away.” 
“What’s the matter with the country, then? You 
know this is the time of the year when the farmers 
have plenty of money, and you might do worse than to 
give them a trial. I have some friends out at Smithfield, 
and 1 will write them and see what the chances are out 
that wuy. I’ll come up again after I have heard from 
them.” 
In a lew days the lawyer walked in with a letter in 
his hand. 
tV ell, old man, here is good news for you,” said he 
“I have a letter from a friend in Smithfield, and he 
says he is positive that he can get you a few pupils, at 
least, rile only trouble is that there is no railroad out 
that way, and livery hire would eat up all the profits.” 
Oh, I ll fix that all right; what’s the matter with 
my wheel ?” 
W hy ! tlint’s so, I never thought of that. It’s only 
ten miles, and you can ride it easily on those good roads. 
I would go out to-morrow and look around, if possible ” 
The next day, bright and early, Arthur got out his 
wheel and started “to do the Mudvilles,” as he termed 
them. 
He was somewhat surprised when he met the lawyer's 
friend, to find, not a “ Hey Rube” as he expected, but 
a well dressed young man, whose conversation showed 
careful training and education. 
“Well, Mr. Fredericks,” said he, “you are the very 
man we are looking for. Our people, many of them are 
anxions to educate their children in music, but it is so 
hard to get to town regularly for lessons that very few 
are able to begin work. I will g„ with you and intro¬ 
duce you to some of my friends, and we will see what 
we can do.” 
To make a long story short, before, the close of the 
day Arthur had enough students for a good day’s work 
instruction to commence the following week. 
STRAY THOUGHTS. 
BY E. A. SMITH. 
Host know what music is ? Well, where’s the phi¬ 
losopher who can make answer? 
Music ! Why’t is that realm into which only those 
who can most deeply feel are allowed to pass. 
Sympathy dwelletb there and inspiration too. 
Intelligence reignetli there and the emotions hold high 
carnival. 6 
’ P is not a score of notes a second rnaketh music 
nearest. 
’Tis the soul, the spirit thrilled, though it were but a 
single tone—this rnaketh music dearest. 
Dost know wliat music is? 
***** 
Thoughtlessness is the one great curse of art ■ m< 
errors are committed because people do not think th 
lor almost any other reason. Surfaces are skimm 
because that is easy work, but to delve and dig amo 
the rocks and crags and gather knowledge and sk 
through the medium of careful and earnest strivir 
that is the garden in which genius thrives and t 
stepping-stone which so often prevents talent fre 
becoming nothing less than genius. 
***** 
The classic is the basic structure that should un, 
Lwn7wU<ly °rany art' Theclassic* an and 
strength that gives character and stability to every 
of art; but for it music would rise little higher tlia 
shu fling of feet. With its crystallized purity 0f f 
vrifl always remain as a type of the highest excel 
£2.“ V°r to Cn8hrine the “oneness of 
thought n. perlect lorm. The classic in music re, 
as much concentration as the classic in literature, 
' higher mathematics. There are but few peor 
his country who can follow theoretically or analvti 
be treatment of a four-voiced fugue. What strero 
“ °®sal that ,t retinites months of study by the tv 
.Men, before be „„ « 
“*• »• must eter tun to the „ 
BY SUSAN LLOYD BAILY. 
Pardon a personality from a teacher’s note-book. The 
piano in my studio is a very fine “grand,” perfectly 
new and kept in excellent condition. I had been for 
some time much puzzled to account for certain defects in 
the playing of my pupils. I used all devices of which I 
had any knowledge, both old and new, to overcome these 
difficulties, remedy these defects, and bring the result I 
wished. 
In several pupils the trouble was a faint and colorless 
touch; in another, a curious jerk of the finger in 
descending that destroyed any possibility of legato; in 
another, the habit of banging with the whole arm, under 
which my piano groaned and wailed ; and so each one 
seemed to have some peculiarity of touch which my work 
was not correcting as it should. 
The persistency of these troubles aunoyed me utispeak 
ably. Just as I had reached the conclusion that I did 
not know how to teach, something happened. On 
account of repairs, it was impossible for me to occupy my 
studio for just one week. In that week I arrranged to 
give as many of the lessons as possible at the homes of 
the pnpils. The first lesson was a revelation to me. 
This was given to one of the weak pupils with a bang- 
iug touch. Her piano was an upright, with no tone in 
the upper register, aud a growl in the lower, while the 
middle souuded as though under the perpetual ban of the 
sott stop or some other quenching arrangement. 
No wonder the weak hand failed to do the work, and 
mashed in and doubled np in the child’s effort to produce 
sound enough to tell whether she struck the right key or 
not. 
The next was a colorless pupil. The keys of her 
piano feU almost if she looked at them. No muscular 
effort or exercise of will-power was necessary for her to 
make an accent or a “f”- Consequently, her strength 
aud sense of values could not grow, as she had nothing 
to exercise them upon. 
Next came the one who never knew when she struck a 
false note. No wonder, her piano was so out of tune 1 
conld not tell when she struck a right one. 
Then came the young lady with the persistent staccato. 
Her piano was the same “square ” her mother had prac¬ 
ticed upon in childhood, aud it excelled in that exasper¬ 
ating secondary action of the key which all who have 
experienced will recognize at once. That is, a steady 
pressure would not depress the key sufficiently to produce 
the tone, but when the key was half way down a vicious 
little thump of the finger was needed to finish the work. 
Strange to say, this young lady, who was a most faithful 
student, succeeded in producing upon her own piano the 
singing effect she failed to obtain from my perfect instru¬ 
ment. 
Aud so, through all my week’s journey, in no case did 
I fail to find the cause of anything abnormally incorrect 
in my pupils to be due to the pianos upon which they 
practiced. 
—Hegel says: “ It is one of the limitations of music 
that it holds no relation to reason. Music is entirely 
outside the sphere of reason. The latter begins to act 
only when it is furnished with distinctly formulated 
conceptions, or thoughts, and these are not found in 
music. Reason and music, therefore, have nothing in 
common with each other, but belong to different depart¬ 
ments of the soul. Music goes iu with sense perception, 
and addresses the feeiiligs directly as such. It can give 
us a prolonged action of the soul, an emotional history, 
and in this is its great superiority in spirituality toother 
forms ot art. The proper sphere of music is to portray 
the progress of the soul from grief or sadness to coin 
fort, joy, and blessedness. This it can do with an intel¬ 
ligibility entirely its own. Whatever is bright, tender, 
joyful, daring, noble, music expresses with peculiar 
force. It is the art of the ideal sphere of the soul, th® 
sphere into which sin and its consequent sufferings have 
never entered. Evil is outside of its pure providence. 
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MISCELLANEOUS PROGRAM BY AMERICAN 
COMPOSERS. 
by W. S. B. MATHEWS. 
rwe print below a chapter from the new work by Mr. 
Mathews, which will soon be ready for issue, “The 
Masters and Their Music.” This chapter is from the 
rortion of the work devoted to “ American Composers 
■md Their Works.” It will convey to onr readers some 
personal notes about men whose names are familiar to our 
readers as well as useful musical knowledge. We are 
sure that all will be pleased with this latest book from 
Mr. Mathew’s facile peu, a work both instructive and 
critical.] 
For the convenience of clubs aud classes desiring pro¬ 
grams not so difficult of performance aud not confined to 
oueor two composers, the following is offered, embracing 
examples from Messrs. Edgar S. Kelley, Wilson G. 
Smith, Homer A. Norris, E. R. Kroeger, George W. 
Chadwick, and Mr. William Sherwood. All of these 
gentlemen have made thorough studies of composition, 
and several of them have exercised themselves in the 
larger forms, including orchestral and chamber writing. 
This is particularly true of Messrs. Chadwick, Kroeger, 
and Kelley. 
Mr. Edgar Stillman Kelley was born April 14, 1857. 
He is a native of Wisconsin, aud was formerly a pupil 
of Mr. Clarence Eddy, alter which he studied in Stutt¬ 
gart. He has produced quite a large number of orches¬ 
tral pieces, but only a small number for the pianoforte 
alone. I believe that dramatic music is his main de¬ 
light. He is also a lecturer upon musical subjects, 
bringing to his task a large amount of knowledge upon 
the subject, and plenty of enthusiasm. 
I have here only two examples of his work. The first 
is entitled the “Flower Seekers,” a very pretty and 
melodious scherzo, having a motto from Chaucer’s 
“Coartof Love” : 
“Fourth goeth a] the court, both moste and leste, 
To feebe the Ilowera freshe, aud tranche and bionic.’’ 
The second is entitled “Confluentia,” and the motto 
npon it: “Here is the conflux of the Rhine and the 
Mosel. This led the Romans to call the city ‘ Couflu- 
entia.’ These streams—which rise in regions so remote 
—are here united until they pass into the eternal sea 
beyond.”—Hans von Brechnowski (David Rockwell). 
It is a piece in nocturne style with a melodious voice 
comiDg in all sorts of forms, a little in the style of the 
weU-known Schumann “Warum.” 
Mr. Wilson G. Smith is a native of Ohio, educated 
wider Otto Singer in Cincinnati, and at Berlin. He is a 
pianist and composer, and has published a very large 
number of pieces (something like 150), among which it 
f <lu't;e possible more attractive selections could be 
found than those upon the present program ; still, these 
are the best I know of his. His work is light, melodious, 
and pleasant to play. The list from Mr. Smith com¬ 
prises several very pretty pieces. The “ Yalse Menuet,” 
opus 43, No. 1 ; the “ Reverie at the Piano,” a sort of 
song without words; the second, “Polka Caprice,” 
which is very bright and pleasant; aud the “Marche 
antastiqne, ’ ’ opus 73, which is more brilliant and 
di\ersified in its style than the others. 
Mr. Ernest Kroeger is a native of St. Louis and re- 
OM'ed his education there. He has written a large 
number of pieces for the piano (eighty or more), many 
soup, and quite a list of chamber and orchestral com¬ 
positions. 
I have here three sonnets. The first one is in G 
nunor, a sort of cheerful nocturne, with nice melody 
*? ”00c* musicianship. There is a vein of melancholy 
xiut it. The next one, allegretto in B minor, is very 
unningj and the last one is the strongest of all, I 
^ n • H a stronger representation of Mr. Kroeger’s 
artsjs ^os’red, lfis first suite for the piano can be taken. 
r- Emil Liebling is better known as a teacher and 
*'lan as a composer, but it has been his good 
nu to high commendation for the few works he 
0**. Polished. He made his studies in composition 
er the late Heinrich Dorn, the same who was the 
^ cr of Schumann in composition—though this may 
uo more than a coincidence. Mr. Liebling, although 
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born in Berlin, has resided in the United States for 
nearly thirty years. He is essentially American. The 
two romances represent the most serious side of his 
work, in addition to which I have put on that very 
popular little scherzo, “ Spring Song,” and a very pleas¬ 
ing parlor waltz. 
Mr. William Sherwood, the distinguished pianist, is 
not generally known as a composer, but in any other 
country than this his strong tendency toward composi¬ 
tion would have found encouragement, and he would 
have been well known and probably as distinguished in 
this department as he is now in playing. I have placed 
Mr. Sherwood’s compositions last because they are the 
strongest of any in the list, and also the most difficult; 
when well played they are very effective and deserve to 
he better known than has heretofore been the case. 
The songs upon the program represent two other com¬ 
posers. At the head of the list are placed some highly 
impassioned compositions by Mr. George W. Chadwick, 
of Boston. Mr. Chadwick is one of the most accom¬ 
plished of American composers. From this set of songs, 
called “Told in the Gates,” selections are to be made 
at the convenience of singers. 
The collection, as a whole, is one of the most remark¬ 
able of recent times. It would be difficult to find twelve 
equally stirring songs in the whole repertory. The key¬ 
note is set by the very first song, “Sweetheart, Thy 
Lips are Touched with Flame,” and in examining it one 
hardly knows wliat to admire most, the symphonic skill 
of the accompaniment, the placing of the emphasis for 
voice, or the intimate feeling for musical expression, 
which enables the composer to arrive at such thrilling 
effects. At the same time it is not a song for a timid 
singer or a timid player. The second one, “Sings the 
Nightingale to the Rose,” is of a more quiet and 
reposeful character, well written. The third, “ The Rose 
Leans over the Pool,” a delightful scherzando, in which 
playful spirit and skilful use of material combine to pro¬ 
duce its effect. The fourth, “ Love’s Like a Summer 
Rose,” is a very charming song indeed for more ordi¬ 
nary occasions ; well within the resources of ordinary 
singers, hut with an effect very unusual. The next, 
“As the Waves without Number,” a baritone song 
with a very elaborate accompaniment aud the usual 
masterly opportunity for the singer. “Dear Love, 
when in Thy Arms I Lie,” a slow and very expressive 
melody, with a delightful hit of obligato iu the first 
measures, where a ’ceUo would produce a charming 
effect; modeled a little after a song of Schumanu’s, 
“Poet’s Love.” 
‘1 Was I not Thine when Allah Spoke the Word Which 
Formed from Earth the Sky ?” a colossal song for bari¬ 
tone, having in it tenderness and most intense passion. 
“In Mead where Roses Bloom,” adapted for mezzo- 
soprano. 
“Sister Fairest, why Art Tbou Sighing?” a gem 
adapted for the female voice. 
“OLet Night Speak of Me,” dedicated to Max 
imuu. 
I Said to the Wind of the South,” dedicated to Miss 
nunds. A song for mezzo soprano, beautifully done. 
; is difficult to speak of these songs in any kind of 
jnate terms, because they represent what very rarely 
pens nowadays: a very perfect union of music and 
try—the poetry for its own part being singularly 
ressive and provocative of soDg; and the mnsic, in 
l sympathetic, masterly, and equal to the occasion, 
sidered, therefore, from an ideal point of view, as to 
poetic expression of musical moods or as the nmsi- 
expression of poetic moods, lioth alike retaining the 
pest and strongest sentiments, nothing lately has 
ised so well. All the poems are hy Arlo Bates. It 
, collection of songs which every American lover of 
sic ought to possess. 
he other songs I take from a set by Mr. Homer A. 
program. 
Edgar S. Kelley: 
“ The Flower Seekers.” 
“ Confluentia.” 
Wilson G. Smith: 
Valse Menuet, Opus 43, No. 1. 
” Reverie at the Piano.” 
Second Polka Caprice. 
Marche Fantastique. 
Homer A. Norris, song: 
“ Twilight.” 
E. R. Kroeger: 
Second, Third, and Fourth Sonnets. 
Emil Liebling: 
Romance Dramatique. 
*' Spring Song.” 
Madeleine Waltz. 
Geo. W. Chadwick, songs: 
According to the taste and convenience of the singers. 
Wm. H. Sherwood; 
Romance Appassionata, Opus 8. 
Gypsy Dance, Opus 10. 
Mazurka, Opus 6. 
Scherzo Caprice, Opus 9. 
DRUDGERY MADE INTERESTING. 
BY G. P. ANDKLFINGEB. 
The best teachers are those who can learn something 
from some one else ; for, even allowing that “ experience 
is the best teacher,” it would be well to occasionally 
profit by the experience of another,—a difficult thing, I 
acknowledge, but well worth an effort. 
“A word to the wise is sufficient; ” and may I, from a 
long and varied experience, caution some of the wise 
young instructors in that mnsical shooting gallery, where 
they are to teach the young ideas how to aim at, if not 
to hit, the target of musical proficiency ?—Do n’t aim too 
high ; do n’t shoot over the pupil’s head. 
I have found it true so often that in endeavoring to 
accomplish great results we confuse the student by ex¬ 
pressions which are so clear to us that we forget that we 
gained our present knowledge by a very gradual growth. 
Aim at simplicity, and be watchful lest the student 
says “yes” rather than acknowledge that he has not 
understood your meaning. 
Take scale-playing, the hngbear of all beginners ;— 
it is ignorance or the uncertainty of only half-understood 
difficulties that inspires the fear and dislike of scales ; so 
set yourself to make them clear. Explain carefully the 
difference between tones and halftones (and remember 
that no explanation is satisfactory which does not 
give the pupil the power of explaining it, in turn, to 
you). Give the scale scheme, 1-2-3-4-5-G-7-8, showing 
how the half-tones come in the regular major scale, and 
then have the pupil write all his own scales (using no 
signatures) until he realizes the reason for the sharps 
and flats and their inevitableness. 
I can remember the horror I had of being asked such 
questions as—“How many sharps in the scale of D?” 
or “ What scale has fonr flats?” and mentally I had to 
scramble from C to the desired scale, “ counting five 
notes for sharps, four for flats.” Filially, I was com¬ 
pelled by a good teacher to make an A B C affair of it, 
and learn the scales thoroughly, playing them iu the 
order the keys suggest—i. e., C, C#, D, Eb, F, etc., not 
jumping from C to G then back to D, in order to add 
only one sharp each time. 
Play scales until signature and name are coincident 
in the mental vision. 
“ Familiarity ” may in some cases “ breed contempt,” 
bnt in scale-playing we may modify that statement to 
“ Familiarity breeds content.” 
—Unless emotion leads to motion, it will become a 
curse instead of a blessing. The sermon that thrills, or 
the story that excites sensation but does not drive the 
hearer or render to noble action, makes one worse. So if 
one studies music or listens to it for the personal enjoy¬ 
ment that comes from it, be is living a selfish, liase life. 
—Classic art does not depend upon age, hut on quality ; 
intrinsic, inherent qualities of worth in the work ; pre¬ 
dominance of idea, value intrinsic of the phrasing, 
purity of writing, sobriety of style,—in a word, com¬ 
plete form, harmony in thought, form, and expression. 
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ADVANTAGES FOR MUSIC STUDENTS IN 
VARIOUS EUROPEAN CENTERS. 
BY EDWARD BAXTER TERRY. 
III. Munich. 
Munich is an art center such as is nowhere to be 
found north of the Alps except in Paris. Two thousand 
men and eight hundred women are following or study¬ 
ing the art of painting here at the present time, and the 
American contingent alone numbers several hundred. 
Musically, too, Munich offers many important advan¬ 
tages, of which a considerable number of Americans are 
availing themselves, particularly for the study of organ 
and composition. 
The name of Joseph Rheinberger, the foremost of 
Munich musicians, is known the world over, and serves 
as a powerful magnet. For the past twenty years he 
has continually drawn about him some of the brightest 
creative spirits in the musical line. A number of our 
most gifted and promising composers are glad to honor 
him ns their master ; for example, Horatio D. Parker, 
at present of Yale College, Arthur Whiting, of Boston, 
and George W. Chadwick, Director of the New England 
Conservatory of Music. 
The Munich Conservatory, or, to lie more exact, the 
Itoyal Academy of Tonal Art, of which Rheinberger is 
one of the three joint directors, is well-oflicered, well- 
equipped, and, barring a little excessive conservatism 
and the usual vast quantity of red tape, is apparently 
well run. It is not so old nor so renowned as the Stutt¬ 
gart Conservatory, having not yet completed its first 
quarter of a century of existence; but in outward 
aspect, practical appointments, and business spirit it is 
well abreast of the times, and on a par with our own 
leading music schools at home. In this respect it differs 
widely from the Stuttgart Conservatory, which iB located 
in an old, dirty, inconvenient barrack, unfriendly and 
unprepossessing in the extreme, and where director and 
secretary together have not so much practical sagacity 
and head for business as the average American yonth of 
twenty years. Here, however, the Conservatory has a 
tine building, centrally located, with offices for the offi¬ 
cials, well-furnished waiting and teaching rooms, a 
large and a small concert hall, and all the appointments 
of a first-dues school. It is a State institution, under the 
the control of the King of Bavaria,—or rather, at present, 
of the Prince Regent,—and supported in large measure by 
appropriations from the public funds. It is regarded as 
an important educational institution—a benefit and a 
credit both to city and State. 
Conservatory vs. Private Instruction. 
Just here, perhaps, I had better devote a paragraph 
to the discussion of the mooted question of conservatory 
training versus private lessons for the American student 
abroad. This is one of the most important points to be 
decided in regard to a musical education, and there is 
much to be argued on both sides of the matter. It can 
only l>e intelligently determined by the end which the 
student has in view and his means of attaining it. If 
one is studying for the purpose of becoming a teacher of 
music, especially with a view to filling school positions 
it is undoubtedly wiser to enter the conservatory, in 
whichever of the German cities is selected, and to take 
the regular course there with all its accessories. One 
makes the acquaintance of a large number of teachers 
and fellow students, becomes familiar with conservatory 
life and methods, picks up many incidental points of 
value, and obtains an all-round musical education for 
much less money than in any other way. One has be¬ 
sides. tbe advantage of close competition with other 
students, tbe opportunity of performing in public, and 
has the name and backing of the institution from which 
he graduates to aid him in making a professional start 
If time is plenty and money limited, this is by all means 
the course to be recommended. But the student must 
make up his mind to put considerable time and effort 
into extras which are of no particular practical value, to 
accommodate himself to many tiresome rules and regula¬ 
tions, to put up with an interference and supervision on 
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the part of the institution which seems foolish and often 
impertinent, and to submit good-naturedly to the unvar¬ 
nished moods and manners of his teachers, who are often 
not very kindly and not over-civil, and accustomed to 
treat their pupils much like military subordinates. Many 
of our finest teachers in America give private instruction 
exclusively, and are not or would not be connected with 
any school. Abroad it is otherwise. The famous con¬ 
servatories of music in Europe are State or royal institu¬ 
tions, and stand on a much firmer and more honored 
basis than with us. The leading European teachers are, 
therefore, all connected with some academy or conserva¬ 
tory of music, although they give private lessons also 
outside, so that the best instruction to be had in any 
particular department can always be obtained through a 
conservatory, and at about one-half the price which the 
pupil would pay for private lessons. 
If, on the other hand, one is studying to become a con¬ 
cert performer or private teacher, and wishes to accom¬ 
plish as much as possible in some particular specialty in 
a short space of time, private instruction with some cele¬ 
brated teacher is far more to his advantage than entering 
any conservatory. He is at liberty to devote his entire 
time and strength to his own chosen line of work, re¬ 
ceives far more time and attention from his master, and 
is treated with much greater consideration. He has also 
more chance—which, however, is always a small chance 
with a German professor—of having his own individuality 
recognized and of receiving special points adapted to his 
particular needs and desires, instead of being treated like 
one of a thousand machine-made music students. It 
should also be noted that ninety per cent, of our suc¬ 
cessful concert artists were private pnpils of some great 
teacher, and not graduates of any conservatory. Perhaps 
the best of all plans, if one can bring it about, is to 
enter a conservatory first and, after finishing the course 
there, then to have two or three years of private lessons 
with famous teachers. 
Royal Academy of Tonal Art. 
The Royal Academy of Tonal Art in Munich is 
divided into three departments: The Vorschule, or Pre¬ 
paratory School; the Hohere Weibliche A btheilung, or 
Higher Female Division; and the Hochschule, or High 
School. The two last-named departmentsarepractically 
ou a par, but the prejudice against coeducation in Ger¬ 
many forbids the opening of the same classes to young 
men and women, even in the music schools. 
The scHool year is ten months, or forty weeks, in dura¬ 
tion, from the middle of September to the middle of 
July, and tuition in any one of the leading branches is 
1500 marks, or $75 per annum. An additional tax of 
fifteen marks is demanded of each applicant, to cover 
printing,certificates, and other extras. A second branch 
may he taken at half-price, and lessons in harmony 
musical history, and chorus singing are, as in most other 
German conservatories, compulsory and gratis. 
Every applicant for admission must submit to an en¬ 
trance examination within a few days after the opening 
of the term, which examination, however, is nominal 
rather than severe; and a final examination before 
directors, trustees, and professors must always be passed 
before graduation. The cond.tions of entrance to thetwo 
higher departments, where alone American students 
would be apt to seek admission, are: (1) Eighteen years 
ot age; (2) general common-school education; (3) tes¬ 
timonial of good moral character; (4) sufficient means 
to defray expenses; (5) for foreigners, a moderate 
knowledge of the German language; (6) sufficient 
musical talent, this being a very flexible term. 
Any pupil, native or foreign, who has paid his tuition 
duly for one year, and has proved to the satisfaction of 
his teachers by that year of work that he is both talented 
and diligent, and who can show that he has not the 
means for lurtl.er prosecution of his studies, is eligible 
to a free scholarship for the rest of the entire course" 
The spirit and methods prevailing here are sound 
and commendable, though somewhat conservative and 
smacking decidedly of the old school, as could hardly be 
otherwise with the able but pronouncedly classics 
Rheinberger as chief authority and moving spirit Hfo 
'and P"P,.lS.C°n,plain that 8^ ^ge doses of 
Bach and Rheinberger and hardly any experience in 
playing other composers. The whole attitude of the offi¬ 
cial musical circle here is one of strongly local pride and 
self complacency, and of scarcely tolerant disdain of 
everything and everybody outside. Bnt this is a national 
and not a peculiarly Bavarian trait, and one which the 
American student in Germany must expect to find and 
put up with. The Germans, as a race, are thorough and 
conscientiously exacting in art, as in all things else; are 
great and patient workers, but are inclined to he 'self- 
sufficient and rather conceited, and to think that every¬ 
thing not German is necessarily inferior. Moreover 
they are too simple and straightforward and too deficient 
in finesse to appear either very modest or very cour¬ 
teous. 
Outside of Rheinberger’s classes in organ and composi¬ 
tion there is no one department and no particular 
teacher in the conservatory here that demands special 
notice or has more than a local standing. Heinrich 
Schwartz is the leading pianist; an elegant, highly fin¬ 
ished player of the punctilious classical school, but 
lacking in power and fire ; a particular and painstaking 
rather than a great or inspiring teacher. Mme. Regan, 
as head of the vocal department, has a great local 
following, and has a wonderful faculty of imparting to 
her pupils a broad, noble style of delivery j but her 
methods are German rather than Italian, and therefore 
to be distrusted save by those with an iron-bound larynx 
and vocal cords. 
Opera in Munich. 
The opera in Munich is one of the very best in Europe, 
and for the past two decads has been especially Eoted 
for the production of Wagner’s works, in the most com¬ 
plete and perfect manner possible, without cuts or altera¬ 
tions of any kind. All connoisseurs, both in and out of 
Munich, agree that here the great German master is 
understood, and here his operas are to he heard as no¬ 
where else in the world, save for the occasional summer 
performances at Bayreuth. The late mad king of 
Bavaria, Ludwig II, who committed suicide a few years 
ago by jumping into the lake from one of his pleasure 
palaces, was, as is well known, the great patron of Wag¬ 
ner and the founder of the Wagner cult in Munich. He 
shared the great master’s enthusiasm for the early Teu¬ 
tonic legends, indorsed all his views of the “ music of 
the future,” maintained him for many years, helped him 
to build the famous theater at Bayreuth, and brought 
out all his works magnificently at Munich, often causing 
their performance for himself alone, while he sat in his 
royal loge as solitary spectator. Both the aristocratic and 
musical public of Munich took fire at the monarch’s en¬ 
thusiasm, and his capital became, and has remained, the 
place par excellence for the Wagnerian operas. Unfortu¬ 
nately, however, tickets are not very available for stu¬ 
dents. Prices are high for Germany, and all places in the 
first three galleries are taken by the season by wealthy 
residents, consequently are not on sale to the general pub¬ 
lic. By applying several days in advance one may secure 
good parquette seats for $1.25, or poor places in the 
fourth gallery for 50 cents. Pnpils of the conservatory 
are entitled to tickets at half price, and young men, by 
going early, taking admission tickets, and rushing for 
gallery places, can hear an opera for a quarter. 
Extremes meet, and if any musician wishes to see an 
exemplification of the old saw, he has only to make a 
trip to Munich. The city which has been W’agner-mad 
for the past twenty years is now Mozart-mad as well. 
Partly, perhaps, as reaction from the extremesof modern 
mnsic, a fierce enthusiasm has arisen in the past two 
seasons for the operas of “Mozart, the melodious ” as 
radical a contrast as could be found to the modern mnsic 
drama. All the master works of Mozart, and man,' 
which are half forgotten, have been revived in Munich 
in their original form, and are given, with all the old- 
time settings, in a special little opera house, with small 
orchestra of strings and a spinet for accompaniment, 
to a crowd of ecstatic spectators. Iu Carnival week all 
Munich went to hear “ Tristan and Isolde ” at the Grand 
Opera House one night, and to the sixtieth performance 
in two seasons of Mozart’s well-nigh obsolete “Cosi Fan 
Tutti ” in the little roccoeo theater the next night, and 
were equally enthusiastic for both. 
Concerts are more than abundant in Munich, olten 
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two or three the same day. There are twelve symphony 
concerts by the Royal Orchestra ; and the famous Keim- 
concerts, under the management of Dr. Franz Keim, at 
a large hall specially built for the purpose, are one of the 
important musical features of Munich life. There ate 
abont sixty of them each season, with a splendid orches¬ 
tra and all the best soloists that can be engaged. 
Tickets are from 50 cents up. There is also a large 
number of piano and song recitals, and most of the lead¬ 
ing celebrities visit Munich at least once in a season. 
All in all, Munich, as a place for mnsic study, while 
possessing great advantages over our American cities, 
has, aside from its special ties of Wagner and Mozait 
opera, nothing to give it prestige over other German 
centers, except for its union of musical opportunities 
with special advantages for the study of painting. 
Where two sisters, friends, or fellow-students wish to 
come abroad, one for musical and the other for art educa¬ 
tion, and wish to keep together, Munich is the place to 
be recommended ; for it is the only European city, not 
excepting Paris, where exceptional and about equal 
advantages are to be found for the pursuit of instrumen¬ 
tal music and painting. 
THE PERSONAL APPAREL OF THE MUSIC 
TEACHER. 
BY CARL W. GRIMM. 
The work determines the required garments of many 
men. For example, the miner needs dark clothes and 
a lamp on his hat; the butcher, a white apron ; the baker, 
a white suit and cap ; the common laborer, strong blue 
jean trousers and blouse, etc. Of course, when not at 
work, for instance on Sundays, all these people put on 
their beauty dress, commonly called “ Sunday clothes.” 
The music teacher’s work is of such a clean nature that 
he can always wear “Sunday clothes.” His profession 
is one of dignity,—certainly next to a doctor of divinity, 
—but custom does not prescribe to him any antiquated 
form of vest or collar. Unless he be a member of a 
band, and consequently wear a uniform, a mnsic teacher 
can have no other than a civil dress, because only gov¬ 
ernment officials have their special and recognized pecu¬ 
liarities in dress. What is expected of a music teacher 
is to wear good clothes according to the established mode 
orstyle. It seems, because he earns more money and ap¬ 
parently in an easier way than many other mortals, that 
he is obliged to appear always well dressed. Thread¬ 
bare clothes are looked upon as bad indicators of his 
prosperity. It will make some difference whether a 
teacher’s pupils belong to the upper crust or to the mid¬ 
dle class. In the former case, he will be supposed to 
wear a very fine dress suit, patent-leather shoes, and a 
silk hat; in the latter case, a neat business suit, or Prince 
Albert coat, a dustless felt hat, and black shoes will be 
considered appropriate. It is said that fine feathers 
make fine birds, bnt an incompetent teacher need not 
think that fine clothes will conceal his inability. People 
soon discern, without spectacles, a donkey in a lion's 
skin. Some teachers think it necessary to wear a dress 
suit in their studio. When they have a princely home, 
a mo<tol studio filled with fine marble statuary and 
tostly oil paintings, and teach only millionaires’ daugh¬ 
ters, then it may seem in place, but otherwise no more 
than if a lady would teach in an evening dress. Alto¬ 
gether, it seems that ladies show better taste than men 
■n selecting what is becoming to them and what is 
proper. True it is that some ladies like short curly hair 
Parted on the side, while still more men think it artistic 
to have a long “lion’s mane;” and others imitate the 
Part in the middle. Do not have your finger nails “ in 
rnourning.” Pay attention to your dress. Be neat and 
rirn in your personal appearance, butavoid all ridiculous 
aDd extravagant fads. Never in any way appear to be 
conscious of your attire. Be very pnnctilions about 
yourself, but do not overdo it. Some men would rather 
rot pray than to have their trousers bag at the knees, 
our dress is an indicator of your taste, and shows the 
ospect you feel for other people’s opinion. 
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HOW TO MAKE MUSIC STUDIOS 
ATTRACTIVE. 
This question is one of interest to teachers and pnpils, 
and with the idea of securing some useful material on 
the subject The Etude sent out copies of the following 
letter to a number of teachers. Several replies are 
printed in this issue : 
We will greatly appreciate the favor of an expression of 
your opinion on this subject—what your experience has 
taught you to be the essential and useful adjuncts to the 
musician’s work in his studio. The replies will be used 
to make a series on the subject, somewhat in the nature 
of a symposium. 
1. What importance do yon attach to the furnishings 
of a music studio—i. e., furniture, carpets, rugs, cur¬ 
tains, pictures, and other decorative articles? Give your 
views on each topic. 
2. Where should the piano he placed—side, middle, or 
end of the room ? 
3. Do you use stool, chair, or bench for a pupil at the 
piano ? 
4. What is your idea of the combination of a studio 
and a work-room or library, suitable for study and liter¬ 
ary work ? 
5. What are your views as to the size and shape of a 
room used as a mnsic studio ? 
6. Should a teacher have a room large enough to be 
used for recitals on a small scale ? 
7. Should it be at home or in an office building? 
8. Do you have a waiting-room for pupils? If not, 
what provision do yon make for such cases? 
* * . 
* * * 
From Ds. Mason. 
“I will send yon an excellent picture of my studio in 
Steinway Hall, and this will give you an idea of an 
arrangement which for years has proved satisfactory, so 
far as my own needs are concerned. The room is almost 
square, being twenty feet by twenty and a fraction, 
and it has three windows looking toward the southwest 
and fronting on East Fourteenth Street. It is lighted 
both by electricity and gas. One side is filled with large 
portraits of the old and modern composers, most of which 
are painted in sepia. The other sides are full of pictures 
of musical subjects. I have no anteroom, and have 
never felt the need of one. Pupils seldom have to wait 
over five minutes, and the presence of two or three in the 
teaching room occasions no inconvenience. Besides this, 
the presence of a third person in the room is often a good 
experience for the player.” 
* » _ 
* * * 
,M Mrss C. M. Lathrop. 
‘ iu reply to yonr questions I would say as follows : 
[ prefer a room with a hard floor, light draperies at the 
idow, and the piano well out into the room. Some 
nos have qualities in tone which may be greatly 
dated by the quality of draperies, etc. For instance, 
does not hurt a piano with a hard, sharp tone to lie 
tened somewhat. The height of the room should 
o be seriously considered. 
< 2 j should wish to see the room or surroundings 
it~and could then adapt the position of the piano to it 
‘3 That depends upon the individual need of each 
M For duets a bench. For a pupil with a weak 
:k,’a chair, but always a stool when it can he used to 
lire perfect freedom of action. 
. 4. i believe firmly in specialties when it is feasible, 
aptation in most eases. 
< 5. It depends on size of piano and tone thereof. 
‘6. If possible. 
‘7 Either, only if at home, entirely separate. 
<« It is always better to give a lesson alone with a 
pil’ away from others’ vibrations, although it is a les 
, in self-control to be with others. But this takes 
ay from attention to acquire.” 
***** 
'HL , . Well-fitted studio, I should suggest b, ;i» «di„ s 
• 1.1. One can 1)6 used its a waiting 
TllirZ tmiug pupil Will not embarrass the 
.°,thl , les-son Then, by opening the doors, 
ishiiig her indent-recitals is at hand. 
for other reasons which space does not permit to enu¬ 
merate here. A bare floor is, of course, more desirable 
than carpet; and draperies and upholstered furniture 
should also beavoided. But have a musical and musical¬ 
literary library at hand, even if but a small one. An 
earnest teacher will frequently find occasion to refer to 
it for pupils, who thus learn to draw their own conclu¬ 
sions and become indepeudent thinkers. 1 well remember 
how this very point impressed me while studying with 
Moszkowski, in Berlin. It was simply a question of a 
little accidental in a Chopin etude ; but Moszkowski— 
master that he is—would not pass a verdict until he had 
brought forth from his library two other editions ol 
Chopin. And what a modest studio this was ! Such an 
air of esthetic fitness in its arrangements. The same 1 
recall with Liszt’sstndio rooms in Weimar. During my 
three summers there not a change was made in its 
appointments, excepting that a picture of Beethoven— a 
present from a pupil—was added to the wall. What a 
contrast to the Turkish elegance of the studios of some of 
our “fashionable” teachers (particularly in the vocal 
line)! bnt where are their artistic results? ” 
***** 
From E. A. Berg. 
“ In answer to your inquiries of March 18th, I submit 
the following: 
“ 1. In my opinion a mnsic studio should not be over- 
furnished. I prefer a hard-wood floor, oiled ; a few rugs 
placed here and there ; the windows curtained ; and the 
walls decorated with a few’ fine pictures. 1 would also 
have a few comfortable chairs, and omit all decorative 
articles likely to cause a rattle or noise from the vibra¬ 
tions of the strings. 
“2. The piano should be placed in the center of the 
room, if possible. 
“3. I use a solid bench for pupils, and discountenance 
all revolving stools. 
“4. I think it would be a relief to the teacher to be 
able to do his literary work in a separate room from his 
stndio. 
“ 5. A studio should be 12 x 18 feet in size. 
“6. No doubt it would be very agreeable to most 
teachers to have a room large enough to be used lor 
recitals, but very few can afford such a luxury. 
“7. I think a stndio should be iu an office building, 
although 1 have mine at my home. 
“8. I have no waiting-room for my scholars, and am 
not troubled much by having them come too early for 
their lessons.” 
***** 
From William Hknbow. 
“ 1. One should aim at a happy medium between a 
correct but cheerless, and an overdone setting of a studio. 
The artistic temperament can stand a good deal of lux¬ 
urious surroundings, but a teacher must calculate the 
effect upon the hearing as well as the sight. 
“ Furniture, solid and yet appealing to the artistic,— 
piano, music, cabinet, table for harmony exercises, etc., 
perhaps an escritoire (I prefer that in another room 
when there is one), a small revolving hook-case, chairs, 
—suggesting comfort nnd taste, rather than stud o 
convenience. . . ., 
“Ordinarily, the less carpet the better; but if you 
have a grand piano (brilliant) in a medium-sized room, 
rugs, well placed, will help, because the tread and shuf¬ 
fling of the feet on a bare floor jar upon one. 
“Curtains, of grateful colors, artistically draped, are 
stimulating to the esthetic sense. 
“ Pictures of architectural subjects—e. g. the faqade of 
Cologne, Milan, St. Mark’s, Venice (water color, if 
possible) are practically useful in illustrating form. 
Really good reproductions of subjects like 1 The Ange¬ 
les ’ serve to illustrate points of light and shade, con¬ 
trast, prominence of central figures, background, etc. A 
few well-chosen vases on a cabinet or mantel help you 
in points of decoration and tracery, just as titles (am- 
hesqne, etc.) help one to grasp characteristics. 
“2. If the. light it very good, let the piano be in the 
middie of the room. 
“3 Stool (not cork-screw) that has a good broad seat, 
upholstered in leather or other stuff of neutral tint, and 
that can be regulated from both ends as to height. 
“ 4 Emphasize the stndio idea. Avoid the look of a 
sebooi-room as much as possible. Having too many 
books about is distracting, bnt a few, stimulating. 
“5 An acoustician writing in ‘The Scientific Ameri¬ 
can ’ several years ago, gave statistics which Mem to 
show that a room whose height, breadth, and length 
bear proportions of 2 : 3 : 4, has the best aconstic pro- 
^ if your stndio is cozy and home Like and the room 
large enough, you can have a small scale recital. But. 
as a rule, pupils tliiuk more of such a recital when given 
“7 I have taken lessons in office-hnildings, college, 
and ‘ at home.’ and I greatly prefer the latter. There 
is too much of the mercenary aliout office buildings. 
“8. A waiting-room nmy be a good thing, bnt it may 
also be too encouraging to some pnpils to come too tar 
ahead of their time. A screen is the most handy 
arrangement.”  
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LOUIS KOHLER’S NOTES ON PRACTICING. 
Freely Iranulated by E. Vo.k Adsmmo. 
II. 
DIFFICULT! K'8 may be purely technical, they may l»e 
mental, ami they may be troth technical and mental. 
Consecutive thirds, sixth, or octaves may be the former, 
polyphonic formations and rapidly changing modula¬ 
tions the latter. 
Some difficulties require, so to say, several “ conquer¬ 
ing*,” for it may happen that after the first “conquer¬ 
ing” the hand takes “ a step back ” ; but a subsequent 
“conquering” will not fail to make a lasting impres¬ 
sion. 
We must know the proper tempo of a piece and 
approach it gradually, with great caution, for a mere 
perusal is not always progress. Real progress is the 
mastering of every difficulty. 
Do not undertake too much at once. Do not begin 
with a new part before the old part is well digested. 
Then, while you overcome the difficulties of a new part, 
you study the conception of the old. Advantageous 
practicing may be compared with mining—not surface¬ 
digging, but penetrating into the depths of the soil, 
repays the labor spent on it. 
He who progresses slowly must not play too many 
dim-rent pieces ; it may come too bard for him to bring 
each to a finish. To practice anew old pieces is a good 
changD. 
Don't deceive yourself by saying, “Oh, I’ll get it all 
r'ght! “ when, in fact, you do not get it right. We 
must “feel” for mistakes and try to find them. To 
play accidentally correctly is not knowing how to play 
correctly. Ten limn correct to once wrong, that should 
Iw the right proportion, not the reverse. Musical con¬ 
science must tell us whether we know a piece or not. 
flic teacher is not to Iks looked at as a personality, but 
a* the pedagogic delegate of art. Whatever the teacher 
directs, praises, or finds fault with, is caused by the oli- 
ject-the piece of art and its just claims on one side, and 
the pupil’s performance on the other. Through his 
mouth the piece speaks to the performer : “ Thus I wish 
to lie treated, in that way yon can master me,” and the 
sensitive finger* say : “ Thns we should be managed 
thus directed ; then success will surely follow.” 
Some require more, others less, time (conditions being 
equal) to accomplish the same results. Peculiar con 
ditions of the limb*, acuteness of the senses, in fact all 
musical capacities exert their influence. 
Hien, Individuals differ in regard to time. Some ad¬ 
vance rapidly during the first couple of yean, and then 
progress much more slowly. Others find it very difficult 
*n " &*jlnning, but after a few years make up rapidly 
for lost time. J 
Many are the reasons for these fluctuations of progress 
A sudden awakening of latent talent, or love for music’ 
may accelerate, or unfavorable outside conditions may rel 
tanl it. Resides, psychical mutations will often exert a 
modifying influence. 
Praiseworthy is the teacher who can take into account 
those fluctuations, and select the suitable pieces for bis 
pupil. There are times when sentiment is prevailing 
and times when reflection has the npper hand. The firsi 
may be favorable for the study of sentimental compo¬ 
sitions m which conception is of the utmost importance 
whde the latter may he most adapted for practicing 
works of a polyphonic style, or works where a display of 
technic is indispensable. 
It is highly desirable that a certain time be set apart 
daily for technical and another for mental practice It 
is true that an hour consists of sixty minutes, but that 
hour may I* employed in a very different manner: for 
what to-day may be easily accomplished in one honr will 
to-morrow, reqnire twice as much time. 
Hie pupil ought, also, to rootrol bis own temper At 
times be may not feel in the mood for pra,dicing ■ ,et it 
must be done, and done well. It takes a certain time to 
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“remain at practice,” viz., not to “go back,” but it 
takes still more time to make progress. 
As to the proper division of time, we might propose 
the following schedule: Let one-sixth of the time be 
devoted daily to practicing finger-exercises and scales; 
one-sixth to two sixths to studies ; three-sixths to four- 
sixths to pieces. That is about the right proportion. If 
a whole hour is too much, divide it into two half-hours ; 
thns children who have to learn many different things 
(and have but little time to enjoy their childhood) may 
first practice for half an hour finger-exercises, scales, and 
chords—then leave the piano to refresh their minds, tired 
of mechanical work. Atanother period of the same day 
they may spend one other half hour on studies, and again 
leave the piano. But a full hour must be given to the 
study of pieces. Where such an arrangement is not 
practicable, the time must be divided still more minutely, 
so that the daily technical exercises absorb each only 
from five to ten minutes. Such short exercises may be 
easily played before and after school, or private lessons. 
The pupil may be allowed all kinds of pieces that he 
wishes to play, and that he is capable of learning. 
Should he occasionally desire a piece which is too diffi¬ 
cult, it will serve him as agood way of testing his powers, 
and spur him to increased activity, a piece that is too 
easy may also be of advantage to him, to learn how to 
play with expression, and add it to his repertoire—his 
“presentable” stock. 
When the student becomes aware of the many difficul¬ 
ties to he encountered he may feel discouraged, and call 
out: “ How much to do still! How much to accom¬ 
plish ! ” It will appear to him as if one would attempt 
to create a sea by the daily dropping of a drop of water, 
or a monntain by collecting pebbles. 
Such is the natural effect of long pressure, long prac¬ 
ticing on the disheartened pupil; but let him think of 
file in geueral. Does it not only require the whole art 
but also a great deal more besides? Who would lose 
courage for that and give up music? 
I’reserve your courage and diligence, press steadily on¬ 
ward, seize on whatever is most important and necessary. 
There need be no fear but that you will reach the goal 
finally. & 
HOW TO WIN AND KEEP AN AUDIENCE. 
There is as much difference between audieuces as 
there la between individuals, and if musicians and 
other* who appear before the public would make them 
more of a study, there would be fewer complaints of 
cold and unresponsive listeners.” All entertainers 
should remember that there is a responsive chord in 
every audience, no matter whether it be in a church a 
hail, or elsewhere. 
The first object of the musician, then, should be to 
find this chord, after which his own magnetic presence 
and personality will assert themselves, and he will 
arouse an enthusiasm that will probably continue dur- 
,r,g h,.s performance if he use good tact and judgment 
As this paper is specially intended for the amateur 
musician, we shall now direct our whole attention to 
There are many thing* to be taken into consideration 
w hen searching for the responsive chord alluded to • and 
if you do not go aliout it in the right way you will’ 
never find it. Above all things, before you ^ uln 
the platform-no matter whether you appear as a num¬ 
ber of an organization or as a soloist-be sure that you 
have ful control of yourself, so as to be wholly at your 
ease- Make a mental resolve that you are going to win 
intodT 0P,tD7 °f J’°Ur an<lience > ‘hen enter right 
into the spirit of your work, taking no cognizance what- 
of your own personality and striving with all your 
power* to lose yourself in your music. If y0n are nn 
certam as to the tastes of your audience, study clojy 
Dis hardty necessary to state that a musician should 
. amiliar with the technicalities of his art as is 
possible, ami he should also be a most tactful person and 
one endowed with good iudement __ " 
stands the foible* of human nature, the betteT willhe be 
able to humor their many little whims, and thus will h 
draw to himself many people who will eventually b * 
come his most steadfast friends and supporters for h 
will find their responsive chords and will know how * 
handle them. Of course, every musician will sooner or 
later come face to face with fault-finders and people who 
imagine they know how to criticize every kind of per 
formance, from Wagner to the most wretched and com 
monplace melodies. Here is where your good tact will 
come into play. Use it for all it is worth. 
A musician—professional or amateur—can not afford 
to allow his sensitiveness to assert itself publicly, and he 
ought to try with all his power to appear interested in 
the severest criticism that may be heaped upon him no 
matter how unjust it may be. Such an attitude will 
gain for him many friends who would otherwise pass 
him by without notice. 
Experience gives to an observant musician the faculty 
of intuition, which is a most useful and valuable acquire¬ 
ment ; for through it he is able to measure the audience 
before him almost at first glance, and he is thus given 
an inkling how to proceed to win and hold the majority 
of its members. It is not to be supposed that all musi¬ 
cians are people gifted with powers of observation, but 
they can strengthen this faculty if they make the effort. 
A musician should not become discouraged because he 
does not at first succeed in favorably impressing an 
audience. As a great deal depends upon the environ¬ 
ment into which he is thrown, he must make allowances 
for each distinctive entertainment. For instance, one 
must not expect to find so warm and enthusiastic an 
audience at a church entertainment as at a hall, because 
the people in the first-named place are under more or 
less restraint, and consequently they can not enter into 
the true spirit of the occasion. The musician need not, 
however, feel that he mast give a funereal rendition to 
his selection, for hymns and dirges sometimes fall flat, 
even at a church entertainment. Here, again, he must 
use his tact and judgment, and give something bright 
and appropriate. All church audiences are not necessa¬ 
rily more appreciative of pathetic and morbid music, 
although they are inclined to suppress their manifesta¬ 
tions of mirth. Should there be but slight applause, it 
must not, therefore, be taken for granted that the audi¬ 
ence is cold and unresponsive. 
No one can expect to win the good opinion of his audi¬ 
ence if he in any way shows that he considers his own 
personality of more importance than his art, for self 
conceit and pompons display are not tolerated in any 
community where artistic genius is esteemed. Yon 
may be sure that you will stand a very good chance of 
winning and holding your audience if yon are modest 
in your demeanor and thoroughly ardent in your work. 
Do not neglect the seemingly unimportant details, for 
perfection is made up of trifles, as we have tried to im¬ 
press upon you for many years, and when you shall have 
found that much desired and mysterious responsive 
chord, you will have no regret for yonr painstaking care 
and trouble. 
You will have no difficulty in winning and holding 
yonr audience if yon but keep yonr eyes open and study 
the musical art with earnestness and enthusiasm. In 
doing this yon unconsciously give greater impetus to 
yonr own hidden magnetic force, and before you are 
aware you will become a prime favorite, and every one 
will be talking about your skill as a performer.—W. H. 
A. in “The Metronome." 
Francesco Lamperti said: “ Yon can learn only 
when before the public.” While the statement may 
seem a trifle exaggerated, it contains inneh truth; the 
player or singer, by frequent appearances in public, dis¬ 
covers himself. He finds the weak spot in his equip¬ 
ment, if he is intelligent, sensitive, and honest with 
himself. 
The teacher who knows his business, understands that 
technic is one thing and the application of it quite an¬ 
other. 
Studio work is one thing ; but the public appearance, 
which calls into play the knowledge and skill gained 
in the studio, is quite another matter. 
It is to gain the important part of a student’s equip¬ 
ment that students’ recitals are given, and for the firs! 
season the most favorable conditions should be secured. 
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MARVELOUS MEMORIES. 
THE great singers and pianists are constantly called 
to perform wonderful feats of memory. To memo¬ 
rize a role in an opera or a long sonata is quite different 
from learning a part in a play, for an opera singer must 
not only commit words, often in a foreign tongue, to 
memory, but also the music of the role, while the instru¬ 
mentalist has both the melody and the complicated 
chords in the harmony of the piece to memorize. 
“ To correctly memorize rOles like Wagner’s ‘ Isolde ’ 
or the three BrUnnhildes in ‘ The Ring of the Nibelung ’ 
requires the hardest kind of work,” said Mme. Nordiea, 
recently. “Yon must pnt your whole mind, as well as 
all your musical temperament, into it. It was not un¬ 
usual for me while I was learning these roles to spend 
six hours a day with my r6p6titeur at the piano—three 
hours in the morning and three in the afternoon. I 
study words and music together. I make a point Of 
memorizing a part so thoroughly that I don’t have to 
depend on the prompter or the conductor. A prirna 
donna can sing and act freely only when she knows her 
role thoroughly by ear.” 
Few of the great singers who have been heard in this 
conntry have had so remarkable a memory and learned 
their roles with the same ease as Campanini. He sang 
Vasco di Gama in Meyerbeer’s “ L’Africaine ” for the 
first time at the Academy of Music in this city, and the 
afternoon of the day before the performance he did not 
know a note of the third act. At the performance the 
next night he sang the role so perfectly as to excite en¬ 
thusiasm. 
Herr Stehmann, of the Damrosch-Ellis Opera Co., 
is noted for several remarkable feats of memorizing. 
Called upon this season to sing “ The Wanderer,” in 
“Siegfried ” at short notice, he learned the part in eight 
hours. Last season he performed a truly extraordinary 
feat. Herr Kraus was to have snng the leading role 
in Scharwenka’s “ Mataswintha.” Twenty four hours 
before the performance it was found that he was too ill 
to attempt the part. Herr Stehmann, who had never 
seen it, went through the final rehearsal score in hand, 
hot by the time for the performance the next evening he 
had memorized words and music. 
Mr. Bispham, considering that he has been only six 
years on the stage, has memorized a large operatic reper¬ 
toire and knows so many songs that he has to keep a list 
of them in a book. 
Plunket Greene, who sings several hundred songs from 
memory, has a peculiar reason for never singing from 
notes. His audiences have often noticed that he seems 
alllicted with nervousness, and have wondered that so 
experienced a singer should show so much trepidation, 
"bileskating lie fell and struck the back of his head 
on the ice. His nerves have never recovered from the 
shock. Were he to sing from notes the tremor of his 
hands would cause the music to shake so that the effect 
°f *1'a singing would he sadly marred. But of all 
concert singers, the Henschels have the most remarkable 
repertoire. They sing hnudreds of songs from memory, 
aod Mr. Ilenschel plays the accompaniments to all of 
* ein without the music before him. 
The famous pianists and conductors have furnished 
many instances of remarkable memory. Among modern 
musicians none have approached the achievements of Dr. 
^ans von Biilow and Rubinstein. It has been said that 
>ese two musical giants, if every note of music which 
ere worth preserving had been destroyed, could between 
‘hem have reproduced every line of it. 
on Biilow often conducted entire concert programs 
ion score and led even Wagner music-dramas from 
r^ni0rT' Me had memorized all the sonatas of Beetho- 
I ° couhl give a score of piano recitals, striking no 
mtainSn l’250’0OOn°t-, eat'h one of which had to lie 
.. ln e3£act position in his memory. He once, 
first f tr;" *n a ra'lrna(l train, read through, for the 
®Teninme' Rcore °f a Saint-Saens concerto and in the 
Durf ‘rom memory at a concert. 
'housa°De 8eason Rubinstein played over one 
J<m£ni C0nipo.sition8, aggregating five million notes, 
toiresf' aderewski, and Rummel ail have large reper- 
j^n .W 1'<dl ,08tify to remarkable musical memory, 
'uteresting story is told of Mascagni, the composer 
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of “ Cavalleria Rusticana.” One of his friends had 
casually said that there was no work of any of the six 
most famous composers, whose names were mentioned, 
which Mascagni could not play faultlessly from memory. 
The statement being ridiculed as impossible, Mascagni 
reluctantly consented, in order to settle the dispute, to 
make the effort. A number of musical experts were 
invited to attend the recital, each one in turn selecting a 
composition for performance. In vain they tried to 
baffle the composer, who not only answered the chal¬ 
lenge brilliantly in every instance, but filled up the 
intervals with delightful improvisations of his own.— 
“Music Trade Review.” 
MUSIC AS A PROFESSION vs. MUSICAL 
DILETTANTISM. 
BY W. FRANCIS GATES. 
What a beautiful thought that is of Auerbach's where 
he says, “ Music washes from the soul the dust of every¬ 
day life ! ” 
The rush of business, the competition of trade, the 
friction of unpleasant associations,—all these must leave 
a residuum of dost as a coating on the finer sensibilities; 
and it is not only a beautiful thought but a true one, 
that the stepping out of the hurly-bnrly of life into a 
musical atmosphere does rest, cleanse, and renew the 
mind and soul for the wear and tear of succeeding days. 
I sometimes think that one who has his daily business 
into which no music comes, and who uses his musical 
education, not as a bread-finder, but as an uplifting 
pleasure-giver—I think such a man may get more real 
pleasure out of his music than he who has to grind at it 
all the day long to make his bread and butter. A 
teacher hears so much art that is not art, so muih 
music that is not music, that at the end of his day 
he is apt to say, “ Now let there lie peace. Let me have 
quiet.” 
On the other hand, he who has no music in his daily 
work comes to it—presupposing, of course, that he be, 
musically, a well-educated person—with a freshness and 
zest which augurs the highest pleasure. I know it may 
be regarded in some quarters as a heresy to maintain 
that a teacher is not all the day long in the seventh 
heaven of delight at liis pupils’ performances. But if 
you whisper the honest truth, don’t you get awfully 
tired of it all sometimes ? That is, if you have any 
nerves. And what kind of a teacher would yon be if you 
did n’t? , „ 
Schumann spoke highly, you remember, of the well- 
educated amateur, and it is this class that most interests 
the majority of teachers. While it is true that teachers 
in the larger musical centers have a large amount of pro¬ 
fessional teaching outside of their work, not one pupil 
in fifty, let us hope, undertakes the responsibility of 
teaching. It is, consequently, the amateur class that we 
are most largely recruiting, and should l>e largely inter¬ 
ested in Of a hundred pupils, take them as they come, 
two or three may make a serious pursuit of music with 
a view to entering the profession,-of course, many 
dabble at the profession,-but the restare more or 1™ 
musical amateurs. Miserdbile dictu, frequently less, 
rather than more 1 , . , . 
But it is in these amateur* that lies the musical hope 
of the country. What is the status of the artist, *f the 
teacher, if there be no musical public? The teacher 
should remember this and give as earnest effort to he 
amateur as to the professional student. lor while the 
teacher helps to make the musical atmosphere, this mul- 
... nhiniiitous amateur i* the real musical 
haps the most valuable reM.lt of all education ,s 
itvtomake yourself do the thing you have to do 
ought to be done, whether you like it or not, 
first lesson that ought to lie 1«‘™f<1- and b;w; 
ly a man s training begins, it is probably the last 
lat he learns thoroughly. 
MISTAKES DO NOT HURT. 
Suppose you are asked to walk across a narrow plank 
spanning a chasm; you become fearful of ill results and 
refuse. Persuasion, even threats, avail not to move you 
from your timorous frame of mind. Your progress on¬ 
ward, it may be upward, is checked and you are in des¬ 
pair. But justat ttiis moment appears one in whom yon 
have confidence and says to you, “Why are you so timid? 
You can not fall. That chasm is not deep nor dangerous. 
Just make yourself believe me. ” How it happens you 
know not, but you take heart; fear is dispelled; courage 
returns under the influence of the strength of will and 
magnetism of your companion. Y'ou gain confidence. 
Or, take another illustration : The tyro in the gym¬ 
nasium will not attempt certain feats until a mattress is 
placed under him or a net, until lie feels, “ If I do fall, 
I can not be hurt.” 
Now these illustrations throw some light on the at¬ 
titude of many pupils toward their work. They are 
afraid of making mistakes. This temper of mind, so 
common, is such a very unfortunate one that no teacher 
should spare pains to eradicate it from the pupil who is 
afflicted with it. 
It is due to several causes. Often—and perhaps most 
frequently—it is due to vanity. The pupil does not wish 
to suffer loss of prestige in the eyes of the teacher and 
so becomes timid for fear boldness should result in mis¬ 
takes and consequent correction and reproof. 
But this very timidity results in mistakes of various 
kinds. Perhaps it is just to the pupil to grant that some 
teachers are altogether too severe, and, what is worse, 
very sarcastic in their remarks to pupils wlio are so care¬ 
less or unfortunate as to make mistakes. The result is 
certain—a timid pupil. 
But the thought that it is intended to develop in this 
writing is that mistakes do not hurt you; they can not 
give you physical pain, although they may cause mental 
uneasiness. But that is uo more nud no less than all 
other of our life experiences. Through suffering we are 
strengthened. Gold is refined in the crucible. 
So, timorous pupils, lay aside this unfortunate quality 
of mind. Go boldly to your tasks. If you have studied 
faithfully, your teacher will know it and one clearly ap¬ 
parent excellence will excuse a number of faults. If 
you never made mistakes, you would not need a teacher. 
Yon go to a teacher in order to make your mistakes and 
learn how to avoid them in the future. 
Aim to acquire confidence, and that comes from know¬ 
ing that you are in the right path and doing right. When 
you play your best and with confidence and you hit a 
few false note*, your teacher will soon discover the 
reason for the fault and help you to eradicate it, whereas 
timidity will so cramp your work and your style that 
no one can possibly tell what you can do if you should 
do yonr liest. 
Go ahead and make mistakes, but learn the whole 
lesson from every one. A mistake which you neglect to 
turn to yonr profit is worse than a failure—it becomes a 
sin. 
—As teachers of the heaven-born art of music, we have 
an important mission. Dnty calls to ns in unmistakable 
tones from among the vast multitudes of men, women, 
and children in the lowly places of the valleys of earth. 
Herculean tasks are onrs. Let us hold in mind that it 
is out* to contribute in the largest possible measure to 
the important matter of disinfecting, with the divine 
power of music, the damp, marshy, malarial region of 
the low grounds about us ; to seek to apply music with 
such intelligent method that the whole lump may be 
leavened, so that every clod may be dignified and become 
itself a veritable mountain-top from which some weary 
and disheartened mortal may gain a larger view or life. 
—“Home Music Journal." 
_Ravages are more demonstrative, hut this does not 
prove that they feel any more than civilized people.— 
llendrrton. 
_Never, until thon hast mastered every conceivable 
difficulty, dream of producing the most distant musical 
effect.—Charles Auchesler. 
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CONVENIENT MAXIMS, FORMULAS, ETC., FOR 
VOICE TEACHING. 
BY FREDERICK W. ROOT. 
IV. 
Specialties. Breathing. 
In my last article attention was called to the fact that 
public interest is more likely to be attracted by a man 
with a hobby than by a well balanced “all-around ” citi¬ 
zen ; that voice teachers often profit by this fact because 
they find that the inducements to become specialists are 
greater than those offered by more comprehensive teach¬ 
ing. This is similar to common experiences among doc¬ 
tors. The family physician, who may attend to the well 
being of a multitude of youth, steering them all success¬ 
fully amid the shoals, quicksauds, rapids, and reefs of 
the voyage of life, until all reach maturity in good con¬ 
dition, is not the celebrated and highly-paid practitioner. 
His work is too slow and many-sided ; it is too full of 
commonplace details to appeal to the imagination of the 
public. The most brilliant light in the medical firma¬ 
ment is the specialist whose name is associated with the 
cure of some particular ailment in some widely known 
case. AH this is to show that celebrated voice teachers 
may not as a rule indorse the three-item formula given 
in my last article, but that it may be educationally 
correct nevertheless. 
When I see some ardent young voice teacher newly 
come from one of the great specialists abroad, and adver¬ 
tising to teach his or her method, I can not but feel 
sympathy for him in view of the disillusionment and 
disappointment he must pass through if he is to become 
really successful. 
This limited formula, which he has obtained at such 
great expense, and which he brings home with so much 
exultation, will do very little lor the rank and file of the 
pupils among whom he must spend his days-a class of 
pupils of which the specialist from which he obtained 
his formula knows little ornothing. Sometimes a young 
teacher who is thus getting down to hard pan in his pro 
fessional career finds it necessary to go for help to some 
humbler authority than the foreign specialist,-some 
real educator nearer borne, who has worked ont the 
problem of mnsic teaching among the masses of his 
countrymen. It very olten happens that here he finds 
exactly wlmt he needs to finish his equipment, and 
make it meet the conditions which surround him ; but 
still, for reasons which it is not hard to outline, he still 
professes himself a pupil of “ the great X,” and upon bis 
announcements we shall still find him giving adhesion 
to the glittering formula which he brought from abroad 
It is undoubtedly true that teachers as often err by 
trying to introduce too many topics as by not being 
broad enough in their scope. The training of the voice 
is slow at best, and one should introduce into the work 
only that which is immediately needed. A discursive 
method which spends time upon a host of collaterals is 
ill advised where there is a crying necessity for breath 
and tone and compass, and the fundaments generally. 
Then, too, a teacher may give particular emphasis to 
items which are quite secondary. I have often observed 
this. Teachers become so interested in a certain form of 
phraseology, or a certain way of introdneing a subject, 
or some other item of the work, that they fail to see its 
trne relation to the whole, and so waste a gTeat deal of 
time upon it. A well-equipped teacher will haveall the 
items of his subject clearly in mind and well classified ; 
be must rely upon judgment and experience to nse these 
to the best advantage, and heshonld not allow himself 
to become too much absorbed in any one of them. The 
object of these articles is to state as clearly as may lie 
the principal ones of these items, and to that end we will 
give a somewhat more minute attention to the three 
departments which are involved in the best voice pro¬ 
duction. 
With regard to the first item, the management of the 
breath, little need be said here ; for nearly every one in¬ 
cludes this in whatever formula he advocates. I have, 
however, talked with eminent teachers abroad who lay 
no stress at all upon breathing. One of these was a very 
successful teacher of Munich, highly valued by Ameri¬ 
cans. Another was one of the Professors of the Milan Con¬ 
servatory, one who might have been expected to feel in 
an especial degree the Lamperti influence in this item of 
the formula. The subdivision of the department of 
breathing which is less likely to be understood is that 
regarding the restraint of breath during vocalization. If 
the strong muscles which compress the lungs are allowed 
to exert themselves for the expulsion of the breath, the 
smaller muscles of the larynx, whose ofiice it is to oppose 
the breath and so turn it into vibration for voice, are 
sure to work too rigidly, and therefore faultily ; whereas, 
if the breath he held in the lungs and supplied to the 
throat with no greater pressure than the larynx can 
respond to flexibly, the placing of the voice is a much 
easier and more accurate operation. 
The term “ breath-support ” is a very misleading one. 
If the singer takes a fail breath, and with strongly vital¬ 
ized breathing muscles begins to sing, he is likely to feel 
that the effort made in connection with the breath is the 
principal factor in his vocalization ; as if the tone rested 
upon, or were supported by, the breath. The facts of the 
case are these : The vocal process in the throat is likely to 
take place correctly in proportion as it is not supported— 
that is, interfered with, by the breath. Some breath 
pressure is necessary, but that takes care of itself; it is 
the opposite of breath pressure which must he practiced. 
The support to a tone from this source consists simply in 
the fact that the breathing muscles mind their own busi¬ 
ness, and so hold the breath that the throat is not obliged 
to help them to do it. The beginner in voice culture, 
especially he who acquires his knowledge by reading, is 
likely to mistake the term breath-support to mean that 
which is detrimental to the voice. Some of the most 
snccessfnl teachers of the day are those who have mucli 
to say about breath-support, or “ singing on the breath,” 
or who even describe the tone as “ starting at the pit of the 
stomach,” or 1 ‘ at the diaphragm,’ ’ or, “at the abdomen. ’’ 
Another of their phrases is “ drink the tone in as you 
sing,” or, “draw the tone toward you.” Much of this 
phraseology is misleading, or, from a scientific stand¬ 
point, absurd ; but where it is coupled with practical 
effective work in breath restraint, where it results in 
subtracting superfluous effort from the throat, it does no 
harm and answers the purpose. 
(To be coiUinutd.) 
LHUOSING A VOCAL TEACHER. 
BY F. W. WODELL. 
Some years ago a brilliant and witty New York 
paper man published the "Confessions of a Mi 
Journalist.” In the course of the series the writ, 
ta.led his extended and ridicnlons experience i, 
deavonng to cultivate his singing voice. Whetbi 
confessions ” were genuine or not, the experienc, 
hited were not at all impossible, although one won, 
how an apparently intelligent and sensitive gentl 
conld have been induced to go through some of the 
seusical exercises prescribed for him by various ma 
Every now and then some one comes forward w 
similar story of absnrd vocal gymnastics, long pracl 
with injured voices and blasted hopes as a reward 
What seems to be needed is a larger use by vocal 
dents of what is known as “common sense” - jll8t 
plain, every-day, matter-of fact common sense—that 
quality in men and women which makes them pause 
consider, test, compare, weigh dispassionately ami im’ 
partially that which they are asked to accept and act 
upon as truth. 
It seems to the writer that aspirants for vocal fame 
frequently leave common sense behind when making a 
choice of a teacher. A tree is known by its fruit. This 
is a common-sense guide in the search for a teacher 
Remember, however, in justice to some young trees 
of first rate quality, that it takes time to produce 
perfect and fully ripened fruit. Where is the com¬ 
mon sense in selecting a man as a vocal teacher only 
because he “sings” beautifully? He may be un¬ 
able to impart his knowledge. There is an art of teach¬ 
ing, as well as an art of singing. Shall one choose a 
man as a teacher merely or chiefly because he is hand¬ 
some, or has fine apartments, or moves in good society, 
or talks or writes fluently, or has a “pull” on music 
committee and concert givers, oradvertisesa “specialty,” 
or for a dozen other reasons, no one of which has, neces¬ 
sarily, any relation whatever to his ability as a genuine 
teacher of voice production ? 
What is the answer of common sense to these ques¬ 
tions ? Singing is an art. It is not, therefore, in a sense, 
natural to man, and must be learned. Yet, ordinary 
common sense should cause the vocal pupil to suspect 
the teaching which, faithfully followed, causes a forced, 
unnatural nse of the body, and sets up abnormal condi¬ 
tions. It shonld not take long for the common sense 
pupil to discover that vocal exercises that cause or aggra¬ 
vate bodily ailments, or leave the throat tired and voice 
husky, areerroueous, injurious, and to be discarded. 
Common sense says that the voice should be expressive, 
colorable. Yet pupils who dislike guttural, nasal, and 
palatal tones, go on, day after day, practicing exercises 
which help to fix those qualities, or colors, on the voice. 
Faith in the teacher is necessary, and must obtain if 
there is to be success. But it shonld not be that sort of 
blind faith which precludes the exercise of common 
sense. Vocal pupils are justified in asking of the modern, 
educated teacher of singing, “What?” “Why?” aud 
“How?” If the teacher be a good one, a strong one, 
aud he does not know, he will frankly say so. The 
weaker man will dodge the question with a beautiful 
generality. And these questions shonld be respectfully 
repeated, particularly the “How?” 
We learn by doing, but “do as I do ” is not the be¬ 
ginning and the end of good vocal teaching. The pupil 
may, perhaps, properly be asked to wait for the “Why?” 
but the “ What ?” and the “ How ?” set forth in an intel¬ 
ligible, consecutive manner are what he pays for and 
are his right. Common sense says that when he does 
not get this, it is time for a change of teachers. 
DO NOT TAKE TOO MUCH BREATH. 
BY HORACE F. DIBBLE. 
The above title may seem a little unusual, as most 
beginners in the study of the art of singing appear to 
suppose that it requires a great deal of breath to make a 
tone. But to such a one I would emphasize the instruc¬ 
tion, “Do not take too much breath”; or I might 
change the phraseology and say, “ Only take a little 
breath.” 
What is meant by the above direction is don’t over¬ 
load yourself with breath, as many do. One never does 
this in speaking ; why should it be done in singing l 
Have you ever been forced to think of controlling your 
breath when speaking ? Of course not. Yon can speak 
by the hour and never think it necessary to take breath, 
because you do so unconsciously at the end of every 
phrase or sentence ; merely replacing, in so doing, the 
small amount of air which you have just used. You are 
talking on what might be called an even lung-full of 
a*r—viz., you have never either completely filled or 
emptied your lungs. 
When a beginuer is asked to sing, he almost invari¬ 
ably takes into his lungs about as mnch air as he can 
retain. In such a condition he could not speak com' 
fortably ; and why, therefore, shonld he expect to s>nB 
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nrodnee a musical tone? It may be said, “If he 
°Lts with a comparatively small amount of air in his 
, he will not be able to maintain a tone.” We 
maintain that he will. When properly used, it takes 
■ a small expenditure of air to make tone ; aud a 
l!er with his lungs only comfortably filled will not 
have that suffocating feeling which causes him to expel 
unvocalized air with the tone in order to get relief from 
the overpressure in his lungs. _ 
Remember that it is not the air coming ont of the 
mouth which produces tone. The less air coming out of 
the mouth (other things being equal) the better for the 
tone. . 
Tone is produced by pressure of the column of air in 
the windpipe against the vocal bands in the larynx, and 
these vibrations are communicated to the air in the cav¬ 
ity of the pharynx and mouth, which assist in the 
vibration; enlarging, amplifying, and qualifying the 
tone according to the size and shape of the month, and 
these vibrations are then communicated to the external 
air. And when tone has been properly produced, the 
only air which comes ont of the month is that which has 
been used in causing the vocal hands to vibrate, or in 
forming consonants when singing words, and more air 
escaping will cause the tone to sound dull. 
Starting with the lungs only comfortably filled, a 
singer will find it possible, with a throat perfectly easy 
and relaxed, so far as his voluntary muscles are con¬ 
cerned, to hold a tone for a long time, because at first he 
will not he tempted to overblow the tone and thus waste 
the air; and, later on, when it seems that nearly all the 
air in the lungs is exhausted, he will find that by what 
I call “ pulling up from beneath” he can draw on a 
reservoir of air which he rarely uses. 
This, from a health standpoint, is a good thing to do, 
as it takes from the lungs air which is surcharged with 
carbonic acid gas and replaces it with fresh air. 
I believe that taking too mnch breath before a student 
has gaiued control of his breathing apparatus is a cause 
of throatiness. For when a singer “fills up ” and at¬ 
tempts to sing, he fiuds it difficult to control the escape 
of air by means of his respiratory mnseles, and so with¬ 
out intending to do so, or because he has been improp¬ 
erly taught and does not know that it is wrong, he pro¬ 
ceeds to tighten his throat, so as to help hold back the 
outward rush of air. 
Of course, I do not want to be understood from the fore¬ 
going that a ginger should not fill his lungs. He should 
practise deep breathing. There are times when, in order 
to sing a long phrase, a singer needs all the air he can 
get into his lungs. Besides this, the habit of deep 
breathing is more conducive to good health than one 
would imagine until he has tried it. 
Perhaps one of the best exercises for this purpose is to 
•ill the lungs and hold the breath for a moment, taking 
care that the breath is retained entirely by the use of the 
muscles of respiration, and not by contracting the throat; 
and then whisper some short sentence over and over, us¬ 
ing as little breath as possible in so doing, until the air 
in the lungs is exhausted. If this is properly practiced, 
there will he no sense of fatigue in the throat, but the 
tired feeling will be in the respiratory muscles in the body. 
One who has never done anything of this kind, and 
who will faithfully practice this or a similar exercise 
e'ery day for a few months, will be surprised at his in¬ 
crease ol chest measurement and general good health. 
It is impossible to teach singing by an article of this 
>nd, as the teacher must hear the pupil, but it is to he 
°ped that this may cause some one to think and experi- 
®ent and thus learn to control his breath properly. 
TEACHERS’ EXCHANGE. 
Second group of questions. 
means do you employ to best impress upon 
F'pil s mind the mode of securing nasal resonance? 
(n) In scale practice, in what part of the voice do 
fon ,]3UallT•beg'n the work’ and ? (6) Wbat ac' 
a D 0 ^ou impress upon the mind of the pupil as neces- 
3 “*saccessful passing from one note to the next? 
use tn do - ou prefer in voice-forming study ; to 
To t T°We^ '*ab ” or different vowels, and why? 
eachers.—Promptness in your replies will facil- 
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itate the development of the good purposes of this fea¬ 
ture. I would also like to have teachers send in groups 
of three questions, covering any point in which they are 
specially interested, indicating that it is for the Teachers’ 
Exchange. 
ANSWERS TO VOICE QUESTIONS. 
Q. A girl, fifteen years old, has studied one year, pass¬ 
ing through, in the following order, Behnke, Sieber, Abt, 
and is now on Panseron. Can render accurately Schu¬ 
bert’s “Erl King,” and yet there is a lack of soul in her 
work, but is moved greatly by the singing of others. 
How can this be explained ? 
A. Think of it 1 A girl of fifteen has studied but one 
year and passed through Behnke, Sieber, Abt, and is 
now doing Panseron’s Exercises, and sings Schubert’s 
“Erl King” accurately. 
The girl must have a very injudicious teacher. At 
fifteen the Behnke exercises are appropriate and it 
might be safe to vary the work with Sieber’s easy eight- 
measure studies. Properly managed these two books, 
together with a few exercises judiciously selected, and 
written with a view to forming the voice and evening the 
scale, should occupy at least eighteen months, inter¬ 
spersed with a very few simple, melodic songs, not 
extending beyond an octave in range. 
The wonder is, not that the girl has no soul, but that 
she has any voice. The pity of it is that the child should 
be allowed to sing Schubert’s “Erl King,” which com¬ 
prehends the climax of interpretative and technical 
difficulties, until she is at least ten years older. Her 
temperament and appreciation should be gradually 
awakened by contact with pure models in the simplest 
song form. It is far more reprehensible for a teacher to 
hasten than to retard a pupil’s progress at such an early 
age. 
® X. * 
Mr. H. W. Greene : 
The questions asked of vocal teachers in the March 
number of The Etude, touching as they do the first 
steps in almost every pupil’s career, offer abundant op¬ 
portunity for teachers to exchange ideas regarding the 
rudiments of vocal culture. I snhmit the following 
answers to these questions, not claiming for them any 
originality, hut merely as the result of one teacher’s 
experience. 
1. If the throat contraction is extreme, the voice muf¬ 
fled, and the ennnciatiou obscure, begin with the speak¬ 
ing voice; let the pupil pronounce rapidly and with 
exaggerated distinctness the words, “do, re, mi, fa,” 
“da, me, ni, po,” “one, two, three, ah,” and other 
similar phrases. The phrase may then be repeated, 
spoken rather than sung, on a single tone in the middle 
voice. Another valuable exercise is one of suspended 
activity. Let the pupil stand in singing posture, the 
mouth open, the tongue forward and flat, the breath 
poised at the point of emission. After maintaining this 
position for a few seconds, until relaxation lias been at 
least partially accomplished, the vowel “ah” is sung 
without preparation or altering position. 
Persistent cases often yield when the tongue is held 
in position by a spoon daring the singing of exercisesof 
one, two, or three notes in the middle voice. W hen the 
throat contraction thins and hardens the voice, without 
obscuring it, the foregoing may be supplemented by a 
humming exercise in half-voice with careful study of 
breath control. All of these exercises are useless unless 
the pupil underetandstheir purpose-relaxation. Breath 
control must be studied faithfully in conjunction w.th 
2 It is not always easy to make a pupil understand 
that in a crescendo the tone becomes morecoueentraterl 
without leading him to believe that it is difficult, at t 
beginning. Yet this is the problem of the Messadi 1 bee. 
I try to picture to my pupils a tone clear and vitalized 
but of small dimensions, growing more solid in its pos.- 
in outside the mouth. 
a I do not introduce this exercise until the voice is 
ite free from the throat and considerable progress has 
en made in placing. . , 
b. It should be begun in the middle volce andJ*' 
ided in either direction, gradually as the development 
^“"h the vowel “oh,” deve,oping grad- 
fl^mos!1 invalwy "rito the pupil’s first exer- 
>e8 The “Voice-placing Exercises ” of Behnke and 
„ree are usnaily the first printed o^es.^ 
HYGIENIC UTILITY OF SINGING. 
“When one considers how many thousands of young 
men and women are studying the art of singing,” says 
the New York “Evening Post,” “and how few of them 
ever learn it well enough to earn their living by it, or to 
give anybody much pleasure, one feels inclined to look on 
the vast amount of time spent on vocal exercises as so 
many hoars wasted. But there is another point of view 
which is not often enough emphasized. In a recent 
number of the1 Archiv f Ur Lary ngologie nnd Rhinologie ’ 
Dr. Barth has an article discussing with German thor¬ 
oughness the utility of singing from a hygienic point of 
view. Every bodily organ is strengthened by exercise ; 
singers exercise their lnngs more than other people; 
therefore, he says, we find that singers have the strongest 
and soundest lungs. The average German takes into his 
lnngs 3200 cubic centimeters of air at a breath, while 
professional singers take in 4000 to 5000. The tenor 
Gunz was able to fill his lungs, at one gasp, with air 
enough to suffice for the singing of the whole of Schu¬ 
mann’s song, ‘ The Rose, the Lily ’ ; and one of the old 
Italian sopranists was able to trill up and down the 
chromatic scale two octaves in one breath. 
“ A singer not only supplies his lungs witli more vi¬ 
talizing oxygen than other persons do, but he also sub¬ 
jects the mnseles of his breathing apparatus for several 
hours a day to a course of most beneficial gymnastics. 
Almost all the muscles of the neck and the chest are di¬ 
rectly or indirectly involved in these gymnastics. The 
habit of deep breathing cultivated by singers enlarges 
the chest capacity, and gives to singers that erect and 
imposing attitude which is so desirable and so much ad¬ 
mired. The ribs, too, are rendered more elastic, and 
singers do not, in old age, suffer from the breathing diffi¬ 
culties to which others are so much subject. By exer¬ 
cising so many muscles, singing furthermore improves 
the appetite, most vocalists being noted for their inclina¬ 
tion to good meals. The nose of a singer is kept in a 
healthy condition by being imperatively and constantly 
needed for breathing purposes, the injurious month 
breathing so much indulged in by others being impossi¬ 
ble in this case. That the ear, too, is cultivated need 
not be added. In short, there is hardly any kind of 
gymnastics that exercises and benefits so many organs as 
singing does.” 
ADLD LANG SYNE. F. Max Mcllkr. Charles Scrib¬ 
ner’s Sons, New York. $2.00. 
The name of Max Mliller is familiar to all persons of 
literary and general culture, and this work from his 
pen has aroused keen interest in those who join the 
cultivation of music to the other duties of social life. 
Professor MUller was the son of the German poet 
Mliller, author of the celebrated “Schiine Miillerin,” 
which cycle was immortalized by Schubert. His early life 
was spent in musical circles from which arose a personal 
acquaintance with composers and' artiBts from Mendels¬ 
sohn to the present day. Interesting anecdotes abound in 
the portion of the book devoted to musical reminiscences, 
bringing in the names of Schumann, Mendelsshon, 
Liszt, Heller, Jenny Lind, and Clara Schumann. Mendels¬ 
sohn, with whom the author seems to have been on close 
terms, is the special hero of this musico-literary writer, 
and the students of those little incidents that throw side¬ 
lights on the characters of great men will find mnch to 
interest them in Mendelssohn. 
Several amusing notes are given about non-music 
lovers which are worth adding to the already full stock, 
although the one about Dean Stanley is not new. 
Professor Miiller’s views on Wagner are, it must tie 
said, very conservative, and may be viewed with disdain 
by enthusiasts. 
The literary and social recollections will be of interest 
to the musician who adds literature to hiB studies. 
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STUDIO EXPERIENCES. 
Thk Etude lias had in mind for some time to invite 
teachers to send in their experiences, especially such as 
may seem to have value to others. 
The idea is not a new one, and has already been used, 
but it will, nevertheless, admit of considerable exploita¬ 
tion at the present time, and, it is to be hoped, will 
draw out many of the teachers, especially, among the 
readers of the journal. We print several in this issue, 
which follow below: 
What is Technic? 
“ The following conversation, actually overheard, is so 
much to the point, and is such an unsolicited 1 testi¬ 
monial,’ that 1 am sure I may hope for forgiveness for 
having made use of it. 
“Two high-school girls sat near me in a public wait¬ 
ing-room. 
" ‘ Are you taking lessons, now ? ’ asked one. 
“ 1 No, not now.1 
‘“Doesn’t Mr. XX have lots of scholars in A-?’ 
naming a town well kuown to me. 
“ ‘ Well, he did; lots of us girls took of him, but we 
have ’most all stopped, now.' 
‘“Why? What for?’ 
“ ‘Well, you see’—and though the conversation did 
not include me I could not help hearing, and certainly 
was interested in the case, and felt that I must know 
why they ‘ ’most all stopped 1 ’ and if the teacher was 
most to be pitied or blamed. 
“ ‘ You see, two of us took a musical paper called The 
Etude’ ; (perfect abandonment on my part now to any 
thing but the case in hand) —‘and there was lots in it 
about technic, and we had n’t any, for we read up ; and 
we saw that Mr. XX had, lor we watched when he 
pluyed ; so we usked him about it, and he said it was 
just a fad, gotten np by music publishers to sell their 
difficult music 1 ’ 
‘“Can he play well?’ interrupted the other. 
“‘Oh, elegantly ! So one day I asked him to play 
something in The Etude marked Sostenuto which 
means “sustained” (conies from “teneo,” you’know) 
and he played it fine, made all the notes sound and / 
could n’t do it, though’t was real easy to read ; and we 
asked Nell,—she’s taking in Boston,-and she said I 
lacked linger control,” and just think ! I have been 
taking lessons two years ! When the quarter was out 
mother would n’t let me begin another, and most of the 
other girls stopped the same way.’ 
“ 1 *m 100 'n appearance and perhaps not young 
enough to attract the attention of a school-girl • so for¬ 
tunately, my interest escaped their notice, and’ the 
diverging trains parted us. But what a weapon against 
the ignorant or careless teacher is a good magazine in 
the hands of the intelligent and well informed school- 
girl of to day. 
“ And wh° can find an excuse for the teacher in this 
stoiy? For if such was really his opinion, he must at 
least admit that older and more experienced men than 
he have earned the right to voice their opinions, and it 
is his duty to weigh them for what they are worth If 
however^ he is so unfaithful ns to treat this very impor¬ 
tant part of teaching in so slip-shod a manner, he well 
deserves the lamentable loss of so bright and interested 
A loS?’ becanse to what proficiency 
ought they not have been led ! * 
“ Tremble, then, if you are a poor teacher and care to 
be nothing better; for your days are numbered, and 
your pupils will rate you for just what you are worth ' 
The days are past when the position a man occupies 
commands respect for him ; he mnst win that because of 
nis own worth. 
, ‘ ‘The. v[”rld. Printed matter has ever 
a m factor in its progress. 
.1. 1 .mark’ learn.’—yes, and ‘inwardly digest’ 
the best that you can find upon the subject in which you 
hope to succeed. J 
, *To ‘hat end, then, a musical magazine, with its short 
pithy stones, always to the point, because the experience 
of well-seasoned men. is worth many times the price 
a year, because it is able to place you en rapport with 
teachers and mnsiciansall over the world, with whom 
or coarse, yon coaid never hope to meet. 
“John H. Guttebson.” 
Rapid Progress. 
W°n,lf‘rC'1 if a colnran °n * Experience ’ 
would not lie interesting to teachers-and pnpilsas well- 
in which instructors might give a few examples of pupils 
who come under their supervision. A pupil came to me 
not long since with the following recommendation : 
Three terms with Miss-, at $5.00 a term • have 
gone through Kohler, Czerny, Cramer, and am at pres- 
ent at work on the Gradtis (Tausig).’ At the close 
of a tnal lesson I found she did not know what a 
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note, rest, clef, or staff was, and on my asking her the 
meaning of p and pp, she said, ‘why p means right 
pedal down andpp means both pedals down.’ 
“ Lynn B. Dana.” 
Studio Etiquette. 
(An article to be read by pupils who waste their teach¬ 
ers’ time, strength, and patience by waiting around after 
lessons are over.) 
When you enter your teacher’s studio, do not forget 
you came for a lesson ; therefore, after the usual greet¬ 
ings, talk nothing but the lesson. 
When the lesson is finished, leave immediately, even 
if no other pupils follow you ; you do not know how try¬ 
ing your lesson has been, nor how much your teacher 
needs rest. No matter how much you think of your 
teacher, or your teacher of you, do not remain. You will 
be invited if you are wanted ; but do not make a teacher 
uncomfortable by making it apparent that you expect an 
invitation. Remember you are only one of many. 
A serious feeling once arose between a teacher and a 
pupil. The teacher, desirous of helping the pupil, who 
appeared anxious to learn and had little of either time 
or money, did not stop when the lesson time was up if a 
certain point in the lesson could be impressed. When 
the lesson was over, instead of leaving, the pupil lingered 
in the studio, wasting the teacher’s valuable time, until 
his presence became unbearable. This is only one of 
many similar acts of thoughtlessness on the part of 
pupils, resulting in great annoyance to their teachers. 
One does not wish for even his best friend’s society all 
of the time. Therefore, if you do not want a teacher to 
detest yon, “don’t hang around.” Attend strictly to 
the business which brings you—your lesson. 
Many teachers have had experiences similar to this 
have had some peculiar trials and troubles that they have 
conquered, have evolved ideas that embody value and 
interest to other teachers, yet lack the experience, per¬ 
haps the ability, to put these ideas in writing other than 
the informal style of a letter. The Etude invites letters 
of this sort and will take pleasure in giving them care¬ 
ful attention and editing in some cases, in others a col¬ 
lation that will give the essential thoughts contained. 
It is evident that it will be impossible to print all that 
■ received, so that it is hoped correspondents may 
not feel aggrieved if their letters are not printed or only 
l“ part-department will aim at the best interests 
ot all, which can be assured only by the sincere, earnest 
and unselfish support of all. ’ 
PRIZE COMPETITIONS. 
The annual essay competitions which The Etude 
has conducted for several years past have always excited 
great interest among our readers and contributors They 
have been of value to The Etude in bringing us into 
relations with new writers, frequently of originality and 
power. To the competitors we are sure they have been 
stimulating, in affording that incentive to the very best 
work that they can do. 
In order to allow a fuller competition we will extend 
the time of receiving essays to April 20th. The prizes 
offered are: * 




The essays should not exceed 1500 words. 
So great an interest has been manifested in the Prize 
Essay competitions instituted by The Etude during the 
past few years, with the result of bringing the journal 
into relations with new writers, that the publisher has 
decided to make a similar offer in the province of musi- 
^1 composition. Much of the music submitted to 
publishers shows a great Lack of an understanding of 
the principles upon which the construction of instru¬ 
mental music depends, and it is our endeavor to offer to 
artiste wor^ ‘° "°™ ^ -d 
asInowsV: $5° fa pHzeS’ to b° divided 
First prize. 
Second prize, . .. 
Third prize,." .J® 
MavlThitipn%Wn" bC rCCeiVed f°r thi8 Cont€8t 





SHALL I JOIN THE MUSIC TEACHERS’ 
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION? 
This is a question that is valuable to every teacher 
and advanced student in the country to-day. 
“ In union there is strength.” All other professions 
are greatly strengthened and their interest advanced by 
organization. Musicians alone have as yet to realize and 
reap the benefits awaiting them by identifying them 
selves so generally that they shall be recognized and 
respected: 
First, on the score of their numerical strength • 
Second, on the dignity of their calling as evinced by 
the character and purposes of those who form the mem¬ 
bership of such an organization; 
Third, because of their loyalty to, and efforts in 
behalf of, an association whose mission it is to elevate 
the standard of the profession and aid the teacher in his 
special function as a purveyor of musical knowledge. 
The National Association has never in its history been 
so strong and well equipped in all particulars as it is at 
present. At the last convention, held in New York 
those in authority, recognizing the weak points in the 
constitution, reorganized on a basis the cardinal princi¬ 
ples of which were representation. In other words 
every State, every musical society, every school and 
college, became legally authorized to furnish delegates to 
the National Association, thus creating a council com¬ 
posed of the brightest minds operating in musical work, 
compassing all the various branches of the art—their 
deliberations and decisions to be submitted to the vote 
of the entire Association. 
In view of the above, is it not the duty of every 
patriotic teacher and those who are fitting themselves to 
be such to fall in line, identify themselves with the only 
real national musical organization in America, contri¬ 
buting their vote on the momentous questions which are 
to be adjudicated upon, and holding themselves person¬ 
ally responsible for an influence in the right direction? 
The next meeting is to be held in New York, from June 
23d to the 27th inclusive. There will be many inter- 
esting programs, but the meeting will differ from all 
preceding meetings in its purely educational character; 
in the questions that are coming before the council 
relative to the national feature of association work; and 
in matters particularly important to the teacher because 
of the steps that are to be taken to dignify and place its 
membership on a distinctly higher plane. The plans 
embrace membership certificates of such a character as 
shall entitle their holders to certain privileges in the pro¬ 
fession which can not possibly accrue to non-members. 
These matters, as all can see, are important ; and as this 
is the first and the test year of the delegate system, it is 
hoped that all musicians will not only avail themselves 
of the privilege, but feel it a duty that they can hardly 
ignore. 
Membership blanks will be furnished on application, 
and should be secured as early as possible. Address 
M. Z. Phillips, Corresponding Secretary, No. 487 Fifth 
Avenue, New York City. 
—The employment of the soft pedal for the mere pur¬ 
pose of playing pianissimo is to be deprecated, and 
although its use may be convenient at times, there is 
never any real necessity for the player to avail himself 
of its assistance, since a delicate and well-controlled 
touch should be capable of reducing the tone almost to 
extinction without any particular difficulty. The stu¬ 
dent should, therefore, cultivate the power of producing 
a perfect pianissimo by the fingers alone, and the soft 
pedal should be employed in those passages only—and 
they are fairly numerous—in which its peculiar effect 
is an advantage. 
Those who would have music of the most complex 
character only should think of the many beings who 
would be barred from all enjoyment. They might 
remember, too, that what pleases them to-day was once 
distasteful to them. Many excellent artists will admit 
that even the sonatas of Beethoven bored them during 
their youth. One of the best reasons, after all, for the 
existence of the unpretentious composition is thatit may 
give joy to the many, while a scientific work can only 
reach the few.—‘‘Home Music Journal." 
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Perhaps the most popular premium which we ever 
used as an incentive to our patrons in the procuring of 
subscriptions to this journal was the Musical Scholarship 
Premium. We are again about to 
MUSICAL offer it. The conditions, or plan, 
SCHOLARSHIP under which this was done makes it 
PREMIUM. possible that all who solicit subscrip¬ 
tions—not simply the one who sends 
in the largest number—can receive tuition to as great an 
extent as possible, depending on the number of snbscrip- 
tionssent. The details are these : For every subscription 
sent to us at full price we will give tuition in music to 
the amount of $1.00. It is necessary, however, that you 
send ns at least twenty five subscriptions; that is, $25 
worth of tuition is, in our opinion, the least which would 
be of any service to any one. Send in the subscriptions 
as you secure them and we will keep a memorandum 
of the number. The tuition is good in any conservatory 
of the United States or Canada where arrangements can 
be made. It is transferable and good for two years 
from the date of the contract. The tuition must be 
taken in some one conservatory. On renewals we will 
allow fifty cents instead of $1.00. If you fail to procure 
the twenty-five, any other premium or cash deduction 
will be allowed, according to our regular Premium List. 
Subscriptions can be taken for a half year. We would 
suggest that you send to us for the circular which we 
have published, and which gives more of the details. 
A great many took advantage of this offer when we 
made it last, and we trust that at the present time 
the same will be the case. Its liberality can not be 
questioned. 
Oue editions are all carefully edited, annotated, fin¬ 
gered, and prepared for the teacher’s use by persons 
thoroughly competent. To those of our readers who 
prefer to order from their home dealer we would much 
appreciate it, and it would, no doubt, be of advantage to 
them, if they mention, in every case, that they desire 
the Presser Edition. 
***** 
With the large circulation which this journal has 
there is no doubt that for the advertising of anything 
which would appeal to musical people there is no better 
medium obtainable. We would particularly draw the 
attention of colleges which are contemplating having a 
summer term to these columns. A great many have 
availed themselves in the past of the opportunity which 
this journal offers by reaching, as it does, more earnest 
musical people than in any other possible manner. Our 
issues of May, June, and July are particularly suited 
or class of advertising. 
***** 
We have just received a new importation of metro¬ 
tomes. The net prices at which we are selling these 
instruments are lower than it is possible for you to ob- 
in them elsewhere. We have four styles ; those with 
1 and without bell, either with attached lid or not. 
^ he prices are $2.50 and $3.00 without bell, and $3.50 
free ^ ^ with bell. We guarantee these metronomes 
ee/rom any defect in manufacture for one year, and 
e ave found them to give good satisfaction. The post- 
Ee is additional, about thirty cents. 
***** 
tionS ^ SUmmer aPproaehes we would draw your atten- 
“AJcestjjh)6 mn8'Cfd novel published by this house, 
but one subscription to this journal in addition to your 
own. 
* * 
* * * 
In accordance with the offer which was mentioned 
in the publisher’s notes of the February and March 
issues of this journal, of five dollars’ worth of our books 
as a special additional premium to the person sending 
the largest club during each month, the February prize 
goes to the Sisters of Notre Dame, Cincinnati, Ohio, as 
this issue goes to press. We are not yet able to publish 
the name of the successful winner of the March premium. 
We wish to say, however, that this same special prize, 
which is in addition to all other cash deductions or pre¬ 
miums allowed, will be offered to the person sending us 
the largest club during the month of April. The sub¬ 
scriptions do not all have to be sent in at once ; we will 
keep track of them. Our Premium List will be sent to 
any one upon application. We will also supply free 
sample copies to assist you in this work. We can sa'ely 
say that there is no more valuable journal published 
than The Etude to musicians. Our many subscribers 
have appreciated that fact, and by their aid and coopera¬ 
tion we have been able to give a better and a better 
journal. Supplements will be given in the future as in 
the past, and we are ever alive to accept and offer to our 
subscribers any advantages and new features obtainable. 
* * 
* * * 
WE shall be pleased to correspond, regarding terms 
and advantages which we can offer, with any one desir¬ 
ous of soliciting subscriptions to this journal as a busi¬ 
ness ; that is, as an agent for this purpose. 
* * 
* * * 
We wish to call attention to the new edition of 
“ Touch and Technic,” volume I, which has lately been 
issued. The introductory text, twenty pages, has been 
entirely rewritten and improved, according to the expe¬ 
riences of the original edition. Dr. Mason, in a letter 
to the publisher, says that he has had many letters from 
teachers telling him that the revision makes many 
points much clearer and easier to understand. The 
order, as now arranged, is so plain and natural that 
teachers can follow it with the pupil without trouble. 
***** 
FOR one month only we will send a new musical game, 
entitled “ Triads and Chords,” for fifteen cents, postpaid, 
if cash accompanies the order. This is an attractive 
little musical game which will familiarize pupils with 
the common chords, their names and make-up, and also 
the key signatures. Several different games can be 
played with this set of cards. Full directions accompany 
each game. It is about ready to be issued at the present 
time so there will lie little delay in sending it. 
***** 
The publisher of The Etude is also the proprietor of 
one of the largest music supply houses in the country— 
anything in the line of music. If there is anything we do 
not sell we will cheerfully give our advice as to the best 
place and manner of obtaining it. We cater to the 
teachers’ trade, and you can obtain advantages by deal¬ 
ing with us which it is impossible to obtain elsewhere, 
any book or sheet of music, no matter where published. 
We are in daily communication with all the publishers. 
We will cheerfully mail to all who send their name 
and address our complete catalogues, which will also 
include our exceptionally low discounts and liberal 
terms If you are thinking of a new course of study 
or of changing your dealer for the next season do not 
out it, and almost every teacher can recommend it to 
pupils. Our aim has been to be of service to teachers 
and pupils. We are quite gratified that our efforts are 
being appreciated, and we want to continue producing 
the very best musical journal that energy, talent, and 
money are capable of. We ask the cooperation of all live 
and progressive teachers. 
There is also another phase of this cooperation that we 
wish to bring to the attention of educators. The value 
of The Etude will be increased in a very great measure 
if it contains the thought of many minds. There are— 
of this we are assured—capable, earnest teachers who 
would be willing to help others and to contribute to the 
journal were they not somewhat diffident as to their 
ability to express themselves. We would be glad to 
have double our present large list of contributors, and 
we can secure this only by the help of those who are 
willing to display their interest in a practical manner. 
Our new column, “Studio Experiences,” should reach 
many. 
* * 
* * * 
In sending to us for music which is needed at once, do 
not write for a selection on the same sheet. Making up 
selections always takes time, and this means delay. If 
the order is on a separate sheet, it will be sent at once, 
and the selection will follow later. 
This is a particularly well-written and n ]ect to obtain 0nr catalogues. 
Li P ^ 11AVA n /V V. 1 Anl ■ A A A1P H* 1 I'll ® _ mteresfin * , - - eve 8 ‘a'ei thoroughly musical ; a book which 
mns’c'an should read. It is bound in cloth and 
,Jn- 's $1.00, subject to our usual professional 
ount. We give it as a premium for the obtaining of grown in size 
Never has The Etude been so prosperous. It has 
and influence. Hardly a teacher is witli- 
The new work by W. S. B. Mathews, “The Masters 
and Their Music,” will reach the advance subscribers 
about the same time this issue is received. No further 
orders at special-offer price will be filled. The work is 
one of the most readable we have issued. It deals more 
with the creations of the masters than with their biog¬ 
raphies. It gives an insight into great piano and vocal 
works that can not be found elsewhere. It was originally 
intended by the author for the use of musical clubs, for 
such occasions when a program of one composer is 
selected, which is discussed by its members. The scope 
of the work soon widened, and by the enlargement of 
over one-half its original size we have a new work suit¬ 
able for private teachers or class work. American com¬ 
posers come in for a large share of attention, also such 
recent artists as Tschaikowsky, Rubinstein, and Grieg. 
The price of the book is $1.50. 
The supplement in this issue, an excellent pictnre 
of Mendelssohn, we trust will be acceptable. The pic¬ 
ture is considered to be the best one extant of the mas¬ 
ter. It iB intended that these pictures will be framed to 
adorn the studio or parlor. We have them in artists’ 
proof, large size, on 22 by 28 cardboard. This size and 
style sell in art stores at $3.00 to $4.00. During this 
month we will sell them for only twenty-five cents, put 
up in a strong roll and delivered to any part of United 
States and Canada. The biography which we print will 
give additional interest to the picture. The composi¬ 
tion in our music pages is one of the best pieces for con¬ 
cert or study we have. It will bear any amount of close 
study. The theme in left hand must sound forth clearly 
through the lace work in the right hand. The piece is 
somewhat of the nature of a song without words. Our 
next supplement will be some time during the summer. 
***** 
The work on “Harmony," by Dr. H. A. Clarke, is 
progressing toward a close. We hope to have it finished 
and in the hands of advanced subscribers by the latter 
part of May at the latest. This work will be found well 
adapted for self-instruction. The directions with each 
lesson are plain and easily understood, and each one 
ends with a number of questions covering minutely 
every point in the lesson. After studying the instruc¬ 
tions and the questions it is almost impossible to fail 
in writing the exercises. The special price, which is 
only fifty cents, will soon be withdrawn. If yon have 
not ordered a copy, do so while yon can have it at the 
price of printing and paper. 
* * _ 
* * * 
THE four-hand volume which we promised to bring 
out in March has not appeared. Our presses and 
workmen were so taken up with other work that its 
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publication has been deferred until this month. The 
volume will contain the easiest duets to about Grade 
II, arranged progressively. None of the pieces are over 
two pages. All are pleasing and are lingered for pupils. 
The price will be seventy five cents, audit will be called 
“The Duet Hour.” There will be sixty pages to the 
book. 
• * 
• • • 
It is not generally known that the full orchestral (parti- 
tur) scores of most of the great works are published in 
cheap form. Eulenberg, of Leipsic, has published an edi¬ 
tion which we will call to the attention of all students. 
The form is small and can be carried in the pocket when 
attending concerts. The type is clear and the usual size. 
Orchestral scores are often high in price, ranging from 
$5 to $20, but this edition is within the reach of 
the humblest student. In these days, when the Boston 
8ympbony and the Thomas Orchestras, with other less 
important organizations, are bringing the masterpieces 
of symphonic writing, ns well as concertos, to the hear¬ 
ing of almost every lover of mnsic, it is highly necessary 
that the hearer should have an acquaintance with the 
score. The student of orchestration should rejoice at 
this opportunity. Here are some of the pieces : 
Symphonies by Beethoven, Mozart, Hayden, Schu¬ 
bert, Mendelssohn, and Schumann ; overtures by Bee¬ 
thoven, Weber, Mendelssohn ; concertos by Beethoven, 
Mendelssohn, and Spohr. Prices range from fifty cents 
to $1.25. 
We can also furnish partituren of nearly all composi¬ 
tions in chamber music at a low figure, varying from 
twenty to fifty cents, with a small discount to the pro¬ 
fession. 
“ Kindergarten Music Building. The Science 
of Music fob Childben.” 
A NEW mode of presenting musical subjects to students 
in music, and especially adapted to the teaching of 
children, has been evolved by Mrs. V. K. Darlington, 
of Philadelphia. It is called “Kindergarten Music 
Building : The Science of Mnsic for Children,” and is 
liotb theoretical and practical, consisting of a method 
and a game. The ideas embodied in “Kindergarten 
Music Building” fill a long-felt need in teaching young 
children the rudiments of mnsic. What was once an 
uninteresting and mneb dreaded task becomes a delight 
under the new system, and the child looks forward with 
pleasure to the lesson hour instead of with dread. 
A child remembers the position of a note on the staff 
mnch better by picking np a note and putting it in its 
place on a certain space or line (as he does with the 
music building game) thun in the old way. It is a real 
thing that hecan hnndle and play with. In fact, trained 
in “Kindergarten Music Bmlding” the child will play 
nnderstandingly from the first, and will not afiliet his 
family with faulty notes and time, and his progress in 
music can not fail to be rapid if he is at all industrious. 
It seems the most reasonable way to start beginners in 
the study of music, as it gives a thorough foundation on 
which to build a musical education. The game (which 
is used in the method os the text book for the children) 
consists of a divided staff, neatly hound and folded in 
the middle, accompanied by a set of musical characters 
and a small book of directions, indicating how the above 
articles can lie nsed as a game, as well as for educational 
purposes. In fact, as the game is based upon a simple 
mode of ear-training, any one can be taught a great 
deal by playing the game. This is the greatest need 
felt at present among educators in the music thought, 
and teachers find the game useful, not only for ear- 
training, Imt in many ways. 
Little circles of tbeir pnpils meeting together receive 
the much needed ear-training disguised as an amusing 
and instructive game. 
The price of the game is $1.50, with a discount to the 
profession. 
_ * * 
* # • 
If music lessons are delightful to both teacher and 
pupil, good results are sure to follow. “Movable Musi¬ 
cal Notation ” insures this pleasure and good results. 
Sight-flinging, sight-reading, harmony, all musical 
groundwork, in fact, can be taught with it, and to 
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the youngest and oldest student alike. It is invalu¬ 
able to mothers who wish to give their children first 
music lessons, and to teachers of all methods. Children 
like to handle and play with things, and here they have 
all the musical characters enlarged, and two long stalls 
to place them on. Who would n’t enjoy making scales 
and little tunes with such big notes to do it with ? 
* * 
* * * 
Landon’s “Sight-reading Album ” will be senttoour 
subscribers who have ordered from our advance offer dur¬ 
ing this month. The special rates are now withdrawn, 
and future orders can he filled only at regular rates. The 
book is sure to be a great success. The advance orders 
have been large. The book is gotten up in our best 
style, on good paper, with clear engraving and printing, 
and is a well-bound book of eighty pages. The Intro¬ 
duction is profitable reading for any musical person. 
In it, Mr. Landon states the processes of the mind in 
sight-reading, with careful directions how to become 
expert in expressive sight-reading. As this is an accom¬ 
plishment of great practical value to all pupils, teachers, 
and amateurs, the hook is sure to become the regular 
work of all pupils who have progressive teachers. As a 
collection of choice music, it is unexcelled. It meets a 
common want of the profession in presenting good music 
in the easy grades. One of the most constant requests 
coming to our office is for lists of good pieces of the 
easier grades, and it is one of the most difficult requests 
for us to meet. Mr. Landon has culled from every avail¬ 
able source, placing nothing but the best in this book. 
Try it as a collection of the best easy mnsic, even if you 
do not care for special work in sight reading. Price 
$1.00. The usual discount to teachers. 
***** 
Aftek considerable investigation, we are in a position 
to offer our patrons a piano pedal extension device for 
children, which is simple, inexpensive, and, at the same 
time, practical. It is made of cast iron, partly nickel- 
plated, and is attached to the piano by slipping it over 
the pedal and fastening it with a screw, which is sup¬ 
plied. It is the simplest device of its kind, and the price 
($1.25 net) makes it obtainable by all who are in need 
of something of this kind. 
Puzzles fob Music Clerks. 
The following are some of the curious orders received 
at this office during the last few weeks. 
Tromiry, “Traumerei.” 
War Bash, Wabash. 
Tommaas Grimes, “Musical Dominoes ” by Grimm. 
I—Eltrobador, “II Trovatore.” 
Licly, Liszt. 
-- 
MUSIC IN THIS ISSUE. 
Those who have read the short sketch of Mendelssohn 
which appears in this number of The Etude will be 
interested in the example of the master’s work which 
we print—Prelude in E minor. It is a mixture of the 
contrapuntal and harmonic elements, which Mendelssohn 
o ten used, and the characteristic harmonic minor scale 
is noticeable. At certain places the theme passes from 
one hand to the other, and becomes a trifle obscured, but 
the student will learn by searching for it and finding. 
The arpeggio passages are to be played lightly. It is 
said that Mendelssohn was very fond of the ’ccllo-his 
brother was an excellent player. The theme in this piece 
m t,le teno'- register is clearly a ’cello solo. 
riiK “Rustic Ball,” by Kaiser, is an example of a 
fresh joyous spirit in mnsic. If we give it a German 
hi, ntff h > ‘magine the great lanr*°wner, after a 
MUhe? viarVeS ’ ?PeniDg nphiS har“3 and ^'ling on 
all the laborers and v,Hagers to come and share in the 
festivities of the harvest time. The threshing-floor is 
alive with gay dancers, and the village musician, with 
is ively waltz rhythm, sets the nimble feet into rapid 
motion. Such is the Banerntanz. P 
Carl Koelling’s name is not unknown in music 
mrch*, an the beautiful salon composition, “ Bells a 
bZ ’h W,',Lafld raateria"y t0 his Ration A broad, rich melody, such as bells might chime, is used 
in a manner that may be said to suggest the state! 
movement of the chorale, followed by a more rapid/ 
flowing figure, which is easily the scale passages of a peal 
of bells, interrupted by the boom of the big bell. The 
theme in D flat major, with its arabesque-like arpeggio 
background, is a beautiful piece of work, and will require 
careful study to develop its best possibilities. 
The “ Moorish Dance,” by Kaiser, is also a character- 
piece, to use a German expression. Note the consecutive 
fifths at the opening, and their barbarous effect. Per¬ 
haps it will be a suggestion to the harmony student. It 
suggests the peculiar rhythmic effects of music which 
delight in instruments of percussion, such as goDgg, 
cymbals, drums, and castanets. It should go with much 
spirit and abandon, and a strong contrast in dynamic 
effects, and with sharp syncopations, even to the extent 
of roughness, if needs be. It is barbaric. 
The four-hand piece, “ Parade Review,” is a military 
march, and will recommend itself to our readers who 
like ensemble practice. It is unusually well arranged, 
and has much of the fullness of an orchestral or band 
score ; in fact, the players can introduce considerable 
variety of effect by keeping such an idea in view and 
trying to imitate the rendering of a band of instru¬ 
mentalists. The secondo part is quite as interesting as 
the primo. 
The “Patrol of the Musketeers,” by Baclimann, 
makes one think of Alexander Dumas’ great novel, “ Les 
Trois Moasquetaires,” or, as given in English, “The 
Three Guardsmen.” The composer- might well have 
had this work in mind. The crisp, staccato rhythm can 
not be too strongly brought out and developed. The 
part which answers to the trio can be done more legato. 
But never lose sight of the fact that this is the guard 
making its nightly round to see that camp or garrison is 
in safety while in repose. 
Schubert wrote much beautiful music, but none more 
beautiful than the “Rosamunde” music, as it is gener¬ 
ally called. Of this, possibly the selection we print this 
month is the gem. It has the divine spark of melody 
which rarely fails in Schubert, and is one of those 
strains that one never loses once that it has been learned. 
We give two vocal numbers, as usual—one a true type 
of the German Lied, by a master of this form, Meyer- 
Helmund. “The Maiden’s Song” tells its own story 
and needs no interpretation. The translation is a new 
one, especially made for The Etude. This song may 
be given with considerable archness, as if being acted. 
It might be given at concerts, especially in schools, as an 
action-song. 
The “ Owld Plaid Shawl,” by Miss Ellinor C. Bart¬ 
lett, is also a type—a poem of the true Irish spirit, 
wedded to music that answers to it. It must also have 
a spirited, natural rendering, and should prove useful as 
a foil to heavier concert numbers. 
--»«--•- 
HOME NOTES. 
The Boston Festival Orchestra, Emil Mollenhaner, conductor, 
will make its annual spring tour this year, starting April 12th. 
The organization will include such eminent artists as Gadski, Bis- 
pham, and Del Puente; and for pianists, Miss Minnie E. Little, of 
Boston, and Miss Elsa von Grave, of Ann Arbor, Mich. 
The Mason & Hamlin concert-grand piano will be used exclusively! 
as it has been for the past several seasons. 
They will play in the following cities: Holyoke, Mass.; Waterbury, 
Conn.; New Britain, Conn.; Albany, N. Y.; Williamsport, P»-l 
Washington, D. C.; Charlottesville, Va.; Lynchburg, Va.; Norfolk, 
Va.; Raleigh, N. C. ; Charlotte, N. C. ; Asheville, N. C.; Spartans- 
burg, 8. C.; Columbia, 8. C.; Charleston, S. C.; Savannah, Ga.; 
Augusta, Ga.; Atlanta, Ga.; Birmingham, Ala.; Louisville, Ky.; 
Ann Arbor, Mich.; Madison, Wis.; Milwaukee, Wis.; Saginaw, 
Mich.: Ogdensburg, N. Y.; Plattsburg, N. Y. 
8. Bkcker von Grabill, the pianist who was theassistant of de 
Kontski during the latter’s sojourn in this country, is making hi* 
first concert tour since he returned from abroad. He played in 
Middletown, N. Y., on the 15th ult., and before the students of 
Clavcrack College a few days later. Von Grabill will appear in New 
^ ork and Philadelphia before the season’s close, aud after having 
tested his program in the smaller cities. 
Edward Baxter Perry, the blind pianist of Boston, gave a 
concert in Munich on February 17th. The following extract * 
translated from the “ Kunst-Anzeiger” of that city: “In view o 
our large art export to America, it is of the highest interest to u$ U> 
become acquainted with the type of artist which America herse 
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I Mr Perry we saw and heard a representative of this 
prodoces. “ • a(Jmit without hesitation that it aroused in 
iaiencan a , jn his special Held, which is that of the 
„s the Brea gPd melodious, we must regard Mr. Perry as an 
emotions , J ^ flret ranfc His technical equipment is adequate 
iuU^reter ^ ^ unites therewlth extraordinary musical 
f°r,a . wMv organized emotional nature, and a profound, intel- 
fCeU?' ntion of the poetic content of the tonal works he pre- 
"ge“t t, lhe chopin numbers the powers of the player rose to their 
^ s t Ditch The‘Scherzo’and the‘Nocturne’ were master- 
h'fr0f pianistic interpretation.” Mr. Perry played in Dresden 
March 17th and in Berlin March 24th. 
‘ u„ F J Zeisbero, of Martin College, Pulaski, Tenn., will con¬ 
duct a summer school at Highlands, N. C., during June, July, and 
August. 
Miss Amy Fay brought out one of her pupils recently with 
marked success. She had the able assistance of David Bisphum. 
Mr Charles W. Landon will conduct his summer school in west¬ 
ern New Yol k this summer, in the beautiful lake region, and within 
easy reach of the great Chautauqua Assembly. He will give special 
courses in the Mason teohnic and its artistic application in playing, 
phrasing and emotional expression, and a special course in funda¬ 
mental teaching, with lectures for teachers. Instruction begins 
Juir 11th. Full information can be secured from Mr. Landon by 
addressing him at Randolph-Macon Women’s College, Lynchburg, 
Va.,upto June4th. 
Miss 8. C. Very has been very successful with her musical lec¬ 
tures this season, having had the patronage of leading society 
I am very much pleased with “Music Talks with 
Children,” Mathews’ “ Graded Studies,” and Landon’s 
“Reed Organ Method.” Thanks very much for all 
the music you have sent me. Everything came in good 
condition. Alfred Grainger. 
I am very much pleased with “Preparatory Touch 
aud Technic,” for the exercises are simplified and given 
in successive order, which is a great help to the teacher. 
L. Staberow. 
There is not a tedious narrative in “Anecdotes of 
Great Musicians,” by W. F. Gates, in the whole 300. 
Many terse comments give them a value more per¬ 
manent than would be in the hare story. 
The Etude, Phii-a. 
I have seen similar books in other languages running 
parallel to “Musical Mosaics,” hut none compared to 
Mr. Gates’ collection, nor with the elegance of this edi¬ 
tion. Every intelligent person ought to have a copy of 
this excellent book. Karl Merz. 
“The Notes of a Pianist” and Field’s “ Nocturnes ” 
were received in good condition. Gottschalk’s hook is 
'ery interesting and well worth the price. 
Clarence Chandler. 
I received “Pianoforte Study,” by Alexander Mc¬ 
Arthur, aud am greatly pleased with it. It is nicely 
gotten up, and most interesting and useful. 
Emily R. Smith. 
very much pleased with “ Pianoforte Study,” by 
Artllur- Mrs. W. D. Anderson. 
.A|mve received “Mnsic : Its Ideals and Methods,” by 
1 ews’ a,u* am very much pleased with it. I hope to 
reap a great deal of benefit from it. 
Alice May Eisenberg. 
thank y°« f°r the pleasure I have had in 
me ei r i .'c: Its Ideals and Methods. ” It has given 
full nr l ‘ ‘hhhreut conceptions of many things, and is 
thp faut.‘ful> helpful thoughts. I consider it one of 
st delightful books in my musical library. 
Mae E. Swetman. 
wtek6a°Py °r ' Standard English Songs ” reached me a 
mne-h r.l"° i *?ave looked it through, aud am very 
of old f8- w*th the songs it contains, as I find a score 
by eo„0n0nte8’ besides many others less familiar but 
*PPearan ??°d composers. The book presents a fine 
and thp/*’ , PaPer being white, smooth, and thick, 
in its • ''e dear and black. I shall take great pleasure 
e' Mrs. J. H. Clark. 
Meal/ir^*1 Mathews’ new work, “Music: Its 
Pleased tn Methods,” and think it splendid. I am 
oave sent for it. May W. Armstrong. 
system of t M°rr'S Writing Primer ” invaluable, as its 
results eacmng notation insures quicker and v“““” 
• n any method I have ever seen. 
better 
Walter De Prefontaine. 
THE ETUDE 
“Pianoforte Study,” by Alexander McArthur, which 
I received some time ago, I consider the best I have ever 
read on that subject. Galen H. Browne. 
The book “ How to Teach : How to Study,” by E. M. 
Sefton, is very fine. The ten rules for practice on page 9 
are alone worth the cost of the book. 
M. E. H. Gardner. 
I wish to acknowledge the receipt of the hook by Mr. 
Sefton, “ How to Teach : How to Study.” It seems to 
be a well-considered and well written hook, useful to 
students and teachers alike. L. Fries. 
I received the books “ First Dance Album ” and “Third 
and Fourth Grade Pieces.” I must say that I am very 
much pleased with them, as I have taken the time to 
examine them, and find they are just what we need to 
interest and advance our pupils. Sr. M. Johanna. 
I would advise teachers who use Mathews’ “Standard 
Graded Course ’ ’ to use the pieces suitable for the grades. 
Sr. M. Johanna. 
Your “Third and Fourth Grade” books and “First 
Dance Album ” just to hand. I have been looking for 
just such books for a long time. Geo. B. Holsinger. 
“ First Dance Album ” was received Friday morning. 
I have carefully examined all the pieces, and think it is 
the best album of the kind I have ever seen. The selec¬ 
tions are melodious and very well graded. The paper 
and printing are excellent. Bertha Lkedy. 
I have received the “Album of Third and Fourth 
Grade Pieces,” byW. S. B. Mathews, and consider it 
very valuable to me in my work. Mrs. L. R. Lamb. 
The On Sale music I ordered came all right, and it 
was filled just as I desired. Bess L. Spring. 
Your On Sale plan I have tried for two years and find 
it an excellent way of saving time and expense. 
Bertha May Street. 
A word to acknowledge the receipt of Hugh Clarke’s 
“Dictionary” and “American Pianists”; it is most 
worthy of praise ; superior in eveij detail to anything of 
its kind ever brought to my notice. Thanks lor your 
promptness in sending. Lavinia B. Tomlinson. 
I have taken The Etude regularly since 1890, and 
have it hound each year ; it is one of the treasures of 
my library. Teresa Vandknburgh. 
I am a subscriber to The Etude and am more than 
pleased with it. I would not be without it for more 
than double its price. I find it an invaluable help t > 
me iu my teaching. The only fault I have to find with 
it is you give us too much for our money. I get 
bewildered trying to grasp so much every month. 
Emma A. Andrews. 
There is nothing whatever the matter with the music 
)art of your business. That is, and always has been, 
>ar excellence. Tiie Etude is without a peer in the 
nusical journalistic world, and the musical works put 
icon the markets by your firm are absolutely satis- 
'actory. Mrs. Belle C. Heilman. 
The invaluable contribution to musical literature by 
Hr W S B Mathews, “How to Understand Music, 
s i'ust in 'course of earnest perusal, and is considered by 
,s the best treatise of the kind yet presented to the 
nnsic-loving world, embodying as it does all that we 
•ould wish for in such a work. The author deals in srnh 
i masterly, earnest, and affectionate manner with each 
,hasc of musical creation as to make the whole most 
nstructive, animated, and fascinating. Especially 
id mire his handling of Wagner’s productions. Mr. 
Vlathews is to be congratulated on the success of his 
loble ““^^kjjNE Ladies, Chatham, Ontario, Can. 
I am highly pleased with the work, “Music: Its 
[deals and Methods,” which I received durmg the past 
rammer ; but that hardly “K""“ 
•eally do prize the work. M. E. Olina 1 em ell. 
Your publications are absolutely necessary to a pro- 
rressive class of mnsic pnpils. Miss Bessie Lin dsa y . 
I am very much pleased with Mansfield’s “ Harmony,’ 
a ipnlurlv well pleased with Elson s * Keniinis- 
” H a delightful book. In fact all of the special 
iffere sent out by your house are exactly as represented, 
[desire also to express to you my great satisfaction in 
leading with your house, having always found prompt- 
5£V*7. f” ’SELSTcET he thanks of 
Mr E M Sefton’s book, “How to Teach: How to 
?tUdy’mhhin iterraisr^Have read the ”Rni"for°Pm/- 
to several of my pupils -^"^^ohn.sgn. 
I h.« 25** ISl SJSSi 
Notices for this column inserted at 3 cents a word for one insertion, 
payable in advance. Copy must be received by the 20th of the 
previous month to insure publication in the next number. 
A CHICAGO GENTLEMAN. TEACHER PIANO, 
voice, and violin, established class of 85 pupils, 
and church position (chorister), account of bronchial af¬ 
fection would exchange with Denver or California teacher 
of like position. Address E., 169 Francisco Avenue, 
Chicago. 
AN EXPERIENCED TEACHER OF PIANO DE- 
sires a position in a school. Address M., care 
Etude. 
HE TORONTO CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC HAS 
arranged for a summer normal term of four weeks’ 
duration, to begin July 4th and close July 30, 1898. 
This session is designed to meet the wants of those 
members of the musical profession whose engagements 
prevent them from visiting the city for instruction daring 
the regular season, and for advanced music students. A 
comprehensive course of instruction embracing the de¬ 
partments of piano, organ, voice, theory, stringed instru¬ 
ments, choir training, public school music, and the 
elocution school. A systematic course of lectures in¬ 
cluded, to be given by the musical director, Mr. Edward 
Fisher, and other specialists. Its faculty is of unques¬ 
tioned strength ; students are carefully instructed by 
methods which are sound, modern, and comprehensive. 
Excellent opportunities are afforded to combine study 
and recreation, Toronto being cool and pleasant during 
July. 
\r0UNG LADY, CONSERVATORY GRADUATE, 
JL piano, clavier, theory, wishes position. Salary 
moderate. References. S. 8., care Etude. 
OR. ROBERT GOLDBECK DEPARTS ON AN 
Educational aud Artistic Tour during the months 
of April, May, and June, when he will return to Chicago 
to hold a Summer School in July and August. It will 
be easy for him on his travels to correspond with all 
those who desire to secure his services in their home 




REED ORGAN METHOD. 
BY CHARLES W. LANDON. 
PRICE $1.50. FOREIGN FINGERING. 
The pieces are selected from the best composers and 
are copiously annotated, and each piece has a lesson in 
which every point is fully explained and every possible 
help given the pnpil. _ 
The method is superior in many practical points to 
those in general use. 
It is carefully graded, no difficulties appearing until 
they are prepared for by the preceding pieces. Every 
new thing is fully, clearly, and concisely explained and 
illustrated. Not only how to do a thing is shown, but 
the whys and wherefores are given. Every piece is es¬ 
pecially arranged for the Rxrh Organ ; they are not 
Piano music, nor are they Pipe Organ pieces. Further¬ 
more, the pieces are arranged to bring out the best ef¬ 
fects that the Reed Organ is capable of so finely giving. 
In short, the book treats the Reed Organ as a Rkkd 
Organ, the music all being arranged on that basis. 
Many new and charming effects are shown. Every piece 
is fully annotated, fingered intelligently, effectively 
phrased, and the expression indicated. The theory of 
phrasing and expression is thus taught. The “ Reed 
Organ Touch ” is taught, a hitherto neglected feature in 
the study of this favorite instrument. Touch, as here 
taught, makes the player far superior to the ordinary 
performer on this instrument. 
The left hand is especially developed. Every feature 
of technic is unfolded by beautiful pieces, thus doing 
away with a long series of dry and taste-destroying ex¬ 
ercises. 
THE0. PRESSES, Publisher, 
PHILADELPHIA. PA. 
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fine collections for 
TEACHING purposes... 
(Jltantart) jfirst ant> Second (Srafcc 
^ IPiCCCS *¥¥¥+*¥¥¥¥¥¥ 
--—--'AND----—- 
(J*tan&arb Hbtrt) anfc jfourtb (Brafce 
^ ipicccs **»¥i»l»****i»*iP 
Compiled for the Piano by 
W. S. B. MATHEWS. 
j* jt jt 
Designed to accompany the celebrated and 
universally used Standard Graded Course of 
Studies by the same compiler. 
jt Jt J* 
No more vulnahle books of compositions have ever been 
published—culled and selected from the best teaching 
material in their respective grades; in all piano liter¬ 
ature-popular classical and semi-classical—something 
suitable lor any pupil in addition to that contained in 
the regular course. 
Price of eacb, » * s $1.00. 
Durably and Substantially Bound. 
Address Publisher. 
IHEO. PRESSER, 1708 Chestnut St.,Philadelphia 
/T|usie: 
Its Ideals and JVIethods 
* ¥ ¥ ¥ F COLLECTION of Essays for Young 
Teachers, Amateurs, and Students 
relating to Muaio considered as 
an Art and Literature, and to Problem* 
of Plano Teaching. + + + + + 
¥*¥* 
By the author of ‘'How to Understand Music.” “A P„nn 
lar History of Music,” “Studies b Phrasing ”°PD 
Hu",lard Gntde*” “ Primer of 
Musical Form,” etc., etc. 
Price, Bound in Cloth, $1.60. 
(This HIS work which contains about 75,000 words 
W “ tb® “f1 important literary work whicl 
Mr. Mathews has published since the second 
Educational Value, Composers, such as Beethoven 
Schumann, Liszt, and Brahms ; on Songs and Song- 
nudSiV"1'1' °f t°P,C' » 
Part Second relates to Piano Teaching, and con- 
kind of art^ Ea“f8,UP°n I“Adin* Problems of this 
kind of art to which Mr. Mathews has given so 
much attention. K 80 
mT!ie.W°rk “ * ,r,loIe ia undoubtedly one of the 
UW7 p"ductl,>"’ *• •» - 
Published by 
THEO. PRESSER, 
1708 Chestnut Street, 
Philadelphia. 
FOR ALL WHO TEACH ^ 
- 
j How to Teach ^ 
* How to Study i 
+ + BY E. 7UY. SEFTON 
Price, * s 50 Cents. 
Tuio Netxi Collections of 
Standard and Popular Songs. 
QTANDARb ENGLISH SOHGS... 
CTAKDARD SONGS 0 BALLADS 
, The young teacher, or one about to enter the profession, 
is in need of guidance quite as much as the pupil. Very 
little has been put in book form that relates to the 
teacher’s work. Mr. Sefton has had extended experience 
in training young teachers. His efforts in the normal 
field have been very successful. His “ Teachers’ Class 
Book ” is generally used by teachers who wish a system¬ 
atic record. This is a work designed to aid the teacher. 
It touches on every phase of teaching. Every difficulty 
| which confronts the teacher is met. It were better that 
even the older teacher studied the book. There is such 
a thing as doing a thing for years, and doing it wron« 
unconsciously. He is the best teacher who is most anx¬ 
ious to improve his method of imparting knowledge and 
be prepared to receive advice. It relates solely to the 
idea ol how to get the best work out of the pupil. 
IPubliatiecI by 
THEO. PRESSER, 1708 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 
Ppicc 75 Cents Each .. . 
-••0$0«- 
The first contains all that is good in English song liter¬ 
ature—67 songs by the best writers. 
The second contains popular songs by the best English 
composers, also such as Gounod, Pinsuti, Tosti, etc. 
Both volumes are embellished by beautiful title pages 
containing eight good portraits of the most celebrated 
song writers. Good paper and printing make the volumes 
all that could be desired. 
Address the Publisher, 
THEO. PRESSER, 1708 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 
A Charming 
Musical Novel... I asy I)ance /VLusic 
**.*.**.**.**** ** * 
Hlcestisl dFlrst Stance HIbum. 
The Tale of a Musician’s Career. 
This novel is one of the best musical tales in all liter- 
atnre. The plot, of absorbing interest, is sustained 
I throughout. The impression left on the reader is most 
beneficial to higher musical study. 
Price, Bound In Cloth and Cold, $1.00. 
PUBLISHED BY 
I HEO. PRESSER, 1708 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 
—•o<£o»— 
PRICH 75 CENTS. 
—•o^o»- 
A collection of 80 pages of dance music of all kinds, 
[ nothing of greater difficulty than the second grade. 
Carefully selected. For a collection of very easy music 
nothing better can he had. 
Printed and bound in our usual fine and substantial 
I style. 
Published by 
THEO. PRESSER, 1708 Chestnut St.,Philadelphia 
8,000 SOLD. SELECTED OCTAVE STUDIES 
SELECTED STUDIES. Equal Development of Both Hands. 
30 
BY STEPHEN HELLER. 
Selected from Opus 45, 46, and 47. 
PRICE «1.50. 
Revised by Albert Boss Parsons, Calvin B. Cadv 
| Arthnr Foote, Edward Baxter Perry John e v 
Cleve, Wilson G. Smith, and Charles W. Landon. 
metronome marks^v^^^f6^^?*1 a,nd fhraaed, 
concise, and each one is H—made clear and 
Medium Part of the Voice 
Address Publiaher. er published. 
PREPARATORY STUDIES BY THEO. PRESSER. 
PRICE 75 CENTS. 
HnSaS?. °£tay? Studies are of medium difficulty, and selected from 
(Cd valu® BerUn1’ Kullttk’ etc‘ T^ey are of great ednea- 
fifty lessons 
Revised After the Latest Edition. 
OPUS 8. 
17D0 m. THEODORE PRESSER 
1708 Chestnut Stmt, . Philadelphia, Pt. 
MUSIC WRITING PENS 
yowiteed to'^.ro'lTh, ““fo^^o ,^9 “f »»«-corrosive metal 
pens. Prise 80 eta p. 2 w'0&'lhu threeordiua^ 
In stamps. ^ osen.net. 2 samples by mafl for six cento 
,ro8cMes^“T-:aSELpH,apA 
BY .7. COIN CO INK. 
PRICE 50 CENTS. 
new good edition of these popular vocal studies, 
an be used by any teacher with any method. 
.Liberal discount to the profession. 
Published by THEO. PRESSER, 
*tatiox a. PHILAMXPHIA, pa. 
-YLvVT ^'irF? o .■->r... “"A. 
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p ia noforte 
Study... 
„.»RTBUR. Hints on 
Author of Piano 
Rubinstein,” a Biography; 
Playing. 
Attractively Bound in Cloth, $1.25. 
EVERY phase of piano study and playing has 
been touched in this well-known writer’s 
nf „ entertaining and instructive style; a result 
one of ttle. entire field of piano study by 
her.., „ 08e experience and opportunities have 
a ver»Mona!- Tiiis work will be found to be 
»nv w a , 1I18P'ration to every one interested in 
bool- ln tbe Pianoforte or piano playing. A 
Der»r,r,0r eyery earnest student of the piano by a 
AiJie™lnently fitted for writing such a book. 
ein *nder McArthur has had a more extensive 
Beldonf^k6 better opportunities than it is 
havintr T16. fortune of any one person to obtain, 
Euront. acce88 to the most artistic courts of 
tarv tV. nIn,c.e an early age, and was private secre- 
writlmr"^’netein the last five years of his life, 
Publishej 6 m°8^ authentic biography of him 
THEO. PF^ESSE^, Publisher, 
1708 Chestnut Street, 
r--- 
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the work conaiava or 
PART I. The Masters and Their Music. 
PART II. Modern Masters and American Composers. 
jt jt .<* 
Y' HE First Part contains material for Ten Musical 
Vi) Evenings or Claeses, consisting of Biograph¬ 
ical ami Critical Annotations, carefully selected Musical 
Illustrations, etc., relating to Bach, Hlndc), Haydn, 
Moxart, 8chubcrt. Beethoven, Mendelssohn, Chopin. 
Schumann, and Lisxt; calculated to show what kind 
of music they wrote, the relations and differences be¬ 
tween the composers, and to give an idea of the true 
place of each in Musical Art. 
There is also in addition a Second Part, contain¬ 
ing Six Musical Evenings nr Programs, prepared with 
equal care upon Brahms, Grieg. Gottsehalk and Mason, 
Mac Dotcell. Arthur Foote and Mrs. II. II. A Beach, 
Schartcenka. Jensen and Paderewski, Rubinstein and 
Tschaikowsky, and miscellaneous programs of American 
Composers. 
jt j* jt 
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